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Abstract

BACKGROUND: The literature proposes several algorithms that produce “quality-controlled” stereoscopic depth in 3D films by limiting the stereoscopic depth to a defined depth budget. Like stereoscopic displays, spatial sound systems provide the listener with enhanced (auditory) depth cues, and are now commercially available in multiple forms.

AIM: We investigate the implications of introducing auditory depth cues to quality-controlled 3D media, by asking: “Is it important to quality-control audio-visual depth by considering audio-visual interactions, when integrating stereoscopic display and spatial sound systems?”

MOTIVATION: There are several reports in literature of such “audio-visual interactions”, in which visual and auditory perception influence each other. We seek to answer our research question by investigating whether these audio-visual interactions could extend the depth budget used in quality-controlled 3D media.

METHOD/CONCLUSIONS: The related literature is reviewed before presenting four novel experiments that build upon each other’s conclusions. In the first experiment, we show that content created with a stereoscopic depth budget creates measurable positive changes in audiences’ attitude towards 3D films. These changes are repeatable for different locations, displays and content. In the second experiment we calibrate an audio-visual display system and use it to measure the minimum audible depth difference. Our data is used to formulate recommendations for content designers and systems engineers. These recommendations include the design of an auditory depth perception screening test. We then show that an auditory-visual stimulus with a nearer auditory depth is perceived as nearer. We measure the impact of this effect upon a relative depth judgement, and investigate how the impact varies with audio-visual depth separation. Finally, the size of the cross-modal bias in depth is measured, from which we conclude that sound does have the potential to extend the depth budget by a small, but perceivable, amount.
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“The danger with stereoscopic film-making is that if it is improperly done, the result can be discomfort. Yet, when properly executed, stereoscopic films are beautiful and easy on the eyes.” So writes the film maker Lenny Lipton in his book, *The Foundations of Stereoscopic Cinema* (Lipton 1982). A whole body of scientific research has arisen around this desire to produce stereoscopic media “properly” and “quality-control” the stereoscopic depth cue. There is a smaller, but analogous, literature base concerning the development of good quality 3D spatial sound systems and content. Recent steps towards the commercialisation of 3D spatial sound systems have turned attention towards the use of stereoscopic media as a showcase for the technology (André et al. 2010; Evrard et al. 2011; Kuhlen et al. 2007; Rebillat et al. 2010; Springer et al. 2006). However, we should be hesitant to assume audio and visual perception can be treated as mutually exclusive entities. Studies from Psychology reveal a number of interactions that occur between audio and visual perception that could offer new ways of enhancing audio-visual media. This thesis reconciles this body of literature with the needs and interests of spatial sound and stereoscopic display systems engineers and content designers. This is done through novel experimentation that explores the quality-control of audio-visual depth when integrating both technologies.

### 1.1 Background summary

Humans view the world through two eyes. These eyes are in different positions, meaning the brain receives two images of the same scene, each using a different projection. The differences between each eye’s image of a scene depends on the depth, or distance, of the scene’s content. Objects that are nearby will appear at very different positions in each image, whereas objects that are far away will appear
Figure 1.1: The conflict between vergence and accommodation for S3D displays. **A:** Vergence and accommodation in the real world - both focus and vergence meet at a single point in space. **B:** Vergence and accommodation when viewing S3D displays - vergence conflicts with focus, which remains on the screen.

at almost the same position in each image. By a process called *stereopsis*, the brain fuses these two images into a single image together with added depth sensation. This cue to the visual depth of an object, arising from the disparity between each eye’s image, is called the *binocular cue*.

Stereoscopic three-dimensional (S3D) displays offer enhanced depth perception in images by conveying binocular depth cues to the viewer. At the heart of every S3D display is a mechanism that displays a different image to the left and right eyes. If the images shown by the display to the left and right eye consist of projections that are related to each eye’s view of the natural world, then the brain will fuse the display’s images into a single “3D” image. However, S3D displays do not offer a perfect replication of real-world viewing. For instance, when viewing an S3D display, the eyes focus upon the depth of the screen, but *verge* upon the content’s binocular depth (*vergence* is the degree to which the viewing direction of the eyes simultaneously “toe-in” so as to intersect at the depth and position of the object of attention). This phenomenon is shown in Figure 1.1. It is called the vergence-accommodation conflict and can be uncomfortable because it is unnatural; in the real world we focus and verge upon the same point. This is one example of several human and technological factors that should be properly considered if S3D displays are to provide an enjoyable and comfortable viewing experience.

In this thesis, the display *depth* of a stimulus is defined as the component of its position along the axis perpendicular to the display screen. Depth is closely related
to ego-centric distance if participants are placed on the axis that is perpendicular to, and centred upon, the screen. Therefore, we generally refer to an *ego-centric* concept of depth – where a nearer or a further depth refers respectively to a difference directed towards or away from the viewer. We do sometimes refer to a *screen-centric* concept of depth – where a greater or smaller depth refers to a position further from, or nearer to, the screen. The distinction between these two concepts of depth should be clear in the text.

The range of binocular depth that is comfortable to view on a given S3D display is called the “zone of comfort” (Shibata et al. 2011) or the “depth bracket” (Block and McNally 2013) or the “depth budget” (Holliman 2010), which is the term we use in this thesis. Its value needs to factor in the immense variation between humans in their ability to fuse comfortably S3D images. The smaller the range of depth used, the larger the set of people who will be able to view the content comfortably. This depth budget can be very restrictive and limiting, particularly when viewing small displays from close viewing distances. Hence, there would be significant benefit in finding a means of extending the range of depth a display can show in a manner that is comfortable to view.

In a similar way to vision, we are able to localise sound sources, due partly to the positioning of our ears – positioned within pinna (the externally visible part of the ear) on the left and right side of the head. However, for depth perception of sources directly in front of the head, the inter-ear (or inter-aural) differences have

---

**Figure 1.2:** The inevitable depth budget in a S3D display that arises due to both human and technological factors.
a smaller role when compared with other aural cues including: loudness (pressure), reverberation and frequency spectrum differences. Loudness at the ear is most commonly considered to indicate auditory distance, but as it can be confused with loudness at the source, it is only really valuable if you have some prior knowledge of the source’s volume. In this way it is analogous to familiar size in human vision. Reverberation, or more specifically the ratio of direct sound to reverberant sound, is able to provide an absolute cue to a source’s depth without needing to have prior knowledge of the source.

Neither stereo nor surround sound provide a cue to a source’s exact location in 3D space. Stereo systems present sound in the same horizontal and frontal plane, giving no sense of depth or elevation to the sound sources. Surround sound improves on stereo, but still presents sound in the same horizontal plane with very limited options for depth (in front/behind). 3D sound systems aim to create sound sources at all required locations in a continuous 3D space for a given set of soundscapes. These are used in simulation, film and gaming, creating a new level of realism and opening a new field of action-tasks and cues available to content designers (Cater et al. 2007).

There are various different approaches to building 3D sound systems. One approach, recently taken by Dolby (Sergi 2013), is to use large arrays of loudspeakers to improve the spatial fidelity of the sound fields that can be reproduced (although this can only ever be an approximation of true 3D sound). Another approach is analogous to the principle that lies behind S3D displays, in that the left and right ear channels are split, for example using headphones, and each ear is fed a processed audio stream with localisation cues including inter-aural differences. The simplest way to capture such audio-streams is to record using two microphones placed inside the pinna of a model (or real) head.

The brain is therefore required to combine an array of visual and auditory cues when forming a cross-modal perception of the world around us. If these cues conflict, the brain is left to assemble the best perception it can, and the result isn’t always successful. A number of interesting illusions have been observed when audition and vision appear to be in conflict with each other (e.g. McGurk and MacDonald 1976; Sekuler et al. 1997; Shams et al. 2002). Perhaps the most well known illusion is the ventriloquist effect, in which the apparent position of a sound is typically biased towards a different location than the actual source, because it appears a more visually rational source for the sound. In this situation, cues from the auditory and visual scenes conflict, resulting in the brain wrongly interpreting the auditory cues. The ventriloquist effect has been inverted under certain circumstances, resulting
in the brain interpreting the visual cues wrongly (Burr and Alais 2006; Phan et al. 2000). Audio-visual interactions have already been used to enhance conventional 2D media. One such example is taken from the film *Star Wars IV: A New Hope*, where a “swoosh” sound creates the perception of a door sliding open when in fact the door instantaneously disappears (Chion and Gorbman 1994). Furthermore, we all experience the ventriloquist effect when viewing conventional 2D media, as sounds appear to emanate from visual sources on the screen instead of the loudspeakers, which can be in a very different position.

There has been substantial research concerning content design for S3D displays, and to a lesser extent, spatial sound systems. This research sits firmly within the human-computer interaction (HCI) field of computer science, as it aims to improve the user experience offered by the technology. Researchers therefore need to reconcile work in psychology, specifically concerning the human visual and auditory systems, with the engineering and computing technologies involved in building displays and display content. The outcome of such research includes algorithms, design principles and guidance concerning the production of a quality user experience. When we refer to “quality-controlled depth”, we refer to depth cues controlled in a manner that is informed by such research. For example, Jones et al. (2001) outline algorithms that control the binocular depth cue in a way that is informed by research concerning the depth budget or “zone of comfort”.

It is important, at this early stage, to make the distinction between relative and absolute perception. Relative perception is concerned with distinguishing differences between multiple stimuli, whereas absolute perception requires the making of a singular judgement without any references. The two are closely linked, though in the natural environment tasks involving relative spatial perception are far more prevalent than tasks involving absolute spatial perception. Auditory depth cues such the loudness and frequency spectrum require prior knowledge of the source, and are therefore far better relative cues than absolute cues. How “flat” a 3D visual or auditory display appears is directly dependent upon our ability to perceive relative depth differences between content stimuli and the display.

### 1.2 Research questions

In the light of developments aimed at the commercialisation of spatial sound, interest has turned to the use of S3D media as a showcase for the technology (André et al. 2010; Evrard et al. 2011; Kuhlen et al. 2007; Rebillat et al. 2010; Springer et al. 2006). Integrating spatial sound and S3D displays may offer new ways of using the
audio-visual interaction. For example, a preliminary experiment executed by the author, and published prior to beginning the work outlined here (Turner et al. 2011), concluded that auditory depth can have an influence upon judgements of relative visual depth in an S3D display. There is the potential, therefore, for extending an S3D display’s depth budget without using more binocular disparity. This was the starting point for the trail of research that is presented here, and which can be summarised by the following over-arching research question:

\textit{Is it important to quality-control audio-visual depth by considering audio-visual interactions when integrating S3D display and spatial sound systems?}

There are three significant parts to this research question. The first part is concerned with the importance of quality-controlling audio-visual depth (the potential subjective and/or commercial value of quality-controlling audio-visual depth). The second is related to the impact of audio-visual interactions upon the quality-control of audio-visual depth. The final part addresses the application context of integrating S3D displays and spatial sound systems.

The approach we have taken to answer this research question begins with an experimental study that shows the importance of quality-controlling the binocular depth cue alone, by restricting it to particular depth budget. This study serves the purpose of motivating our later work, which explores the possibility of extending the depth budget using audio depth. Furthermore, it provides evidence that quality-controlling depth cues is a valuable focus for research. The other experiments we then report, address each part of the over-arching research question in reverse order:

- The third part was addressed by building a calibrated audio and visual display system for which we measured the minimum audible depth (MAD) we should expect participants to perceive (the minimum visible depth could be taken from literature).
- We then used the calibrated experimental setup, and the measurement of the setup’s MAD, to design and run an experiment that would observe the impact of an audio-visual interaction upon a relative depth perception task. This addresses the second part of the over-arching research question.
- Finally we measure the size of the audio-visual bias (the impact of which we observed whilst addressing the second part of the over-arching research question) in order to discuss the cross-modal effect’s potential significance and application to S3D media, thereby addressing the first part of the over-arching research question.
Our approach was broken into the following subsidiary research questions:

1. **What is there to be learnt from the literature?**

   There is a wealth of literature concerning visual depth perception in S3D displays and the engineering of display systems. There is notably less material concerning relative auditory depth (RAD) perception, particularly in application scenarios, and still less concerning audio-visual depth perception. We address this research question by first reviewing literature related to the background of the over-arching research question. This includes the psychology and physiology of the human visual and auditory system, as well as the engineering of S3D displays and spatial sound systems. We then broadly look at literature related to cross-modal interactions, particularly focussing upon audio-visual interactions in depth perception. Finally, we review in detail the preliminary experiment undertaken by the author, as it marks the beginning of our experimental research trail. The act of collating and reviewing literature concerning audio-visual depth perception is the first novel contribution of this thesis. A summary of this work was published by the author in the proceedings of the *Electronic Imaging* symposium run by *SPIE: The International Society for Optics and Photonics* (Berry et al. 2014).

2. **Does viewing S3D content with quality-controlled binocular cues create measurable positive changes in the audience’s subjective attitudes towards S3D media?**

   We began our experimental research by assessing the importance of quality-controlling visual depth cues. The rationale behind this is partly explained above; by our approach to tackle the over-arching research question. A positive answer to this research question would suggest that it is important to quality-control the binocular depth cue. By extension, this suggests it could be important to quality-control other depth cues, particularly if there is a perceptual interaction between them and the binocular cue. For the purposes of answering this question, we have used media that quality-controls the binocular cue by implementing the research by Jones et al. (2001). This research proposes a mapping of binocular depth in the scene to a given S3D display depth budget. As already mentioned, the extension of this depth budget is one possible outcome of the effect observed in the preliminary experiment. Therefore, it seemed sensible to evaluate the use of a visual depth budget before exploring a possible way of extending it. We measured the changes in subjective attitudes by asking participants to rate their responses to five different
questions on a scale of 0-100. We then looked for statistically significant differences in their answers before and after viewing high quality S3D content with quality-controlled binocular cues. This evaluation of subjective impressions, specifically of high-quality S3D media with quality-controlled binocular cues, is a novel contribution of this thesis and was published in the *IEEE Journal of Display Technology* (Berry et al. 2015).

3. **What is the MAD in our experimental setup?**

A crucial factor in determining whether we would expect to observe an audio-visual effect was whether we would expect to perceive the corresponding audio depth cues. Very little was known about the loudspeakers used in the preliminary experiment, or how their positioning affected RAD perception performance. Before further cross-modal experimentation could be undertaken, it was therefore important to source a calibrated experimental setup. This began with finding small loudspeakers that reduced occlusion and interference whilst having well matched frequency response curves. The loudspeakers were then positioned using motorised rails controlled by a computer, so that the listener was unable to use anything other than auditory depth cues to distinguish consistently between them. Finally, we measured the MAD that participants can perceive in our calibrated experimental setup. This sensory threshold and calibrated experimental setup directly informed the design of our later cross-modal experimentation. Both the measurement of the MAD within a TV viewing scenario and the evaluation of its implications for engineers and content designers, are novel contributions of this thesis.

4. **Does auditory depth influence our perception of relative depth in S3D images?**

The preliminary experiment suggested that audio depth can influence our perception of depth in S3D images. However, the preliminary experiment lacked a calibrated experimental setup and there were weaknesses in the experimental design. The preliminary experiment’s results are therefore used only to motivate our work, and not to answer our over-arching research question. We ran a new experiment, similar in design to the preliminary experiment, that gave us a more robust answer to this research question. The new experimental design included a more effective method of capturing qualitative data to support our results and the experimental setup had been refined substantially whilst addressing the previous research question. The new setup included loudspeakers with frequency response matched curves positioned within a calibrated arrange-
ment for which we know the MAD. The new experimental design also included the implementation of a screening test for RAD perception. The design of this screening test was based upon our previous measurements of the MAD. The implementation of the screening test and the evaluation of its results, along with the other improvements reported here, are novel contributions of this thesis.

5. **How does the cross-modal effect vary with auditory depth?**

When considering whether an audio-visual effect could be applicable to the quality-control of depth in S3D media, it is important to understand the nature of the effect. We were interested in how the effect varied with auditory depth, or more specifically the depth separation between the audio cues and the visual cues. We might expect that the effect’s strength would increase as the audio-visual separation increases. But as the separation between audio and visual cues becomes very large, the brain may cease to consider them as one stimulus, meaning that the effect could have audio-visual separation limits. We answered both this research question and the previous research question using the same experiment. Participants viewed two images of the same cross-modal stimuli, one after the other. Whilst the visual depth of the stimulus did not change, the auditory depth did. Participants were asked to respond by identifying which stimulus appeared to be nearer to them. A cross-modal effect could be said to have observed if, in the significant majority of cases, participants believed that the nearer stimulus was the one with the nearer auditory component. Four different auditory depth changes were investigated in order to address specifically this research question. From our data set we then drew the psychometric function showing how the effect varied with audio-visual separation, and thus make conclusions concerning the effect’s audio-visual separation limits. This measurement of the effect’s psychometric function is a novel contribution of the thesis.

6. **How large is the cross-modal bias?**

At this point in our work we had observed the impact of the cross-modal effect, an example of the inverted ventriloquist effect, upon a particular relative depth judgement task. This is different to measuring the size of the cross-modal spatial bias, which is a significant factor in deciding how applicable the effect is. A measurement of the cross-modal bias would tell us how much perceived depth the effect could add to a display’s depth budget. If the effect usefully extends the depth budget, then we have clear evidence that it is important to consider audio-visual interactions when quality-controlling depth in integrated
S3D display and spatial sound systems. A new cross-modal experimental task, based upon the task used in our previous cross-modal experimentation, has been used to measure the bias size for the same four different audio-visual separations used in answering the previous research question. The measurement of this value and the consideration of its implications for quality-controlling depth in S3D media are the final novel contributions of this thesis.

1.3 Thesis structure

Each of the above questions is addressed by a separate chapter in this thesis. It was decided to write up each experiment individually in this way, because the results of each study offer a contribution to the motivation and design of later studies, making it the natural way to organise the thesis in a narrative form. A summary of this narrative, including inter-dependencies between chapters, is shown in Figure 1.3. We believe each experimental chapter offers novel contributions to the literature, and these are presented in the chapter’s conclusions and then drawn together in the thesis conclusions.

We begin in Chapter 2 by reviewing the science of vision and audition in S3D displays and spatial sound systems, before looking in depth at the literature related to the audio-visual interaction in Chapter 3. With an understanding of the subject’s background and the related literature, Chapter 4 then reviews the preliminary experiment undertaken by the author that marks the start of our research narrative. We then turn to the visual and auditory senses separately. In Chapter 5 we motivate further research seeking to quality-control depth by evaluating subjective impressions of S3D media that implements research we intend to use in our own cross-modal experimentation. In Chapter 6 we measure the minimum audible depth difference between our two loudspeakers, which will inform our choice of audio-visual depth separations in our cross-modal experimentation and help us screen the participants in our experiment for RAD perception. In Chapter 7 we report on new cross-modal experimentation seeking to confirm and expand upon the results from our preliminary experiment. We then extend the experimental task design in Chapter 8 so that we can measure the size of the audio-visual depth bias induced by the effect and thus reflect on its practical applicability. In the final chapter we draw together all our conclusions and discuss them within the context of the thesis and the research questions that were presented in the previous section.
Figure 1.3: The thesis narrative. The literature review is comprised of three chapters. Each experimental study is written up as a separate chapter, because the results and conclusions of each study contribute to the design and motivation of the later studies. The diagram also indicates where each subsidiary research question is addressed.
This research began by seeking to answer the first research question detailed in Section 1.2: *What is there to be learnt from the literature?* As mentioned earlier, the literature review has been split into three chapters. This chapter addresses the broad background to the research, whilst Chapter 3 focuses on literature relating to cross-modal interactions. We finish in Chapter 4 with a detailed review of a preliminary experiment published previously by the author. The aim of these review chapters is to introduce some of the key concepts and studies in depth perception research, specifically concerning cross-modal interactions between audition and vision. They are therefore written with a particular interest in the application of this field to enhancing 3D audio-visual display systems and content.

This chapter is split into two primary parts: depth perception and the engineering of 3D displays. Each part is then further split into two subsidiary parts: vision and audition. We therefore begin by discussing visual depth perception in Section 2.1, including the cues to visual depth and the acuity of visual depth perception, before addressing auditory depth perception in Section 2.2. We then turn to the engineering of S3D displays in Section 2.3 before finishing by reviewing the design of spatial sound systems in Section 2.4. A summary of the background is not included in this chapter, as one was included in the previous chapter in Section 1.1.

### 2.1 Visual depth perception

Our ability to perceive visual depth in the natural environment is dependent upon a number of different cues. Understanding these cues is vital to understanding cross-modal interactions in depth perception. Coren and Ward (1989) identify twelve
Colour

Aerial Perspective
Object Shading
Texture Gradient

Size

Retinal
Familiar

Position

Interposition
Height in the Plane
Linear Perspective
Motion Parallax

Physiological

Accommodation
Eye Convergence

Pictorial
Non-Pictorial

Table 2.1: The twelve different cues to visual depth in the natural environment as categorised by Coren and Ward (1989). The classification into pictorial cues as outlined by Goldstein (2007) is also shown.

different cues used in visual depth perception in the natural environment and categorise them under four different headings: colour, size, position and physiological. Table 2.1 shows the breakdown of these cues that are discussed further below.

The majority of the cues in Table 2.1 are also classed as “pictorial cues” (Goldstein 2007). These cues are used for perceiving depth in 2D displays. The development of S3D displays has enabled content creators to utilise the binocular (or stereopsis) cue and, to a limited extent, the physiological cues as well, thus enhancing our ability to perceive depth in the content. Despite this, perception of depth in S3D displays is not perfect, due to a vergence-accommodation conflict discussed in further detail in Section 2.3.3.

In the real world, visual depth perception is generally accurate for distances less than 20 m, but in virtual environments it is typically subject to significant underestimations (Napieralski et al. 2011). These underestimations occur for all distances, including the near field (within arms reach), action space (within 30 m) and vista space (greater than 30 m). It is perhaps particularly interesting that there is no significant difference between action task performance in depth for high and low quality virtual environments, but there is a significant difference in verbal responses (Kunz et al. 2009). This is possibly because different neurological streams are used to give verbal reports and actions. Our performance in visual depth perception is by no means perfect, and by no means fully understood.
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2.1.1 Colour cues

As light travels through air, part of it is reflected in random directions by oxygen and nitrogen molecules according to a process known as “Rayleigh scattering”. This process scatters more light with shorter wavelengths at the blue end of the visible spectrum, than longer wavelengths at the red end of the visible spectrum. When viewing objects that are further away, more of this blue light is scattered into the viewer’s line of sight, causing distant objects to appear bluer (Smith 2005). The scattering also reduces the contrast, and thus detail, in the view. This effect, which can therefore be used as a cue to depth, is shown in Figure 2.1 and is called Aerial Perspective.

The shadows formed by shining a directional light upon a colour consistent surface are able to provide cues to the surface’s orientation and shape variance in 3D space. By comparing the colour shade of two points upon a colour consistent surface, viewers can often perceive a change in depth. This cue to depth is called Object Shading.

A texture is a pattern that appears on an object’s surface. Many objects have a texture of sorts, such as the grain in a wooden object, or the yarn pattern in woven fabric. Such a texture will give cues to depth through other pictorial cues like linear perspective (Section 2.1.3), shading (Section 2.1.1) and familiar size (Section 2.1.2). The cue to depth given by a texture is called the Texture Gradient.
2.1.2 Size cues

Objects that are closer to the viewer appear larger due to the size of image formed upon the retina. Figure 2.2 shows how two bars of the same size but different depths are projected on to the retina at different sizes. This Retinal Size can be used as a cue to depth, particularly when combined with Familiar Size. If the size of an object is familiar, then retinal size at any point in time can be compared with the familiar size to make a depth judgement. Familiar size is therefore called a relative depth cue.

2.1.3 Position cues

If an object occludes another object in the scene, the latter is assumed to be further away from the viewer. This can be seen in Figure 2.1 where the nearest mountain ridge occludes the further mountain ridge. This depth cue is called Interposition.

Linear Perspective is a result of the Retinal Size cue when viewing parallel lines that change in depth. As two parallel lines increase in depth, the distance between them appears to decrease. The effect is shown in Figure 2.3. Linear perspective is most effective when viewing objects with defined edges, such as a regular table or a brick building.

For objects resting on a plane that extends across the viewer and away from the viewer in depth (such as the earth’s surface) the object’s Height in the Plane can indicate its depth. If two ships are seen on the sea, the one nearer the horizon, and thus higher in the plane, is deemed to have the greater depth. This cue is also used when perceiving the depth of objects in other planes, such as plates on a table, or words on a page of a book.
As a viewer moves from side to side whilst focusing on a particular depth, all objects nearer than that focus point will appear to move in the opposite direction to the viewer’s movements, and all objects further than that focus point will appear to move with the viewer. This effect is particularly noticeable as you look out of a window and compare the apparent movement of objects inside with the apparent movement of objects outside, as you move from side to side. Motion within a scene can also cue depth since further objects will appear to move slower than nearer objects (e.g. aeroplanes the fly higher appear to move slower). So far, all cues discussed have only required static scenes, but this cue, called **Motion Parallax**, requires movement of the scene content or viewer to be applicable.

**Stereopsis** is also classed by Coren and Ward (1989) as a position cue. Whilst the cues discussed so far form the basis of depth perception in 2D displays, the addition of the stereopsis cue forms the basis for depth perception in S3D displays. Humans view the world around them through two different eyes, each supplying the brain with a slightly different view. The difference between the two retinal images the brain receives from the eyes is called the binocular disparity and includes key information about the depth of the objects being viewed. These two images are combined by the brain in a process called stereopsis (Cumming and DeAngelis 2001; Patterson 1992) to create a single perceived image with embedded cues to depth. Many depth judgements depend upon the use of stereopsis when the other pictorial cues are weak. It is possible to perceive visual depth using just pictorial cues, or just binocular disparity, although using both of these significantly improves and quickens spatial perceptions.
Figure 2.4: Showing the three orthogonal auditory planes that we refer to throughout this thesis. The median plane splits evenly between the left and right ear, whilst the frontal plane splits the space in front and behind the ears and the horizontal plane splits space above and below the ears.

2.1.4 Physiological Cues

Physiological changes in the viewer may also provide cues to depth. **Eye Accommodation** is the change in focus of the eye’s lens, and will give a sense of depth. For instance as you refocus from viewing objects beyond a pane of glass to viewing a mark on the glass, you will be aware of a depth change and a change in eye vergence. **Eye Vergence** is the simultaneous movement of both eyes in opposite directions to maintain binocular focus upon an object. As an object moves closer, the eyes rotate towards each other to maintain a single focused picture of the object; this is increasing vergence. Eye vergence can be sensed, so is capable of cuing depth.

2.2 Auditory localisation and depth perception

Our ability to locate a sound source is due to a number of different cues that arise from the shape of the human head and the acoustical environment in which the source and listener are placed. Many of these cues can be explained by the simplistic **Duplex Theory** outlined in Section 2.2.1, with the finer details encapsulated in the head related transfer function (HRTF) and the binaural room impulse response (BRIR) discussed in Section 2.2.2. A detailed evaluation of cues to auditory depth
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Figure 2.5: The Duplex Theory. **A:** Interaural time differences (ITDs) arise because $d_1 \neq d_2$ when the source is not located on the median plane. **B:** Interaural level differences (ILDs) arise from the shading effect caused by the head, allowing only reflected and diffracted sound to reach the contralateral (further) ear. **C:** Any set of sound sources placed on the cone of confusion (dashed line) will be indistinguishable due to them sharing the same ITD and ILD values. This holds for any value of $l$ perpendicular to the interaural axis. The Cone of Confusion is a significant failing of the Duplex Theory.

is made in Section 2.2.3. Figure 2.4 outlines some terminology used in this section. For a detailed review of auditory depth perception, refer to the review Auditory distance perception in humans: a summary of past and present research by Zahorik et al. (2005).

### 2.2.1 The Duplex Theory

The Duplex Theory (Strutt 1907; Kapralos et al. 2008) is one of the earliest attempts at understanding human sound localisation. The theory is centred around modelling the head as a sphere to explain a number of different auditory localisation cues.

Figure 2.5A shows how the ear separation results in a path length difference for a sound travelling to each ear (unless the sound source lies on the median plane). Because of this path length difference, sound reaches the ipsilateral ear (the ear nearer to the sound source) before reaching the contralateral ear (the ear further from the sound source). This time difference, referred to as the ITD, is a key cue to sound localisation.

In Figure 2.5B the contralateral ear is shaded from the sound by the head, allowing only reflected or diffracted sound to reach the ear. Because of this there is an intensity (or volume level) difference between the sound at each ear. This ILD is also a key cue to sound localisation.
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The Duplex Theory remains a simplistic model with failings, despite describing two of the most significant auditory localisation cues (ITD and ILD). Perhaps the most significant of these failings is the “cone of confusion” shown in Figure 2.5C. Any set of auditory sources in free space placed a constant perpendicular distance \( l \) from the interaural axis share the same ITD and ILD values, causing the auditory sources to be indistinguishable. This remains true for all values of \( l \) perpendicular to any point on the interaural axis, such that the auditory sources are positioned outside of the head. A more detailed understanding of the head and ear shape is required to explain our ability to distinguish between sources on the cone of confusion.

2.2.2 HRTF and BRIR

Later work undertaken by Batteau in the 1960’s addressed the impact of body and ear shape on our auditory localisation ability (Batteau 1967; Brungart and Rabinowitz 1999; Kapralos et al. 2008). He discovered that humans can use sound interactions with the head, upper torso, shoulders and pinna of each ear to cue auditory localisation. These interactions are captured in the HRTF, a response that characterises how an ear receives sound from a point in space. HRTFs are theoretically calculated by solving the wave equation whilst considering the interactions with the body. In practice this is too complex, so various simplifications are made (the Duplex Theory is an extreme example of such a simplification). The function maps a sound in free space, to a sound as heard by a single ear (there is a different HRTF for left and right ears), and is dependent upon the sound’s frequency, azimuth, elevation angle and distance.

There are other external factors that facilitate auditory depth perception which are not captured by the HRTF. One of the most significant external cues is the acoustical environment. A BRIR represents the response of a particular acoustical environment and listener to sound energy. The listener-specific part of the BRIR is defined in terms of the HRTF. BRIRs are typically measured using small microphones placed into a listener’s ears.

2.2.3 Auditory depth cues

Of the depth cues covered by the models in sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2, the most significant are (Coleman 1963):

- Loudness
- Reverberation
• Frequency spectrum

• Interaural differences (ITD and ILD)

The most quoted and widely known cue to auditory depth is loudness - specifically, the loudness at the listener. Unfortunately the loudness at the listener is often confused with the loudness at the source, resulting in a poor ability to judge absolute auditory depth in free space (Coleman 1962). This cue is therefore stronger if the listener has prior knowledge about the source, making loudness more suitable as a relative cue than absolute cue.

Another significant factor, which further complicates this field of research, is reverberation; our ability to detect auditory depth is directly dependent upon the environment in which the detection occurs. More specifically, the energy ratio of direct and reverberant sound (D/R) provides an absolute cue to the source’s depth (Bronkhorst and Houtgast 1999), contrasting with lateral localisation which can be degraded by echoic environments (Moore and King 1999). Listeners can also discriminate differences in the D/R cue (Larsen et al. 2008), so the cue is also used in RAD perception, as we discuss at the end of this section.

The frequency spectrum of a source provides a relative depth cue, in a similar way to loudness. As sound propagates through air the proportion of low frequency content (relative to the high frequency content) increases, resulting in a different frequency spectrum that is dependent upon depth (von Bekesy 1938). Coleman (1968) reported that the frequency spectrum plays a dual role in auditory depth perception. He concluded that a greater proportion of high frequency content can indicate a closer sound at distances greater than a few feet, and a further sound at distances less than a few feet. He also confirmed that altering the frequency spectrum of the sound resulted in a different perception of the source’s depth, but the use of this as a depth cue relies on knowledge of the source’s frequency spectrum at other depths.

Interaural differences, explained by the duplex theory, also have an impact on perception of near-source depth (Coleman 1963). The nearer the source is to the head, the larger the ITD and ILD. Interaural differences are only of use in the near field, as the shading effect and path length difference quickly tends to zero in the far field (Nielsen 1991). It has been shown that, for a source on the inter-aural axis (see Figure 2.5C), the ILD can vary by as much as 20 dB for distances between 17.5 cm and 87.5 cm (Hartley and Fry 1921). ITD is not such a strong depth cue, although simple geometry is able to show that the ITD decreases with greater distance (Brungart and Rabinowitz 1999; Duda and Martens 1998).
Zahorik (2002) investigated how these cues are combined to give an overall perception of auditory depth. He hypothesises a framework in which each cue creates its own estimate of depth, which is then weighted according to the strength of the cue’s content and the consistency of the cue’s estimate when compared with other cue estimates. His experimental results show that the manner in which listeners weight two principle depth cues does not vary with depth change, but only with acoustical and directional changes.

Some recent studies have sought to understand cue combination specifically for RAD perception (Akeroyd et al. 2007; Kolarik et al. 2013a, b). These studies investigate how the loudness level and (D/R) cue are combined to perceive relative depth. These will be the dominating cues in our experimental setup. Akeroyd et al. (2007) found that RAD perception improved if both cues were available. This was confirmed by Kolarik et al. (2013b) who also concluded that performance was better with just the loudness cue than with just the D/R cue. However, they also found that performance using both cues was generally better for environments with longer reverberation times. Our experiment has therefore been performed in a semi-reverberant environment.

2.2.4 Acuity of auditory depth perception

A number of studies have psychophysically examined the acuity of absolute auditory depth perception (Speigle and Loomis 1993; Nielsen 1993, 1991; Bronkhorst and Houtgast 1999; Bronkhorst 2002; Zahorik 2002; Fontana and Rocchesso 2008) and RAD perception (Edwards 1955; Simpson and Stanton 1973; Strybel and Perrott 1984; Ashmead et al. 1990; Peter Barnecutt 1998; Volk et al. 2012). Despite RAD perception arguably being practised more in every day scenarios (sounds are rarely heard in isolation), the literature addressing absolute auditory depth perception far outweighs that addressing RAD perception, with the references given for absolute depth perception being just selected highlights of a much larger literature corpus. Such an unbalance is evident in the review of the field by Zahorik et al. (2005).

Nielsen (1991) discusses an experiment to assess the acuity of depth perception of sources on the median plane. Participants were played auditory stimuli through a series of speakers, and asked to judge where in the room the stimuli source was located. They recorded their judgement on a quantised map of the area around them. The speakers were placed on the median plane at distances of 1 m, 2 m, 3.5 m and 5 m. Each speaker was raised above the one in front to avoid any auditory degradation due to shading. Participants undertook the experimental task...
in a small curtained cubicle at the centre of a room, so that the positions of the speakers and the room layout were unknown to them, while the acoustics were not notably degraded. The results show a large amount of variability between between individuals in their ability to hear absolute auditory depth, though there was a clear sense of learning demonstrated, suggesting that RAD perception is stronger than absolute auditory depth perception. The observed limit in dynamics of perceived distances is evidence of an acoustical horizon which is explored further by Bronkhorst and Houtgast (1999).

Bronkhorst and Houtgast (1999) investigated the effect of reverberation upon depth perception in an echoic environment using virtual acoustics (see Section 2.4). Listeners were presented with bursts of pink noise convolved with a BRIR that simulated the experimental room. They were then asked to rate the apparent depth of the sound source on a quantised scale. They found that the perceived depth was determined by three primary variables: virtual source distance, number of reflections and the relative level of reflections. When 27 or more reflections were used they, like Nielsen, observed an acoustic horizon at approximately 2 m. They present a mathematical model that expresses the perceived auditory depth of a sound as a function of the ratio between direct and reflected energies. They show that this model can accurately predict performance and explain the acoustical horizon through the use of an integration window for determining the energy of the direct sound.

Zahorik (2002) also uses virtual acoustics to assess auditory depth perception in an experiment addressing the discrepancy between perceived distance and actual distance. He noted that on the whole listeners under-estimate distances, though for near sources would often over-estimate. He fitted a power function to the data, of the form:

\[ \psi_p = k \psi_r^a. \]

Where \( \psi_p \) is the perceived depth of the source, \( \psi_r \) is the actual depth of the source and \( k \) and \( a \) are constants. For perfect acuity \( a = 1 \) and \( k = 1 \). The average value of \( a \) across all listeners and stimulus conditions was approximately 0.39 and the average value of \( k \) was approximately 1.32. The fact that 0.39 is substantially lower than the veridical value of 1 supports the evidence for an acoustical horizon. Zahorik also noticed that consistent patterns of error arose in the listeners judgements across a variety of stimulus conditions including direction and source signal.

Most of the papers investigating RAD perception are concerned with the pressure discrimination hypothesis (PDH) which states that RAD perception is limited by the availability of discriminable differences in pressure, or loudness (Ashmead et al.
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Coleman (1963) noted that the apparent amplitude difference in dB of a sound played from a distance \( r \) compared to a reference distance \( r_0 \) is given by

\[
20 \log \left( \frac{r}{r_0} \right)
\]

We know the relative distance change (\( \Delta r = r - r_0 \) so \( r = \Delta r + r_0 \)), which we can substitute into the equation to get

\[
20 \log \left( \frac{r_0 + \Delta r}{r_0} \right) = 20 \log \left( 1 + \frac{\Delta r}{r_0} \right).
\]

The sensory threshold for wideband noise amplitude difference has been found to be between 0.3 to 0.5 dB (Miller 1947). Taking 0.4 dB as the sensory threshold for pressure difference and rearranging the equation gives

\[
\frac{\Delta r}{r} = 10^{0.4/20} - 1 = 0.047
\]

So the PDH predicts a MAD of about 5% of the reference distance (Strybel and Perrott 1984). Applying this to a television viewing distance of 2 m yields a MAD of about 10 cm. Various studies have presented evidence in agreement and disagreement with this result.

A number of earlier experiments yielded results that disagreed with the PDH (Edwards 1955; Simpson and Stanton 1973; Strybel and Perrott 1984), particularly at shorter reference distances. All of these studies used the method of limits experimental design to identify the sensory threshold. An auditory stimulus was played repeatedly whilst being moved from the reference position either toward or away from the participant. The participant then responded with either “towards” or “away” as soon as they were sure of the direction in which the stimulus was being moved. The positions of the stimulus at the point of response were recorded and the mean value taken as the threshold. All experiments gave results suggesting that as the reference distance decreased the threshold distance as a percentage of the reference distance increased. Strybel and Perrott (1984) investigated RAD perception over a large range of reference distances from 0.49 m to 48.76 m. They found that performance did roughly agree with the PDH for distances of 6.09 m to 48.76 m, but acuity still dropped off for smaller reference distances.

Ashmead et al. (1990) were the first to measure a result in agreement with the PDH for reference distances of 1 m and 2 m. Their experiment was undertaken in anechoic room using a single loudspeaker on a sliding platform. The two alternative
forced choice (2AFC) two-down/one-up adaptive experimental design set it apart from previous studies. The method of limits, used in previous studies, may have encouraged a more conservative judgement of the threshold due to participants being instructed to minimise response errors by waiting until they were sure of their answer. Participants were required to identify the nearer of two auditory stimuli at different depths, played sequentially from the same loudspeaker with a 1.5 s quiet gap, during which the speaker was moved to the new position. The first depth difference being tested was 10% of the reference distance and depths could be varied in 1% steps between 10% and 0% inclusive. With every two consecutive correct answers the depth difference decreased by 1%, but with every one wrong answer the depth difference increased by 1%. The result was a convergence upon the depth difference that yielded the threshold value of 70.7% correct responses from the participant. This aspect of the method has been explained in more detail by Levitt (1971). When a decrease in depth difference is followed consecutively by an increase, or vice versa, a “reversal” is said to have occurred. This procedure was repeated for 20 reversals before participant thresholds were calculated by averaging across the depth differences at each reversal (excluding the first five reversals that were treated as warm ups). The study demonstrated the importance of loudness in auditory depth perception by comparing results with a control case in which the loudness cue was removed using appropriate loudspeaker amplitude adjustments. In the control case response accuracy was significantly worse, though still significantly better than chance, suggesting that loudness is a key cue to depth, but not the only cue.

Volk et al. (2012) have measured the MAD using a wave field synthesis (WFS) system to position and play the auditory stimuli (see Section 2.4.3). Impulses of uniform exciting noise were used with a Gaussian grating in a 2AFC 2-down/1-up method combined with parameter estimation by sequential testing (PEST) for the step size adaptation. They measured a MAD of 5% at 0.5 m and 2% at 1 m, although for larger reference distances of 2 m and 10 m they measured 14% and 11%. These measurements do not appear to agree with the previous literature, suggesting that acuity improves for greater reference distances.

2.3 S3D displays

S3D displays add the binocular cue (see Section 2.1.3) to a scene using a mechanism that is capable of conveying different images to each eye. If the two correct angular views of the display’s content are conveyed to the two eyes, the brain can perform
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Figure 2.6: Showing both negative and positive screen parallax, and the resulting perception of depth. In the case where the object appears in front of the screen, the left and right eye images of the object cross over creating negative parallax (the left image of the object on the screen is viewed by the right eye, and the right image of the object on the screen is viewed by the left eye). In the case where the object appears behind the screen, the left eye and right eye images do not cross over creating positive parallax (the left image is viewed by the left eye and the right is viewed by the right eye).

stereopsis fusing the two images to obtain depth cues from the binocular disparity. The various different mechanisms for doing this are discussed below.

Jones et al. (2001) lists the benefits of S3D displays as:

- improved perception of depth relative to the display’s surface
- improved spatial localisation
- improved perception of structure in visually complex scenes
- improved perception of surface curvature
- improved motion judgement
- improved perception of surface material

The horizontal difference between corresponding points in images received by the left and right eye is referred to as the screen parallax (Seuntiëns 2006). An object that is placed in the plane of the screen has zero screen parallax, whereas an object placed in front of the screen has negative parallax and an object placed behind the screen has positive parallax (shown in Figure 2.6). Depth can therefore be controlled by altering the amount of screen parallax, though the amount of depth actually perceived by the viewer depends upon more than just the screen parallax. The viewing distance, the viewing angle, and factors relating to the human visual system, such as interpupillary distance (Dodgson 2004), also effect the amount of perceived depth.
2.3.1 S3D display types

Holliman et al. (2011) have reviewed the various different forms of 3D displays, splitting the field primarily into two-view displays and multi-view displays. Two-view displays convey just two different images to the viewer; one for each eye. This popular form of S3D display can create the two images in a time sequential manner, or a parallel manner. Time sequential displays alternate between each eye’s view, whereas parallel displays show both views at the same time.

There are multiple ways of splitting the two images between the two eyes. Wavelength selective displays do this using a colour anaglyph, colouring each image (often with cyan or red) so that they can be correctly filtered by coloured glasses. A similar technique uses polarised light and filters to split the two channels. Time sequential displays alternate between the two views at a rate quicker than the flicker fusion threshold (which Hecht and Smith (1936) measured to be approximately 58 Hz for bright stimuli). The views are then separated using *Shutter Glasses* that block the opposing eye’s view as the screen alternates between each eye’s image. Stereoscopes and head mounted displays have separate displays for each eye, which may either be directly placed in front of the eye, or linked to the eye using mirrors. “Waveguide Technology” projects images along pieces of glass using total internal reflection (Levola 2006, 2007). All of these methods require the use of glasses or some other sort of eye wear.

Auto-stereoscopic displays remove the need for any eye wear, using parallax barriers or directed back-lighting to send the light from each image to different points in space (Dodgson 2005, 2013). As such, most autostereoscopic displays require the viewer to position their head in a “sweet spot” where each eye can see the correct image. A key technology used to overcome this problem is head-tracking, which enables the projection of the images into the viewing space to be dependent upon the position of the viewer (Dodgson 2006). Parallax barriers or lenticular lens arrays can be used to create repeated viewing regions, reducing the need for head tracking and allowing multiple people to view the display at the same time. Such displays still require the viewer to position themselves in a sweet spot, but due to the existence of multiple sweet spots, they provide more freedom to move around.

As a viewer changes their position relative to a two-view S3D display, the display’s content appears to also move such that any occlusion in the scene remains constant; the technology has no “look-around” capability. Multi-view displays are able to show several pairs of images so that the occlusion in a scene is changed by changing the viewer’s position relative to the display – they are able to look around
objects in the scene. These multi-view displays can be either full or horizontal parallax displays, where full parallax displays not only enable the viewer to look around objects in the horizontal plane, but also to look over objects in the vertical plane.

Multi-view displays are usually auto-stereoscopic and created using either head trackers or lens arrays. For each view, another two images have to be stored, increasing the amount of data required. This puts a significant technological limitation on multi-view displays, particularly when using high definition pictures. Many of the commercial multi-view displays currently available create multiple views at the expense of picture quality.

There are also non-stereoscopic 3D displays that use light emitting, light scattering or light relaying regions capable of occupying a volume rather than a surface in space. These “Volumetric Displays” create content that can be viewed from all angles by all people, but the technology still faces many significant limitations. The research field considered in this paper is specifically concerned with S3D images, so we will not consider these displays in further detail.

2.3.2 Limitations of S3D displays

S3D displays have many limitations that we need to be aware of. The recent surge of interest in S3D displays has brought with it concern regarding the possible detrimental effects that viewing might have upon the eyes. These detrimental effects often occur due to the limitations placed upon content and hardware by the commercially driven market. The many different factors that cause eye strain when viewing S3D images are listed by Shibata et al. (2011) as:

- eye wear
- crosstalk/ghosting
- misalignment between images
- inappropriate head orientation
- vergence-accommodation conflict
- flicker or motion artefacts
- visual-vestibular conflict

Many people find the eye wear irritative and uncomfortable to wear over extended periods of time. As well as this, the mass distribution of eye wear adds an unwanted financial and organisational cost for both businesses and viewers.

Crosstalk, also known as ghosting or leakage, is the leakage of the left eye’s image into the right eye’s view and vice-versa (Woods 2011). The same concept
can be found in 3D audio displays and is discussed in Section 2.4.2. Crosstalk has been shown to significantly reduce the magnitude of perceived depth in S3D images of both complex and simplistic scenes (Tsirlin et al. 2011, 2012). It can be mathematically defined as the leakage to signal ratio, typically expressed as a percentage. There are two types of crosstalk: system crosstalk which is entirely dependent upon the hardware, and viewer crosstalk which is dependent upon the perception of content. Crosstalk can be minimised using several different optical techniques such as apodisation.

Vertical misalignment (or vertical disparity) between images is not commonly part of the natural viewing experience, so can cause significant amount of eye strain. However, small amounts of vertical disparity can be used as a depth cue in certain situations, and parallels can be drawn with various situations in the real world where such has been shown to be the case (Read and Serrano-Pedraza 2009).

Different viewers perceive the same S3D content in different ways. This is a significant limitation of the technology. Content creators have to consider this carefully in order to offer the optimum viewing experience to the optimum number of viewers. Depending on which source is used, it is believed that approximately 5-12% of people are stereo-blind and unable to see binocular depth at all (Richards 1970).

2.3.3 The depth budget

The “depth budget” (Holliman 2010), otherwise referred to as the “depth bracket” (Block and McNally 2013) or “zone of comfort” (Shibata et al. 2011), is the depth available to content creators in creating S3D images that are comfortable to view by some appropriate majority of viewers (Jones et al. 2001). As the screen parallax increases, it become increasingly harder to fuse the images comfortably, perhaps due to the vergence-accommodation conflict mentioned in Section 2.3.2.

The vergence-accommodation conflict arises because the eyes focus upon the screen but attempt to verge upon a point out of the screen (shown in Figure 1.1). So vergence, but not accommodation, is useful as a depth cue when viewing S3D displays. The “zone of clear single binocular vision” is the set of vergence and focal stimuli that a viewer can see clearly while still fusing the two images (Shibata et al. 2011). This is different to the depth budget because images become uncomfortable to view long before the depth reaches the limit of clear single binocular vision.

The depth budget can vary widely for different individuals, but content is usually made to be viewed by the significant majority. As a result, the chosen depth budget is often smaller than needed for many viewers, in order to ensure that the majority
of people can comfortably watch the content. Nintendo have tackled this problem for 3D gaming on their 3DS device by adding a “Depth Slider” which allows the viewer to set a depth that is comfortable for them to view (Nintendo 2011). This comes with its own problems however, as users often need to be educated in its use and purpose.

2.3.4 Evaluating the S3D experience

The added creative medium of S3D depth has been employed with varying degrees of success. It is therefore important to evaluate the S3D experience through audience (or user-centred) research. Such studies are able to identify production goals, and indicate the progress that has been made towards them.

The study by Seuntiëns et al. (2005) argues that using 2D image quality models are not sufficient to evaluate 3D images. This is because the attributes they incorporate, such as noise, blur, colour or brightness, do not account for the added value of depth, which can be degraded by attributes such as keystone distortion, shear distortion or crosstalk. They present a study proposing the use of viewing experience and naturalness as evaluative concepts in order to better reflect the added value of depth in S3D images. In this study S3D images were degraded using various amounts of additive noise and shown to participants who rated them according to naturalness and viewing experience. The ratings of viewing experience gave significant effects for the amount of noise, the image shown, and whether or not the image was 3D or 2D. Naturalness yielded significant effects for the amount of noise in the image and whether or not the image was 3D or 2D. No interactions were found between any of the effects. The study therefore concluded that both naturalness and viewing experience account for the added value of depth.

Whilst the use of binocular cues may impact positively upon viewing experience and naturalness, they also have a negative impact upon other factors such as visual comfort, fatigue and sickness (Lambooij et al. 2009; Ukai and Howarth 2008; Nojiri et al. 2004). The prolific film-maker Lenny Lipton writes in his 1982 book The Foundations of Stereoscopic Cinema, “The danger with stereoscopic film-making is that if it is improperly done, the result can be discomfort. Yet, when properly executed, stereoscopic films are beautiful and easy on the eyes.” Whilst this may not be the case for all people, improved visual comfort is undoubtedly a goal of high quality S3D and thus an important part of many audience-centred studies.

The study by Pölönen et al. (2012) has assessed the subjective responses of 85 participants to a S3D cinema viewing of the Hollywood blockbuster Avatar. The
participants filled out a series of questionnaires, including the Simulator Sickness Questionnaire, before and after watching the film. The post-viewing questionnaires included questions about viewing experience, naturalness and comfort. Results from this experiment could then be compared with a similar previous experiment in which participants viewed the film \textit{U2 3D}. They found that approximately 10% of viewers may feel sick after a relatively long presentation, and that visual strain and sickness was roughly the same for the 165 minute long \textit{Avatar} film and the 85 minute long \textit{U2 3D} film. Viewing experience and naturalness both had average response values of approximately 7.5 out of 10. No reference measurements for these values were taken before the viewing.

A small group of studies undertaken by Obrist et al. (2011, 2012, 2013) have sought insight into audience response to stereoscopic three-dimensional television (3DTV). Data collection was run in a shopping mall over a three day period. During this time, 229 participants contributed towards results concerning sickness and 471 participants towards results concerning presence in the 3DTV viewing experience. A further 639 participants contributed towards results addressing children’s’ responses when watching 3DTV. They found that 88% of the participants who took part in the sickness study reported some symptoms of sickness. This sickness was influenced by gender and usually related to the visual system. The presence study found that presence was influenced by previously experienced discomfort, whether or not the viewer was standing or sitting and whether or not it was the first S3D viewing experience. The results from the children’s study were very positive, with 71% of the participants saying they “like [S3D] very much” compared to just 5% holding a neutral or worse opinion and 73% of participants said they would like to watch 3DTV at home.

Both the uncontrolled environment and the rapid evaluation methods required in a shopping mall were identified as limitations by these three studies. Though perhaps the most overlooked aspect of these studies is the actual 3D content shown to the participants. The only information we are given about this content is the title, the length, the fact that they were produced by an unspecified industrial partner and a single 2D image from one of the films. We would expect the content to impact the viewing experience as significantly as the technology used to display the content, about which we are given much more detailed information.

The study by Richardt et al. (2011) reports an attempt to mathematically model the viewing comfort based upon parameters of the stereoscopic content. Specifically, their model is based upon a left-right check for consistent pixels between the left and right images. They validate their model with a perceptual study, in which they
show that subjective ratings of image quality are strongly correlated with the output of the model. The computational model they develop predicts the viewing comfort of stereoscopic images without the need for costly and lengthy perceptual studies.

2.4 3D auditory displays

Spatial (or 3D) sound systems aim to create sound sources at all required locations in a continuous 3D space for a given set of soundscapes. These are used in simulation, film and gaming, creating a new level of realism and opening a new field of action-tasks and cues available to content designers (Cater et al. 2007). They have been reviewed by both Kapralos et al. (2008) and André et al. (2010), and can be arranged into three categories: Section 2.4.1 discusses systems built from loudspeaker arrays, Section 2.4.2 addresses crosstalk cancelling systems and Section 2.4.3 looks at WFS.

2.4.1 Loudspeaker arrays

Loudspeakers are able to approximate 3D sound in many situations through the use of large speaker arrays and the technique of amplitude panning. Dolby Atmos, for the cinema, is a commercial example of a just such a spatial sound system (Sergi 2013). Amplitude panning is the arranging of loudspeakers and speaker amplitudes in order to simulate the directional properties of the ILD (Kapralos et al. 2008). At a simplistic level, the location of the sound source should be perceived as an amplitude-weighted combination of contributing loudspeakers. Using the labelling in Figure 2.7, this combination can be approximated by the stereophonic law of sines (Blumlein 1933):

\[
\frac{\sin(\beta)}{\sin(\alpha)} = \frac{g_1 - g_2}{g_1 + g_2}
\]

Ville Pulkki has worked extensively on the creation of sound fields using amplitude panning, beginning with his vector based reformulation of the technique entitled Vector Based Amplitude Panning (Pulkki 1997). This technique gives equations for virtual sound source positioning that are simple and computationally efficient, allowing 2 and 3 dimensional sound fields to be created from any number of arbitrarily placed loudspeakers. This technique has been explored and tested further in his later papers on the “Localisation of Amplitude Panned Virtual Sources” (Pulkki and Karjalainen 2001; Pulkki 2001).

It should be noted that in some simplistic soundscapes where sound need only be located discretely in a small number of places (smaller than or equal to the number
Figure 2.7: The technique of Amplitude Panning uses gain factors of loudspeakers that are equidistant from the user to create a virtual sound source (the dashed box). In this diagram $\beta$ is dependent upon $\alpha$ and the two gain factors $g_1$ and $g_2$ as given in the law of sines.

of loudspeakers available in the given sound system) amplitude panning and large speaker arrays are unnecessary. By making each speaker a separate sound source and physically placing the speaker in the correct location, some 3D soundscapes can be recreated using small numbers of independently driven loudspeakers. Such simplistic sound spaces are rare in a continuous world, but may be usefully implemented for experimentation in this field of study (Turner et al. 2011).

### 2.4.2 Crosstalk cancelling systems

These 3D sound systems artificially utilise the cues discussed in Section 2.2 to give the impression of a 3D soundscape. This is done through calculation and application of HRTF or BRIR (see Section 2.2.2). Because the HRTF and BRIR is different for each ear, crosstalk between left and right channels must be minimised. Crosstalk is the leakage of the left channel into the right ear and vice versa (Kapralos et al. 2008). The simplest way to minimise crosstalk is to use headphones, though over extended periods of time these can become irritating like the use of glasses for 3D S3D displays. A significant amount of research has addressed crosstalk cancellation for a pair of stereophonic loudspeakers. The first crosstalk canceller for loudspeakers was implemented by Atal and Schroeder (1963) and was built upon the concept of
destructive interference of waves. A delayed and inverted version of the crosstalk from the left speaker is added to the right speaker, and vice versa. This introduces a distortion which is removed by a second round of similar crosstalk cancellation. The distortions added by crosstalk cancellation get smaller for each round, allowing a complete equation to be formulated (Kyriakakis et al. 1999). More recent advances in the field include Edgar Choueiri’s development of the BACCH filters (Choueiri 2011). These BACCH filters eradicate any spectral colouration from the signal that is typically added by other crosstalk cancellation systems.

The dependence of the HRTF or BRIR upon position and orientation poses a difficulty for these systems, because the sounds being played in each ear should change as the head changes location or orientation. However, parallels can be drawn between this technology and multi-view or auto-stereoscopic S3D displays, in which a change in head location should cause a recalculation of the image view. Head tracking can be used to solve both of these problems. Further complications arise when trying to use binaural sound systems to match the position of auditory stimuli to visual stimuli in S3D images (discussed further in Section 3.1).

Perhaps a more significant failing of loudspeaker based crosstalk cancellation systems is the need for an acoustic sweet-spot in the same way that glasses-free S3D displays require viewing from a sweet-spot. Movement as small as 74–100 mm can result in the crosstalk cancellation collapsing, destroying the 3D effect (Mouchtaris et al. 2000). This still poses serious limitations upon the commercial viability of crosstalk cancellation systems.

Various comparisons have been made between real acoustics and virtual acoustics conveyed using a crosstalk cancellation display. Zahorik et al. (1995) compared loudspeaker sounds and virtual sounds in the free field using a small, acoustically unobtrusive headphone system. The results showed that, under certain conditions of virtual synthesis, it was not possible to discriminate between the real and virtual sound positions. A very similar experiment, undertaken by Kulkarni and Colburn (1998), investigated how accurately the HRTF have to be reproduced to achieve sounds that cannot be discriminated from real sounds. This experiment took place in an anechoic space and used small tubes to create an acoustically unobtrusive headphone system. The smoothed HRTF were constructed from a truncated Fourier series of the HRTF log magnitude spectrum. Once again the virtual and real acoustics were deemed indistinguishable, even for a surprisingly large amount of smoothing (just 32 terms of the Fourier series). H.A.Lagendijk and Bronkhorst (2000) also performed a comparison, using a slightly different setup. Instead of placing small headphones in the ears, they used a frame to mount a headphone a couple of cen-
timetres away from the ear. Once again they found real and virtual sound sources to be indistinguishable for the free field, but declared that further work was needed to compare the two systems in a reverberant space.

### 2.4.3 Wave field synthesis systems

WFS is a method of virtual sound source production (Berkhout et al. 1993; Boone et al. 1995; Kapralos et al. 2008) based upon Huygen’s principle, that states:

*Any wave front can be regarded as a superposition of elementary spherical waves.*

Virtual wave fronts can therefore be synthesised from a set of wave fronts emitted by a large array of individually driven and closely spaced loudspeakers. The technique was initially developed by Berkhout (1988), using the mathematical basis of the Kirchhoff-Helmholtz integral which can be applied and interpreted as:

*Sound pressure in a volume free of sound sources is completely deterministic if the sound pressure and velocity at all points on the volume surface are also deterministic.*

Spatial perception of virtual auditory sources presented using WFS does not depend upon the listener’s position or orientation. This makes WFS a uniquely attractive solution to spatialised audio for theatres and other multi-purpose auditoriums. The listeners, of which one can be catered for as easily as many, are free to move around the listening area enveloped by a wave field with natural time and space properties.

Despite this, there are certain characteristics of WFS systems that have hindered their widespread commercial availability. Due to the huge increase in the number of loudspeakers required by adding the third dimension, WFS systems typically restrict all sound sources to lie in a single plane (Boone 2001). Also, the highest frequency achievable by the system is inversely proportional to the spacing between loudspeakers (Verheijen 1998). Smaller spacings require a larger number of smaller loudspeakers that will cost more, placing another limit on the commercial viability of WFS.

In Section 1.1 we provide a summary of the background, and in Section 3.5 we discuss the relevant conclusions that can be drawn from the literature.
The previous chapter detailed the wider background of this thesis, assessing each modality separately through a review of: auditory depth perception, visual depth perception and the engineering of spatial sound systems and S3D displays. However, the focus of our over-arching research question is upon audio-visual depth. We now examine studies that address the integration of audition with vision, for the purpose of building state-of-the-art display systems or understanding the perceptual effects that can occur between the different modalities. This chapter therefore continues to answer our first research question, “What is there to be learnt from the literature?”

The field of audio-visual interactions is difficult to structure into a clear taxonomy. The taxonomy we have chosen is shown in Figure 3.1. This is centred around our interest in the inversion of the ventriloquist effect to extend an S3D display’s depth budget. We would like audition to influence vision, and we are less interested in whether vision can influence audition. The taxonomy also focuses upon the “third dimension”, with this being depth, which is enhanced by the technologies we are exploring.

In Section 3.1 we discuss previous work undertaken to combine spatial sound systems with S3D displays. Such 3D audio-visual displays are the application scenarios for the work presented in this thesis. We then begin to examine the literature that addresses audio-visual interactions, with an introduction in Section 3.2. Our work is interested in assessing whether audition can influence vision, so in Section 3.3 we review studies where this has been observed. We continue in Section 3.4 by looking at auditory-visual interactions in depth perception. Finally, in Section 3.5, we draw conclusions from the literature that we have reviewed so far.
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Figure 3.1: It is difficult to structure the literature addressing audio-visual interactions into a clear taxonomy. We have chosen to focus upon two particular interests of ours: that of audition influencing vision, and of audio-visual interactions in depth perception. We find that examples in literature addressing these two interests can be further broken down into three categories. Each category is addressed by a section in this chapter.

3.1 Integrating S3D displays and spatial sound systems

A number of recent projects have worked to develop integrated 3D audio and visual display systems (Kuhlen et al. 2007; Rebillat et al. 2010; Springer et al. 2006; Evrard et al. 2011). The majority of such attempts use WFS spatial sound systems because of their commercial availability since 2003 (Springer et al. 2006), as well as their independence from the listener’s position. In order to achieve a spatially coherent audio-visual virtual environment, a multiview display must be used that allows people to look around the display’s content. In a two-view S3D display the occlusion in an image cannot vary, so as the viewer changes position, the visual content also changes position, resulting in a disparity between visual and audio content. Such an unnatural effect is not conducive to an immersive environment and would require designing a location-dependent sound system instead of a location-dependent visual display.

The paper by Springer et al. (2006) describes a system that uses a 2D WFS sound field and a user-tracking multi-view S3D display. True spatial sound fields are very difficult to create with WFS and most systems create a 2D sound field in azimuth and depth instead. As discrepancies between the visual source and the auditory source have been shown to be unnoticed within a deviation of 22° in the vertical plane (de Bruijn and Boone 2003), this should not cause a significant problem.
Sprin\textit{ger et al.} developed two different scenarios to test the system: the “Billiard” scenario and the “Forest Brook and Stones” scenario. The billiard scenario was used to verify the system’s audio-visual synchronisation. The user could hit one of two balls with a “virtual cue”. Sounds were made as the cue hit a ball, when a ball hit a cushion and when a ball hit a ball. This suited the WFS system well, because a ball’s movement is confined to the 2D plane of the table. The Forest Brook and Stones scenario placed the user in front of a forest scene with a brook flowing from left to right. Users positioned a S3D cursor above the brook or above the forest floor behind the brook. By clicking they were able to drop a stone from the cursor’s position which made a dull thud if it fell on the forest floor or a splash followed by a gurgling if it fell in the brook. Both the billiard scenario and the stone dropping task are paradigms which involve cross-modal events and spatial judgements, so could be drawn upon to further investigate cross-modal effects in depth perception.

Rebillat et al. (2010) have been working on a project entitled SMART-I\textsuperscript{2} which stands for “Spatial Multi-user Audio-visual Real-Time Interactive Interface”. The system outlined in this paper uses Multi-Actuator Panels to create a WFS system. Multi-Actuator Panels are stiff light-weight panels with multiple electro-mechanical exciters attached to the back (Boone 2004). They can be used as multi-channel speakers, though they are rarely more than 1m\textsuperscript{2} in size. For SMART-I\textsuperscript{2} a novel 5m\textsuperscript{2} Multi-Actuator Panel was created and used as a projection screen for the user-tracked S3D display. The result is a high-quality spatial audio and S3D video system that can be used in a wide range of virtual reality applications.

The study by Kuhlen et al. (2007) focuses upon content delivery systems for broadcasting S3D immersive environments, including spatial audio and multi-view S3D images. A system called DIOMEDES (Distribution Of Multi-view Entertainment using content aware Delivery Systems) has been created with \textit{Digital Video Broadcasting-Terrestrial} and \textit{Peer to Peer} technologies. Once again, WFS is used to display spatial audio.

These studies all address the design of potential application scenarios for the work presented in this thesis. They provide a long term direction for work assessing cross-modal interactions. By considering the challenges faced in these studies, we may also bring to light situations where cross-modal effects could be useful. For instance, the ventriloquist effect could play a role in reducing the spatial resolution required from a WFS system. People may perceive the auditory position to be the visual position within a certain degree of audio-visual separation. The cross-modal use-case scenarios used to test these systems also provide useful application scenarios for the work presented in this thesis.
3.2 Introducing the auditory-visual interaction

There is a significant amount of literature reporting examples of interaction between auditory and visual perception. Here we introduce this cross-modal interaction through a brief overview (Section 3.2.1) and describe two of the most significant examples found in the literature: the McGurk effect (Section 3.2.2) and the ventriloquist effect (Section 3.2.3).

3.2.1 A broad overview

There has been gathering interest in the potential benefits to both task performance and presence in HCI that may be given by integrating auditory information carefully with visual information. Examples of this in commercial computing includes the click made by an Apple iPhone, iPad or iPod Touch when pressing a keyboard button, or the noise made by Microsoft Windows when an error occurs. In visualisation, sound has been usefully paired with the following (Minghim and Forrest 1995):

- data representation
- perceptual issues
- interaction processes
- adding a time dimension
- validation of graphical processes
- memory of data and properties

It is clear that auditory displays can effectively convey information and cope with complex structures, complementing visual information. However, this thesis is primarily concerned with the ability of auditory information to alter our visual perception. The auditory-visual interaction is being explored for the purposes of extending the depth budget and enhancing S3D media, as discussed in Chapter 1. Specifically we are interested in whether the auditory-visual interaction can change our perception of depth in a S3D image. In this chapter we seek to give a broad-based review of audio-visual interactions so that we might draw upon studies in related fields to find new routes through our own field of audio-visual depth perception in S3D media.

The auditory-visual interaction is a broad field, which is difficult to break down into a clear and simple taxonomy. For the purposes of this review we consider
cross-modal influences upon auditory perception in sections 3.2.2 and 3.2.3, then investigate cross-modal influences upon visual perception in Section 3.3 while leaving any discussions of cross-modal influences upon depth perception until Section 3.3.

Although discovery of the interaction between visual and auditory perception is widely attributed to McGurk and MacDonald in 1976 (discussed in Section 3.2.2) scientists had been comparing the two senses for some time. Colavita (1974) published an interesting paper entitled Human Sensory Dominance in which he undertook four experiments to investigate the reaction times of humans to auditory and visual stimuli, and to see whether either of the two senses dominated the other attentionally. The experiments were broken into a series of tests, in which either a light would be shown or a tone would be played. The participants were asked to press a button if the light was shown and a different button if the tone was played, as soon as they recognised a stimulus. The light from the bulb and the tone from the loudspeaker were subjectively matched for intensity prior to the experiment. On the whole it was found that reaction to light was slower than the reaction to sound. In some of the tests both the light and sound were shown, which were initially dubbed as “mistakes”. Interestingly, despite the slower reaction time to light, the vast majority of participants would respond with light in these cases. In fact, in some cases, participants would not comment on the fact that both stimuli had been played and a “mistake” had occurred in the system, suggesting they did not notice that the sound had been played. Colavita’s work therefore demonstrated that, despite the auditory system’s quicker response time, light is attentionally dominant.

Other cross-modal interactions have also been explored, such as the haptic-visual interaction. It has been shown that haptic augmentation of visual display can improve perception and understanding of the display content and can provide a two-fold improvement in task performance (Brooks et al. 1990). Also, haptic stimulation of a finger placed at the end of a static line on a display is capable of inducing the perception of the line unfolding from the point of stimulation (Shimojo and Hikosaka 1997). Given that this review is primarily focused upon the use of sound to influence visual perception we will not go into further detail regarding other cross-modal interactions.

### 3.2.2 The McGurk effect

The earliest example of the auditory-visual interaction in the scientific literature is the paper Hearing Lips and Seeing Voices, published by McGurk and MacDonald (1976). It was ground-breaking because it was the first suggestion that speech recog-
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stimulus</th>
<th>Subjects</th>
<th>Response (% of subjects)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Aud.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ba-ba</td>
<td>3-5 yr (n=21)</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ga-ga</td>
<td>7-8 yr (n=28)</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>18-40 yr (n=54)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ga-ga</td>
<td>3-5 yr (n=21)</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ba-ba</td>
<td>7-8 yr (n=28)</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>18-40 yr (n=54)</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pa-pa</td>
<td>3-5 yr (n=21)</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ka-ka</td>
<td>7-8 yr (n=28)</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>18-40 yr (n=54)</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ka-ka</td>
<td>3-5 yr (n=21)</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pa-pa</td>
<td>7-8 yr (n=28)</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>18-40 yr (n=54)</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: Showing the percentage breakdown of responses given in the Hearing Lips Seeing Voices experiment (McGurk and MacDonald 1976) between subject groups as they depend on the auditory and visual stimuli presented. The participants have the option of responding either correctly with the auditory stimulus (aud.), correctly with the visual stimulus (vis.), with a fused syllable, with a combination of syllables (comb.) or with some other response.

McGurk and MacDonald write about the strength of the effect in their paper: “We ourselves have experienced the effect on many hundreds of trials; they do not habituate over time, despite objective knowledge of the illusion involved”.

A film of a young woman’s head speaking the syllables [ba],[ga],[pa] and [ka] was mismatched with a sound track of her speaking [ga][ba][ka][pa] respectively. Large percentages of people reported an illusion where the mismatched visuals altered what they heard. In the case of a visual [ga] mismatched with an auditory [ba], a fused syllable such as [da] or some combination of the constituent syllables such as [gabga] or [bagba] were heard. The full results for this experiment are shown in table 3.1.

It should be noted though, that in the context of this field, the McGurk effect marks no more than the founding of the research into auditory-visual interactions. It is an example of visual perception influencing auditory perception, whereas we
are investigating whether auditory perception can influence visual perception.

### 3.2.3 The ventriloquist effect

The term “ventriloquist effect” refers to the perception of a sound emanating from a spatially disparate visual source instead of its true source. This illusion became popular as a form of entertainment from puppeteers during the Victorian era. The effect is also used when viewing video with a sound track played through stereo or surround sound systems. Although the sounds come from speakers in significantly different locations to the visual sources on the screen, is still perceived as the sound emanating from the screen.

There have been various different attempts at predicting bias (the distance between the perceived stimulus and the true stimulus) caused by the ventriloquist effect. The earliest attempt modelled the effect as a winner-takes-all competition between the the two senses, in which the most reliable sense “captured” the other. Typically, in the vast majority of situations considered, this would be the visual sense and so the model was called *Visual Capture*.

Later, a model proposing that the perception of an object’s location is based upon a blend of information from both senses using maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) was proposed (Clark and Yuille 2001). The perception of an object’s location is predicted to be the weighted average location of the constituent sensory sources, where the weights are dependent upon the reliability of that source (shown in Figure 3.2). Reliability of a sensory source is measured as the inverse of the variance of the distribution of inferences based upon that source. The general statistical concept of MLE (Rice 2007a) is used to find the most likely variance value from the set of spatial single-sense inferences. Visual Capture can then be described as an extreme case of MLE, in which the visual information has a reliability of 1 and the auditory information as a reliability of 0.

Mathematically, MLE can be constructed in the following way (Battaglia et al. 2003). Let $L$ be the the best possible location estimate and $a$ and $v$ indicate audition and vision respectively, such that $L_a$ and $L_v$ indicate the best location estimate of the auditory and visual sources respectively. Also let $\sigma^2$ be a variance such that $\sigma_a^2$ and $\sigma_v^2$ are the variances in judgements of the auditory source’s location and the visual source’s location separately. Then using this terminology MLE states that:

$$L = w_a L_a + w_v L_v.$$
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Figure 3.2: The predicted location of a cross-modal spatial perception depends upon the variance of the constituent single-sense perceptions in MLE. A: Auditory and visual sensory information is equally reliable, with equal variance in judgements of each source’s position, causing the cross-modal perceived location to be predicted as exactly half way between the visual and auditory source. B: The visual sensory information is more reliable (smaller variance) than the auditory information, so the cross-modal perceived location is nearer the visual source than the auditory source.

Where:

\[ w_a = \frac{\sigma_a^{-2}}{\sigma_a^{-2} + \sigma_v^{-2}} \quad w_v = \frac{\sigma_v^{-2}}{\sigma_v^{-2} + \sigma_a^{-2}} \]

Figure 3.2B shows a worked example of these equations. In a one dimensional environment where the visual stimulus is placed at 0.35 m, the auditory stimulus is placed at 0.65 m and they have single-sense judgement variances of 0.1 m and 0.17 m respectively, the perceived cross-modal location predicted by MLE is 0.427 m. Whereas in Figure 3.2A the positions are the same but the variances are both 0.1 m, so the MLE predicted position is simply half way between the two sources at 0.5 m.

Battaglia et al. (2003) suggest that both of these models can be improved upon by combining them in a Bayesian integration. They undertook an experiment in which the participants were asked to judge relative spatial differences in auditory, visual and auditory-visual stimuli. The visual signal could be degraded by using five levels of noise. The first experimental phase looked at single-sense responses and the second phase looked at cross-modal responses. Responses to the multi modal case showed a tendency for the use of the visual signal to be used less, as the signal quality degraded, but there remained a bias towards the visual signal over the auditory signal. Therefore, a Bayesian integration (Rice 2007b) was proposed that is identical to MLE, except that a prior probability distribution is used that leads the model to make greater use of the visual system.

Other models have been proposed, and of particular note is the normative model...
developed by Shams et al. (2005) that does not assume a single cause for all sensory signals. As the separation between an auditory and visual stimulus increases so does the likelihood of them not converging as one percept. Behavioural studies have shown that for large auditory-visual conflict the two stimuli are treated independently by the nervous system, and for moderate conflict the two stimuli may be partially integrated (shifted towards each other) but not fused as one object (Shams and Kim 2010). This model is also constructed using Bayesian statistics, employing Bayesian inference to infer signal causes and prior knowledge of events.

Hairston et al. (2003b) further investigated how cross-modal bias and perceived spatial unity depends upon the separation between auditory and visual components of the stimulus. They undertook two experiments. These showed that the audio-visual bias is correlated with perceived spatial unity and inversely correlated with localisation variability. The audio-visual bias was maximised when the visual stimulus appeared in centre of vision, but the degree of variability observed between participants was substantial.

The vast majority of research addressing the ventriloquist effect has focused upon perception of static objects. Static objects are relatively rare in commercial S3D media. Despite this an investigation into cross-modal motion perception in depth is beyond the scope of this project, so just a brief discussion of literature in this field will be undertaken.

It is important to identify the many different forms of illusory effects in motion perception that arise due the auditory-visual interaction. Firstly, the literature has
examples of a static stimulus in one modality affecting aspects of motion processing in another modality such as trajectory (Spelke et al. 1983; Sekuler et al. 1997), speed (Manabe and Riquimaroux 2000) and threshold for apparent motion (Staal and Donderi 1983; Ohmura 1987). There are also reports of a moving stimulus in one modality influencing perception of a static stimulus in another modality (Ehrenstein and Reinhardt-Rutland 1996). But perhaps most relevant and interesting to this project is the question of whether motion in one modality can influence the perceived motion in another modality (Mateeff et al. 1985; Soto-Faraco et al. 2002).

Soto-Faraco et al. (2002) specifically searched for the ventriloquist effect in motion perception. They used two light emitting diodes on either side of the participant’s mid-line of sight to create visual apparent motion and two loudspeakers positioned either side of the participant’s median auditory plane (Figure 2.4) to create the auditory motion with amplitude panning. Their results demonstrate a strong cross-modal interaction in the domain of motion perception. Vision is shown to cause an illusory reversal of auditory motion (which is non-existent when auditory motion is solely concerned). The strength of this effect depends upon spatial coincidence in the trajectory of lights and sounds and upon the type of apparent motion being experienced.

Just as with the McGurk effect, the ventriloquist effect is an example of visual perception influencing auditory perception. In this research we are seeking to invert the ventriloquist effect, which is something that Recanzone (2009) says is possible but technically challenging.

3.3 Cross-modal influences upon visual perception

We now focus on the literature reporting examples of auditory perception influencing visual perception. The matter has been reviewed extensively by Shams and Kim (2010). The ability for auditory information to influence visual perception is dependent on the strength of each sensory percept, as discussed in Section 3.2.3. In the majority of situations visual perception is undoubtedly stronger, which then gives rise to the ventriloquist effect and the McGurk effect. For this reason, most examples of cross-modal influences upon visual perception are found when the visual cue is bi-stable or degraded in some way. Bi-stable stimuli examples are discussed in Section 3.3.1, and degraded visual stimuli are addressed in Section 3.3.2. Finally, Section 3.3.3 looks at the few examples where the visual stimulus appears to be
Figure 3.4: Bi-stable stimuli have a characteristic that can be viewed in one of two different ways. **A:** This image can be viewed either as a vase or two faces. Typically, only one of the two views can be seen at any point in time. **B:** These images are frames from the *Spinning Dancer* illusion (Kayahara 2003) showing a dancer whose spinning direction is bi-stable. All frames in the animation can be viewed in one of two ways: either the left leg points outwards, or the right leg points outwards.

neither bi-stable nor degraded.

### 3.3.1 Bi-stable visual stimuli

Bi-stable visual stimuli have a characteristic that can be interpreted in one of two ways and are usually classed as a form of visual illusion. Some examples are shown in Figure 3.4.

One of the first examples of a cross-modal influence upon visual perception was reported by Sekuler et al. (1997), in which the visual perception of the path of two moving discs was shown to be altered by a simple auditory click. Two discs were shown to stream diagonally across each other, one travelling from the top-right to the bottom-left and the other from the top-left to the bottom-right. The discs can either be perceived to stream through each other, or collide and bounce apart. A click, played as the discs coincide, caused the majority of people to perceive a collision where previously they had perceived the discs to stream through each other in the silent case. Watanabe and Shimojo (2001) extended this work by investigating the effect of further sounds with similar acoustic characteristics supplied before and after the collision. They discovered that the collision perception was attenuated by these further sounds, suggesting that there is an aspect of auditory-grouping that is context sensitive and utilized by the visual system for solving ambiguity.

Two super-imposed horizontal gratings moving in opposite vertical directions form a bi-stable pattern that can be perceived to have either an upwards motion or a downwards motion. A participant’s perception of the resulting pattern’s motion
can be influenced by a tone of changing pitch. This shows that sound without spatial information is capable of influencing visual motion perception (Maeda et al. 2004). Human speech, including words that lead the direction of motion (such as “up” and “down”), were not found to have the same effect. Several experiments were undertaken to ensure that this was a perceptual effect and not a response bias (results determined by a post-perceptual effect, rather than the desired perceptual effect during the task completion). The second experiment used eye-trackers to exclude possible confounding of motion perception, due to sound-triggered eye movement being used as a cue. The third experiment varied the stimulus-onset asynchrony between gratings and sound to exclude the possibility that the effect is due to any other top down influences.

Binocular rivalry is a phenomenon where two different images are shown to the two eyes, resulting in a randomly alternating perception of each image. It can also be classed as a bi-stable visual stimulus. Experiments have been undertaken using binocular rivalry that have demonstrated the importance of congruent auditory and visual stimuli in creating a fused percept (Conrad et al. 2010). Other experiments exploring the mechanisms of our control over awareness in response to sensory input (van Ee et al. 2009) have shown that matching temporal sound greatly enhances control over holding a temporal visual stimulus dominant in binocular rivalry. This was also the case when the sound was temporally delayed, because of the constant phase difference. Temporal auditory perception is much stronger than spatial auditory perception.

3.3.2 Degraded visual stimuli

The Bayesian and MLE models say that the final cross-modal perception is dependent upon the reliability of the constituent stimuli (Section 3.2.3). Therefore, to achieve cross-modal influences upon visual perception, the auditory signal needs to be as strong as possible relative to the visual signal. This can be obtained either by strengthening the auditory stimulus, or degrading the visual stimulus. In this section we discuss examples of a degraded visual stimulus causing auditory information to influence visual perception.

It has been shown that spatial auditory cues are primarily used in cross-modal search when the visual cues are degraded or not immediately available. Grohn et al. (2003) surrounded participants with visual stimuli and sound stimuli in order to investigate the process of search for a cross-modal stimulus. Participants used a wand-like device with a magnetic 3D tracker to find as many stimuli, or “gates”, as
possible in three minutes. By observing the navigational paths of the wand, they found that auditory cues are used to locate the general area that a stimulus exists in, and then visual cues are used to pinpoint the stimulus’ precise location. In the cases where visual perception was degraded because the stimulus appears out of sight or in the far periphery, the auditory cues played the dominant role. It was shown that cross-modal search is quicker than search using a single sense.

A similar experiment undertaken by Hairston et al. (2003a), shows that sound can significantly speed up stimulus location when the visual stimulus is degraded by induced myopia. Myopia is the condition of near-sightedness where light fails to focus upon the eye’s retina but rather just in front of it, causing distant objects to be out of focus. The participant was asked to locate visual stimuli using a laser on a yoke which tracked their movements.

Placing the visual stimulus in the periphery of sight appears to yield a particularly malleable visual perception. Shams et al. (2002) present a cross-modal modification of visual perception which involves a phenomenological change in quality. They showed that a singe flash of a white disc in the periphery is viewed as multiple flashes when accompanied with multiple bleeps of sound. In later work they also show that a brief binaural tone creating the sensation of a laterally moving source is capable of inducing perceived visual motion of the static white disc (Shams et al. 2001). In these cases, the placement of the disc in the periphery of sight may be seen as a degradation of visual spatial and temporal acuity. Both judgements have a temporal aspect which also explains the strength of the results, as we know that the auditory system is significantly better at temporal judgements than spatial judgements (Recanzone 2009).

Burr and Alais (2006) questioned whether the ventriloquist effect can be inverted, and investigated the effect of a degraded visual stimulus upon bias. Their experiment required participants to judge the relative change in location of visual blobs and sound clicks. The smallest visual stimulus was 4° across, and was then blurred to create two other stimuli that were 32° across and 64° across. The larger stimuli can then be said to be spatially degraded versions of the smaller stimulus. The auditory stimulus was spatially placed using just a binaural cue conveyed through headphones. They found that in conflict conditions where the visual and auditory stimuli were spatially disparate, people responded to the change in a way that was consistent with the ventriloquist effect (audition biased towards vision) for the small stimulus, but the opposite (vision biased towards audition) for the large stimulus. This demonstrates that spatial auditory information does have the potential to capture spatial visual perception to a certain extent. It may be possible to improve the
effect by using a more detailed spatial audio system and congruent auditory and visual stimuli. In similar work undertaken by Battaglia et al. (2003), five different levels of noise were used to degrade the visual stimulus and thus alter the resulting bias.

The ventriloquist effect has been inverted for a brain damaged individual with Balint’s syndrome (Phan et al. 2000). An individual with Balint’s syndrome may still have 20/20 vision, but the acuity of their visual system is significantly reduced because they are restricted to only seeing one object at a time. Relative auditory spatial judgements are therefore more reliable than relative visual judgements. Visual spatial perception for this individual was shown to be altered by auditory information in an inversion of the ventriloquist effect.

### 3.3.3 Other examples

There are examples in the literature that are difficult to fit into either of the above categories. In Hidaka et al.’s paper entitled *Alternation of Sound Location Induces Visual Motion Perception of a Static Object* (2009) the visual position of a static flashing visual stimulus was perceived to alter when accompanied by synchronised auditory information with an alternating spatial location. The visual stimulus was a white bar on a black background and it was accompanied by bursts of white noise. The amount of perceived movement increased as the retinal eccentricity was also increased – a conclusion in agreement with the work on auditory-visual interactions in the visual periphery, discussed in Section 3.3.2 (Shams et al. 2002, 2001). Results from the alternating-sound case were compared with results from the no-sound case and from the static-sound case. The results for the no-sound and static-sound cases were statistically indistinguishable from each other but were statistically distinct from the alternating-sound case. Further analysis confirmed that the effect is unattributable to eye movements, response biases or attentional modulations.

### 3.4 Cross-modal interactions in depth perception

There is very little literature that explores cross-modal interactions in depth perception, and even less that explores it in a S3D environment. The literature that has been discovered by the author is discussed here. The field is split into two sections: those examples which use a 2D displays (Section 3.4.1), those examples which use
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Figure 3.5: Vertical movement in 2D images may be interpreted either as a change in height (bouncing), or as a change in depth (rolling), due to the height-in-the-plane depth cue. Such a bi-stable stimulus was used by Ecker and Heller (2005). 

A: The ball’s motion without any references.

B: The ball’s motion with references suggesting a change in depth (rolling).

C: The ball’s motion with references suggesting a change in height (bouncing).

D: A side view of both paths together.

E: Showing how a change in the curvature of the ball’s path is able to suggest a bounce ($p_1$) or a roll ($p_2$).

S3D displays (Section 3.4.2), and finally examples which use other environments (Section 3.4.3) including augmented reality and real world environments.

3.4.1 Using 2D displays

Displaying content for visual depth judgements on a 2D screen can be considered a cue degradation because the binocular and physiological cues are not used. Ecker and Heller (2005) showed that sound can significantly alter perception of a moving ball’s path on a 2D screen. Consider a ball bouncing upon a surface, and a ball rolling directly away from the viewer. Figure 3.5 shows how these two paths can appear spatially identical when all reference stimuli are removed from the scene. Such a stimulus is therefore bistable (Section 3.3.1). Ecker and Heller used this stimulus to undertake a series of experiments.

In the first experiment the visual stimulus was accompanied by a non-spatialised rolling sound, a non-spatialised bouncing sound or silence. Participants were asked whether the ball appeared to jump or roll. The ball’s trajectory was varied using different degrees of curvature in the ball’s deviation from a horizontal roll (Figure 3.5E). A curved parabola deviation suggests a bounce as this is the trajectory formed by gravity acting upon the ball as it bounces, whereas a triangular deviation with a sharp angle at the top of its path suggests a roll as this trajectory could
never be achieved in a natural bounce. The results showed that sound was effective in cueing perception of the ball’s path even when the visual cue strongly favoured the alternative perception. The fact that the participants’ responses didn’t unanimously agree with sound shows that observers must have been using both stimuli to make their judgement.

The second experiment aimed to confirm that participants responses were perceptual and not post-perceptual. Instead of indicating the ball’s path, participants were asked to indicate the speed of the ball’s movement. As shown in Figure 3.5D, the jumping ball covers less distance than the rolling ball so it must be perceived to move slower. Many additional trials were undertaken to ensure that the result is not caused by response bias. Ecker concludes the paper noting that, “Depth perception [...] is accomplished through the interaction of multiple cues.”

Meru (1995) looked at whether non-spatialised sound as a depth cue is capable of aiding depth perception in a task-based environment. The participants were asked to pick a target in 3D space located on the surface of a smooth blobby object. The 3D space was presented to the participant using a 2D screen and picking was undertaken using a mouse to control x-y dimension and keys to control the z dimension. While the left mouse button was unclicked a sound indicated the cursor’s depth, and while the left mouse button was clicked a sound indicated the targets depth. so by clicking and uncpling the participant could compare the cursor and target sound cues to depth.

Four different types of sound cue were used, labelled by Meru as: “tonal”, “musical”, “orchestral” and “silence”. In the tonal cue possible sound dimensions included: volume, balance, vibrato and pitch. In the music cue tempo and key could also be altered. The orchestral cue used different instrumental sections and their placement within an orchestra to navigate by (e.g. violin was front left, whereas timpani was back right). Not unsurprisingly, users found the tonal cue most effective in cueing depth, but music also performed well. Meru concluded that whilst sound is weaker than vision, performance is best when they are used together.

Motion perception has repeatedly been shown to be subject to strong interactions. Valjamae and Soto-Faraco (2008) looked at sound induced visual flashes (discovered by Shams et al. (2002)) when perceiving time-sampled object motion in depth. They showed that a combination of a slow train of flashes with a rapid train of bleeps leads to sound induced illusory flashes which help fill in visual object motion. The visual stimulus was a white disc changing in size but including no binocular cue for depth. The sound was not 3D – information was instead encoded using pitch. This study suggests that in some cross-modal media, a slower frame
rate may be used.

### 3.4.2 Using S3D displays

The ventriloquist effect in depth has been investigated by Bowen et al. (2011) using a S3D display to show the visual stimulus and a crosstalk-cancelling headphone-based spatial sound system to play the auditory stimulus. They discovered that bias of the auditory signal towards the visual signal did still occur in depth localisation, but it was significantly less than the bias measured for lateral localisation. Participants were asked to report the perceived depth of a cross-modal stimulus by using a joystick to position a small white square at the perceived depth. However, the mismatch between the cross-modal perception and the visual response task, may have unfairly biased the cross-modal cue combination towards visual cues. Furthermore, for simple stimuli, such as the small white textureless squares used in this study, visual depth perception is degraded by the lack of cues; in this case just the size and binocular cues were available to use.

Cullen et al. (2012, 2013) explored the effect of sound upon action tasks in depth perception. They found that sound could significantly alter depth perception accuracy, though neither of their studies accurately reproduced the sensation of auditory depth. Their studies required subjects to make judgements concerning the position of a shape floating towards the viewer between a sky plane and a ground plane. This shape could be accompanied by a complex auditory stimulus with some distance effect employed. In their first study a sense of depth was created using frequency and amplitude fall-offs. The subjects were required to determine when the floating object had reached a particular depth indicated by a marker arrow pointing upwards from the ground plane. The second study created the sensation of depth by panning the sound between front and rear speakers in a surround sound system. As the object floated towards the viewer it became invisible at a certain point, though the sound depth kept panning for a while. Subjects were asked to determine on scale of 1-5 how far away the object was when it became invisible. Even though this always happened at the same visual depth, responses were significantly different if the audio was panned from front to rear, rather than just played in front. These studies support the work of the preliminary experiment reported in Chapter 4.

Corrigan et al. (2013) undertook work to determine the allowed differences in depth between audio and visual stimuli in S3D environments. Using pink noise and female speech in two different environments, they undertook a series of tests in which subjects were asked whether the audio depth was either nearer than, further than or
the same distance as a visual stimulus. The study was undertaken using a binaural sound system and a S3D display. It was found that perceived spatial congruence held for significant depth differences between the audio and visual components. They also concluded that this increased with the distance of the visual stimulus. In light of this, it may be appropriate to express the congruence range as a percentage of the reference distance in a similar manner to the MAD. No statistical significance was found with environment or stimulus difference. The large congruence ranges may indicate that high resolutions in audio depth are not needed for audio-visual media.

3.4.3 Other examples

Zhou et al. (2004) investigated the benefit of spatial sound in an augmented reality environment. Their work had four main aims: to assess the impact of spatial sound upon depth perception in a monoscopic augmented reality environment; to study the impact of spatial sound upon task performance and the feeling of “human presence and collaboration”; to better understand the role of spatial sound in human-computer and human-human interactions; and to investigate whether gender can affect the impact of spatial sound in augmented reality environments. Note that the environment used was monoscopic so there were no binocular depth cues incorporated into the experimental stimuli.

The work was broken into two experiments. The first experiment compared depth perception in the vision-only condition with depth perception in the vision-with-spatial-sound condition. Participants were asked to judge the relative depth difference between two telephones placed on a table. These telephones were positioned such that there was no height-in-the-plane depth cue (Section 2.1.3). The second experiment investigated human co-operation to achieve a joint task in a game-based augmented reality environment. It was found that spatial sound both significantly improved and quickened the participants judgement of the relative depth between the two telephones. The visual stimuli in these experiments can be classed as “degraded” due to the lack of the binocular, physiological and height-in-the-plane cues.

Zahorik’s paper *Estimating Sound Source Distance With and Without Vision* (2001) concludes that visual capture is not as general for depth as previous literature has suggested. This investigation aimed to re-run work undertaken by Gardner (1968) and extended by Mershon et al. (1980), in which the “Proximity-Image Effect” was investigated. The proximity-image effect refers to the phenomenon of auditory distance being determined by the nearest plausible visual source. In other words, the
term refers to the visual capture (see Section 3.2.3) specifically of auditory distance. Zahorik noted that Gardner’s work was undertaken in an anechoic chamber, which we now know reduces the acuity of our auditory depth perception as reverberation is a key cue to auditory depth. He therefore re-ran Gardner’s work in a semi-reverberant environment.

Speakers were set in a one-behind-the-other row at eye level facing the listener such that the listener only saw the nearest speaker. Sounds were played out of a speaker and the listener was asked to judge the depth. Gardner found that the vast majority of people said the sound appeared to have the depth of the nearest speaker, which was also the nearest visually rational source for the sound. Zahorik showed that this was not the case in a semi-reverberant environment, though he noted that relative cues may have occurred contributing to the lack of visual capture.

3.5 Conclusions from the literature

Our ability to see visual depth is dependent upon twelve different cues outlined in Table 2.1 (page 13). Conventional 2D displays only make use of the cues in this table that are classed as “pictorial”, but S3D displays are also able to convey the stereopsis cue to depth. The human visual system is capable of perceiving very fine differences in stereo depth. Various factors can cause this level of acuity to deteriorate, such as increasing blur or decreasing contrast. Due to both human and technological factors, S3D displays are widely considered to have associated depth budgets. Content designers are often required to suppress their desired range of depth in a S3D image, so as to avoid exceeding the depth budget. If content breaks the limits defined by this depth budget, discomfort and diplopia can occur.

The primary cues available in RAD perception are loudness, reverberation, frequency spectrum and the inter-aural time and level differences. Reverberation and inter-aural differences can also serve as effective absolute cues to depth. The PDH suggests that RAD perception can be reduced to a loudness discrimination task. By doing so, a MAD of 5% of the reference distance is predicted. Despite other cues being available, empirical studies have struggled to match this value, particularly for smaller reference distances.

The literature concludes that audition and vision are capable of influencing each other. Furthermore, auditory visual interactions have been shown to occur in S3D environments. The behaviour of a cross-modal effect depends upon the accuracy of each separate sense’s judgements. In the natural world, acuity in visual depth perception is typically much better than acuity in auditory depth perception, giving
rise to the cross-modal model of “visual capture”. This model suggests that when vision and audition conflict, vision will generally override audition. Despite this, research has revealed many scenarios where “visual capture” does not apply. In these studies sound has induced some detectable influence upon visual perception. By controlling which depth cues are present in a scenario, cross-modal effects have been found to occur in both conventional 2D displays and S3D displays.

The variability between participants’ performance (Hairston et al. 2003b) may be a significant problem when assessing the commercial viability of auditory-visual effects. Many of the papers discussed show that people respond very differently to the auditory-visual interaction, and the preliminary experiment reported in Chapter 4 confirms this. S3D displays are also subject to variability between viewers’ perception of content. Different people perceive the binocular cue in different ways, and some cannot perceive the binocular cues at all (this is referred to as “stereoblindness”). The use of cross-modal effects could therefore draw on similar techniques used in S3D media, in order to account for the variation in how the effects are perceived.

A common difficulty with experiments in this field is distinguishing between perceptual and post-perceptual effects (or response biases). In other words, do the results actually show an auditory-visual interaction occurring, or do the results show an unwanted bias caused by the experimental conditions? The techniques that can be employed to address this problem depend upon the experimental design. Several of the cross-modal studies presented here directly address this threat to the validity of their results, though they do so in different ways (Maeda et al. 2004; Hidaka et al. 2009; Ecker and Heller 2005).

Other possible areas of research can be drawn from this review. In particular, relatively little is known about the acuity of RAD perception in virtual and real environments. This therefore supports our work in answering our third subsidiary research question from Section 1.2: What is the MAD in our experimental setup?. Also, the development of a spatialised hearing test seems sensible as the literature points to a high degree of variability between participants’ acuity in RAD perception. Several tests are already in place for stereo vision such as the Titmus test (Ohlsson et al. 2001), but no such tests exist for hearing in depth.

Recanzone (2009) states in his review with reference to MLE and Bayes theory, “If these conceptual ideas are true, then it should be the case that auditory stimuli would capture visual stimuli if the visual stimulus was less salient,” and goes on to conclude, “This is a technically challenging experiment for normal human subjects, but the available evidence suggests that this could be the case.” Although this is
not automatically distinguishable in the real world, the literature suggests that bias of visual stimuli position could occur under certain conditions.
This chapter reviews an experiment previously conducted by the author that marks the start of the trail of research presented in this thesis. The purpose of the experiment was to observe an audio-visual interaction that could offer an approach to answering our over-arching research question, described in Section 1.2. Due to limited resources and time it is best to view this experiment as a preliminary study. However, the results of the experiment provide useful pointers for further work which should seek a more robust analysis of the effect.

The experiment was completed and published (Turner et al. 2011) prior to the author beginning work on this thesis. However, the results play such a pivotal role in understanding the narrative of this thesis, that we have decided to report the experiment in detail as a separate chapter in the literature review. It builds upon our understanding of depth perception in spatial sound and S3D displays presented in Chapter 2, and our understanding of cross-modal interactions presented in Chapter 3.

The design of this experiment was motivated by a desire to extend the depth budget associated with S3D display, which is shown in Figure 1.2. Sound has already been found to impact depth perception in 2D images. We know that the ventriloquist effect is a complicated interplay between audio and visual localisation that can result in audition influencing vision under certain circumstances. Whilst being an improvement on 2D images, depth perception in S3D images still offers a degraded form of depth perception when compared with the real world. We therefore decided to investigate whether there was any possibility of audio being used to influence visual depth perception, and thus provide a means of extending the limited S3D depth budget. The aim of this preliminary experiment was very precise: to observe
auditory depth cues influencing perception of depth in an S3D image. Any attempt to explore the nature and usefulness of the effect was left to further research.

We begin by detailing the experimental method in Section 4.1, including the procedure, equipment, participants, and qualitative data capture. The results are then presented in Section 4.2, and discussed in Section 4.3. The chapter finishes by drawing together conclusions and directions for further work in Section 4.4.

4.1 Method

The design of this experiment began with an experimental hypothesis, from which we also draw the appropriate null hypothesis:

**Experimental Hypothesis:** A participant will perceive a visual stimulus as nearer if they hear an accompanying auditory stimulus at a nearer depth.

**Null Hypothesis:** Perception of a visual stimulus’ depth will not be effected by an accompanying auditory stimulus at a nearer depth.

This section outlines the method used to test these hypotheses. We begin by detailing the experimental procedure in Section 4.1.1, before outlining in Section 4.1.2 the equipment and software used in the experimental setup. In Section 4.1.3 we provide details of the set of participant’s who took part in the experiment, before finally outlining in Section 4.1.4 how we also collected qualitative data to support the quantitative data through a post-experiment questionnaire.

4.1.1 Experimental procedure

A 2AFC experimental design was used, in which each participant was asked to make a particular judgement concerning a given scenario. This judgement forced the participants to respond with one of two alternatives. In the null case, where no aspect of the scenario implied a particular response, we could expect the participant to make randomised “guesses”. The probability of giving a particular response, when responses are randomised, can be quantified because we have forced the number of alternatives. If a participant were truly guessing in a 2AFC experiment there would be a one-in-two, or 50%, chance that they give each response. So if the participant were to give a significantly different distribution of responses, we could infer that some aspect of the scenario was affecting their judgement.
Participants were asked to sit through a series of short 2AFC tests in a darkened and quiet room. In each test they were sequentially presented with two S3D images of a visual stimulus accompanied by an auditory stimulus. The visual stimulus was a life-sized mobile telephone, with an accompanying telephone ring as the auditory stimulus. For each test the participant was asked to “tell us verbally which image displays the telephone nearest to you.” The responses had to be either “the first” or “the second” – “I don’t know” or “they were the same” were invalid responses.

The visual depth never changed during the experiment, whilst the auditory depth changed between images in each test. The auditory stimulus could be presented from one of two depths, giving two possible types of tests from the two possible permutations: ‘near-then-far’, or ‘far-then-near’. Participants were not informed of the static visual depth at any point in the experimental procedure and the speaker arrangement was hidden under a thin black cloth. Assuming that the auditory stimulus provided the only cue to a depth change in the images, we could associate a chance performance with the null hypothesis and a better than chance performance with the experimental hypothesis.

Each participant participated in a randomised order of 24 tests where the first four tests were treated as “warm up” tests and discarded. The remaining 20 tests were selected randomly by the software, resulting in eleven ‘far-then-near’ tests and nine ‘near-then-far’ tests. Every participant experienced the same order of tests. We discuss the potential threat to the validity of our results posed by the manner in which the tests were randomised in Section 4.3.3.

Upon finishing the experiment, participants were asked to fill out a post-experiment questionnaire. The design of this questionnaire is detailed in Section 4.1.4 and the implications of its results are discussed in Section 4.3.1.

4.1.2 Experimental setup

The decision to use a mobile telephone as the stimulus was an idea taken from the paper by Zhou et al. (2004), who also used telephones as stimuli. It seemed a good choice for a variety of reasons:

- People naturally use auditory information to locate mobile phones.
- The “traditional” telephone ring is a complex multi-frequency sound that will offer more cues to depth than a pure tone (Warren et al. 1958).
- Mobile phones are easy to model graphically.
- They are recognisable and ordinary objects.
A 2D version of the stimulus is shown in Figure 4.1. A plot of the auditory stimulus’ frequency spectrum is shown in Figure 4.2. The auditory stimulus lasted for 3.01 s, and consisted of 1.57 s of rapidly repeated metallic rings followed by 1.44 s of the final ring, dying away to near 0 dB amplitude. Because we felt 3 s was too short a time to present each phone, we played the sound twice for each presentation of the visual stimulus. Each image was therefore displayed for 6 s, and a 1 s silent interval and black screen separated the images in each pair.

The stimulus was modelled using the freely available “Wings3D” software, and textured with the freely available “UVMapper” software. It was then imported into the test software as a Wavefront file (.obj) and displayed using the quad buffering technique on a “Hyundai 46” LCD Monitor Xpol Virtual 3D” TV. The binocular depth of the visual stimulus was controlled using the algorithms outlined by Jones et al. (2001) to create an orthoscopic image (created with a one-to-one mapping between real space and image space). The software, written in the C programming language, handled the presenting of stimuli and the recording of responses.

To play the auditory stimulus from two different depths, a Logitech Z-5500 Digital stereo loudspeaker system was used with two different stereo sound files. In one file the stimulus was panned completely to the left speaker, whilst in the other the stimulus was panned completely to the right speaker. The left and right speaker were then placed on the participant’s median plane (see Figure 2.4), one at each of the required depths. This was because the optimum viewing position for a TV screen is typically taken to be a point on the plane perpendicular and centred to the...
Figure 4.2: The frequency spectrum of the traditional telephone ring we used as our auditory stimulus. The spectrum was calculated in the open source software package “Audacity”, using the fast Fourier transform algorithm with a Hanning window of 512 audio samples (the stimulus’ sample rate was 44.1 kHz) (Audacity 2015).

The experimental setup is shown in Figure 4.3. The speakers were offset to avoid the near speaker occluding the far speaker, and thus reduce any interference of the near speaker’s body with the far speaker’s sound. An offset in height was chosen because humans are worse at distinguishing height differences than lateral differences (Perrott and Saberi 1990). Both loudspeakers were placed under a thin black cloth in order to disguise the purpose of the sound system; participants were not aware of the different loudspeaker depths. The height of the participant’s chair was adjusted prior to undertaking the experiment to roughly place their eye level at the same height of as the visual stimulus which was approximately 25cm above the centre of the near loudspeaker.

The distances of 1 m and 25 cm were taken from a previous study undertaken in the laboratory and briefly outlined with this experiment in the paper by Turner et al. (2011). This study showed that in the significant majority of cases, participants could correctly distinguish between two auditory sources 25 cm apart from a distance of a meter.
4.1.3 Participants

Fifteen undergraduate students sourced through St John’s College, Durham took part in this experiment. All participants were screened for their hearing, visual and stereo acuity. Hearing was checked using the British Society of Hearing Aid Audiologists (BSHAA) online hearing test which confirmed that they could hear tones of 500hz, 1000hz, 2000hz and 4000hz. The participants were required to have at least 20/30 vision, which was tested with a Snellen eye chart. Their stereo acuity was tested using the Titmus test; we required all participants to identify a binocular horizontal disparity of 40 arc-seconds (Ohlsson et al. 2001). We did not collect any further information about the participants, such as their age or their gender. The sample size of 15 was based upon a recommendation from (Moore 1995).

4.1.4 Post-experiment questionnaire

A post-experimental questionnaire was designed to offer some qualitative insight into each participant’s results. After asking the participant for their name, it collected responses to the following questions:

- Did you understand the task required of you?
- Did you feel that your answers were a correct representation of what you saw?
- If not, why?
Figure 4.4: A graph plotting each participant’s score as a percentage in increasing order. The scores represent the percentage of times they believed the stimulus accompanied by the nearer auditory stimulus was nearer. A Student’s T-test gives more than 95% confidence that the data is significantly different from the null hypothesis value of 50%.

- Do you have any other significant comments that may be worth recording, regarding the execution of the test?

The first two questions required the participant to tick a box labelled “yes” or a box labelled “no”. For the last two questions the participant was offered a box in which to respond with prose. The responses given, in particular to the second and third question were then used in the analysis of the results to give greater credibility to our conclusions.

4.2 Results

For the purposes of analysis, we define a “correct” response as one in which the participant believes the nearer stimulus is the one accompanied by the nearer auditory stimulus. So in a ‘near-then-far’ test the correct response would be “the first”, and in a ‘far-then-near’ test the correct response would be “the second”. A participant’s
score was the percentage of their responses that were correct.

Figure 4.4 shows the distribution of participant scores. The Shapiro-Wilk test for normality tells us that we cannot reject the null hypothesis that the sample is normally distributed. We were therefore able to use a one-sample Student’s t-test to determine whether the mean score across participants is different to chance performance – a score of 50%. Figure 4.4 therefore also shows the sample’s mean score with a 95% confidence interval. The mean score across all participants was 65% with a standard deviation of 11%.

A two-tailed single sample Student’s T-test tells us whether we can reject the null hypothesis that the sample mean and a given value, in this case a chance performance of 50%, are the same. The test yields a p-value of 0.0001, which is significantly smaller than the chosen statistical significance value of 0.05. We could therefore reject the null hypothesis in favour of the experimental hypothesis with a 99.99% level of confidence. Our results do not reflect chance performance.

4.3 Discussion

The results of this experiment appear to be strong, giving more than the 95% confidence required to reject the null hypothesis. It is important to acknowledge the limitations of these results as well as their strengths. We begin in Section 4.3.1 by discussing the results in the context of the post-experiment questionnaire. We then evaluate the experimental procedure and equipment in Section 4.3.2 before finally identifying threats to the validity of our results that should be considered in further work.

4.3.1 Results from the post-experiment questionnaire

Whilst many individuals simply had nothing to comment (often those with higher scores), there were also several who felt that in some of the tests the phone’s depth did not change, but in others it did change. Some individuals said that they saw significant depth changes, and one particular participant followed this by saying he, “focused on the edges of the phone.” It’s important to note that we would expect performance to vary between participants, as the literature revealed that depth perception acuity, and other aspects of the human visual and auditory system, vary significantly. Furthermore, we cannot assume that cross-modal cue combination is consistent across humans.

A few candidates said that their responses were not a correct representation
Figure 4.5: If a participant claimed (in their questionnaire) to have not seen any depth changes, then any deviation from 50% in their results is likely to be a response bias. In this graph we have adjusted such participant results to 50%. A Student’s T-test still gives more than 95% confidence that the data is significantly different from the null hypothesis value of 50%.

of what they saw. In each case this was qualified with a comment saying that their answers were complete guesses or that they thought the phone’s depth never changed. Any deviation in these participant’s scores are therefore likely to be biased responses. By this we mean that their results are not indicative of a perceptual effect occurring, but rather a post-processing bias in their response. In other words, having viewed the stimuli and decided that neither phone was nearer than the other, the participants forced response was biased by the auditory depth change that they heard. This threat to the validity of the results is discussed further in Section 4.3.3.

As an attempt to account for this possibility, we decided to re-analyse the data using the information gathered in the questionnaire. We identified participants who said that their responses were not a correct representation of what they saw. The scores for these participants were adjusted to 50% and the Student’s T-test re-run to see if the resulting distribution was different from chance. The mean of the adjusted distribution, shown in Figure 4.5, was 62% with a standard deviation of
11%. A T-test yielded a p-value of 0.0008, which was significantly smaller than the chosen statistical significance value of 0.05. We could therefore still reject the null hypothesis in favour of the experimental hypothesis with a 99.92% level of confidence. This suggests that the result still holds even after allowing for some of the results to be response biases.

### 4.3.2 Evaluation

These results agree with the MLE and Bayesian understanding of the ventriloquist’s effect (see Section 3.2.3). The task required participants to identify a depth difference correctly between images, where visually no depth difference occurred. In such a scenario the visual sense is highly unreliable, unlike the auditory sense which does perceive a depth difference. Both MLE and Bayesian understandings of the ventriloquist’s effect conclude that, when inferences based upon the visual sense are unreliable to the extent of being random, the visual sense can be easily overridden by some conflicting auditory cue.

The simple experimental design yield statistically significant results, resulting a comparatively simple analysis and interpretation. The simplicity of the experimental design was a strength that could be drawn upon in further work. It does, however, also limit the scope of the effect significantly. We have measured just one data point on the effect’s psychometric function (Wichmann and Hill 2001), and we know very little about how external factors influence the effect. Further work should therefore seek to understand more about the effect’s scope.

The qualitative data capture should have been more thorough. The post-experimental questionnaire design did not consistently yield insight into how the participant completed the task. In some cases it was clear that they were using vision, or using just audio, or consciously using both. However, some participants provided no prose in the questionnaire, making it difficult to compare their results with those who offered a lot of detail in the questionnaire. An interview, instead of a questionnaire, could have allowed the researcher to probe further and so extract a roughly consistent amount of detail from each participant.

Very little was known about the equipment that was used, or how the placing of the equipment within the experimental setup effect its performance. As we report in Section 6.1.1, finding small commercially available loudspeakers with matched frequency response curves was hard, and we know very little about the frequency response of the loudspeakers used in this experiment. Furthermore, it was assumed that placing both speakers on the median plane and raising the back one above
the near one was the most sensible way of arranging the loudspeakers. We note in Section 6.1.1 that this was probably a bad assumption to make, as it breaks the symmetry of the arrangement causing reverberation (from the desk) of the far loudspeaker’s sound to be different to the sound from the near loudspeaker.

In Section 2.2.4 we reviewed the literature concerning the acuity of RAD perception. We discovered that there are only a handful of studies that measure the MAD, and that the value appears to vary with environment, participants, stimuli and experimental method used. The auditory depth difference used in this study was based upon another preliminary study also reported in the paper by Turner et al. (2011). However, that study was undertaken in a different experimental setup, with different participants and using different stimuli. Since the cross-modal effect we are seeking to observe will depend upon the participant’s acuity in RAD perception (see Section 3.2.3), the reliability of the results could have been improved significantly by screening participants for RAD perception.

### 4.3.3 Threats to validity

From our procedure, results and evaluation we can identify a number of threats to the validity of our results that should be addressed in further work. It is possible that participants gave biased responses instead of responses indicative of a fused cross-modal perception. If a participant felt that neither of the allowed responses were correct they may have (consciously or sub-consciously) let their responses be biased by the auditory depth difference. In this case the participants should have felt that their responses were not a correct representation of what they saw. Participants were therefore asked whether this was the case in the post experiment questionnaire. If it was, they were also asked to give details. In Section 4.3.1 we therefore report a re-analysis of the results, after selecting participant’s who felt their responses were not a correct representation of what they saw, and correcting their score to a chance 50%. The result is still strongly significant. However, this threat should be more carefully handled in future work. This could be done by improving the qualitative data capture as suggested in the previous section.

As we note in the previous section, our equipment was not calibrated. We know very little about the actual performance of the loudspeakers and display within their experimental setup, or how humans perceive the stimuli they present. There could have been audible differences in the sounds that were due to factors other than the depth difference – namely, the loudspeakers frequency response or the height difference. If these audible differences exaggerated or reduced the sensation depth,
then we would expect the validity of our results’ to be compromised. However, the results would still suggest that an effect exists – we just wouldn’t be able to draw conclusions concerning how the effect’s magnitude depends upon the auditory depth difference between images.

The author acknowledges some mistakes in the execution and design of the experimental procedure. Firstly each participant received the same random order of tests. Ideally a new random order would have been selected for each participant. This ensures that results are not skewed by the order and timing of tests – i.e. participants may be more likely to give a particular response after sitting through a certain sequence of tests. This software error was caused by the random number generator being given the same seed each time the software was run.

Secondly, the number of near-then-far tests did not equal the number of far-then-near tests. This oversight may have caused the results to be skewed by some bias rooted in the type of test being run – i.e. participants are more likely to give a particular response in a near-then-far test than in a far-then-near test.

None of these procedural mistakes undermine the experiment’s core result, given its preliminary nature. There is no intuitive reason to suppose that a participant’s response to a test was biased by the type of the test, or by the type of tests that preceded it. Given the large effect size and high level of statistical confidence that has been observed, it still seems appropriate that this experiment’s result guide and influence future research, to seek a more reliable confirmation of the effect’s existence.

### 4.4 Conclusions

Participants undertook a series of tests. In each test they were asked which of two mobile telephones, viewed consecutively, appeared nearer to them. The visual depth of the telephones were the same, but the auditory depth of the accompanying telephone ring varied. This auditory component of the cross-modal stimulus could either appear at the same depth as the visual component, or at 25cm in front of the visual component. The 2AFC paradigm required participants to respond with either “the first” or “the second” – “I don’t know” was not a valid response.

The results show that across all participants a mean 65% of responses said that the phone accompanied by the nearer auditory stimulus was nearer. A one-sample two-tailed Student’s T-Test gives us more than 95% confidence that this response is different to 50% chance. If neither the visual or auditory depth of the cross-modal stimulus changed between the two viewings, then there would be no cue to an answer
so we would expect chance performance. We therefore conclude that auditory depth is capable of altering perception of depth in S3D displays, and could possible have the potential to extend the range of depth that is comfortable to view on a S3D display, without requiring more S3D depth budget.

We have acknowledged a number of threats to the validity of these results that have arisen due to the preliminary nature of the experiment. None of these threats stop us from drawing the conclusion that a cross-modal effect exists that is worth further exploring. However, they do provide pointers for how further work should proceed. In particular, the simple experimental design should be developed to provide an insight into the effect’s scope and external influencing factors. Further experimentation should use calibrated equipment, a better means of capturing qualitative data and a screening test for RAD perception.

This result should therefore be approached with some caution; it is important to acknowledge the preliminary nature of this experiment. However, it does suggest that a deeper and more thorough study would be valuable, in order to explore the nature and commercial viability of the effect. This experiment provides the starting point for the trail of research presented in this Thesis.
Evaluating subjective responses to quality-controlled S3D depth

We begin our experimental work with a study assessing the subjective value of quality-controlling the binocular depth cue in S3D media. More specifically, we evaluate the subjective responses of audiences to viewing high-quality S3D media created using the quality-control algorithms outlined by Jones et al. (2001) and Holliman (2004). These algorithms specify how to map scene depth to a given display’s depth budget. As discussed in Section 1.2, much of the research presented in this thesis is motivated by the desire to extend the depth budget. It therefore seems wise to assess the subjective value of restricting binocular cues to a given depth budget, before further work ensues. More generally, by showing there is subjective value in the quality-control of the binocular cue, we motivate research concerning the quality-control of other depth cues, including auditory cues.

We have used a pre-test post-test quasi-experimental design to measure changes in the audiences’ subjective impressions of S3D media. In our experience, films created using quality-control algorithms, such as those detailed by Jones et al. (2001) and Holliman (2004), typically elicit positive responses on technical quality from both expert and non-expert audiences alike. This chapter seeks to answer the thesis’ second research question, reported in Section 1.2, and further explore the scope of our results through replications of the original experiment. In this chapter we therefore address the following questions:

1. Does viewing S3D content with quality-controlled binocular cues create measurable positive changes in the audience’s subjective attitudes towards S3D
media? (The second Thesis research question)

2. Are the measured changes repeatable on displays with different sizes?

3. Can we replicate these results outside our laboratory?

We have addressed these research questions through an audience-centred study that gathers self-report responses and written comments from all audience members. Furthermore, this study incorporates an original experiment and a number of differentiated replications. As Lindsay and Ehrenberg (1993) write, replication is a crucial aspect of the scientific method that is perhaps often overlooked when evaluating subjective impressions. The differentiated replications we report here, in which we vary the film, display and site used, offer insight into how generalisable our results are.

Hassenzahl and Tractinsky (2006) tells us that the study of user-experience (and likewise audience-experience) is concerned with technologies that fulfil more than just instrumental needs. It is important to recognise the subjective, situated, complex and dynamic encounter that occurs between the user and the technology. As such, the user experience arises from characteristics of their internal state, the designed system and the context of interaction. Creating a good S3D film viewing experience must therefore bring together the right film, display, audience and viewing environment.

For the film content, we used two short 3D films entitled Cosmic Cookery and Cosmic Origins. These were developed by a collaboration between Physicists and Computer Scientists at Durham University, and produced using algorithms that quality-control the binocular depth (Holliman et al. 2006; Holliman 2010). Both films illustrate how theories of dark matter have influenced the formation and movement of stars and galaxies. They were initially created to be shown at the annual Royal Society’s Summer Science Exhibition in London in 2005 and 2009 respectively, and have consistently received positive informal feedback from large, non-expert audiences. Cosmic Cookery won first prize in the national VizNet Visualisation Showcase 2006, whilst Cosmic Origins was winner of the “Best Computer Graphics Film Award” at the Stereoscopic Displays and Applications Conference 2010, San Jose, California.

For the display technology, we began by using the large 160” projected display that the films were designed to be viewed upon. Once we had used this display to establish that high quality films can have a measurable effect on audiences, we then investigated whether our results were repeatable on a 50” TV sized screen. Our displays were carefully selected for their low cross-talk and high resolution.
For each round of experimentation, the participants were recruited from the local academic staff and student communities. All participants were screened for stereo acuity prior to their involvement in the study. The first rounds of experimentation were undertaken in a laboratory at Durham University (UK) and then, once we had established a suitable 60” TV sized platform, we investigated whether our results were repeatable at other sites. First, we took the study to another UK site, York, and then we moved to an international location in Twente, The Netherlands. We sought to keep the environment, specifically brightness, sound volume and viewing angle, as similar as possible across all experimentation.

In the above ways, we designed an experiment that met the requirements specified by Hassenzahl and Tractinsky (2006) for content, display, audience and environment. Our report of this experiment continues with a summary of the methodology adopted (Section 5.1), before detailing the specific setup and results of the experiment (Section 5.2) and replications (Sections 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5). We discuss the results in Section 5.6 and draw together conclusions and further avenues for research in Section 5.7.

5.1 Method

In this section, we outline the general method used to answer our research questions. This begins with the experimental design in Section 5.1.1, followed by the questionnaire design in Section 5.1.2. We then give details of the participants recruited for our experiment in Section 5.1.3 and consider the statistical design of the experiment in Section 5.1.4. This section finishes with a summary of the final general experimental procedure in Section 5.1.5. Further details of our methodology, such as the display and location of each replication, are discussed in later sections.

5.1.1 The Experimental Design

As this study is concerned with identifying a change in attitude to 3D films before and after viewing a high quality 3D film, we adopted a one group pre-test post-test quasi-experimental design (Shadish et al. 2002). This design is simple, effective for identifying change, and widely used by researchers. Participants are tested before and after an intervention in order to identify any change in test responses. These response changes are then assumed to be caused by the intervention. In this study the intervention is a 3D film and the tests are questionnaires seeking insight into the participant’s attitude towards 3D and awareness of the film’s content.
Table 5.1: All the interventions evaluated are shown here. The IDs are of the form Location-Display-Film-Coding. Where for location: D = Durham, Y = York, T = Twente, for display type: LP = 160” projection, TV = 50” TV, SP = 50” projection, for film name: CO = Cosmic Origins, CC = Cosmic Cookery and for coding HR = high resolution, HFR = high frame rate. The first group of two interventions were our first evaluations on the large screen, the second group of three interventions were our evaluations of the 50” TV and the different possible BluRay codings for CO, the final group of six interventions were those we settled on as suitable for evaluations at all three geographic locations using the 50” projection display.

In order to protect the validity of the results the design needs to minimise the effect of any external variables that might impact upon the results. For example, boredom and tiredness, or loss of concentration may occur if the duration of the intervention is too long. The films we presented did not last more than eight minutes, keeping the intervention short. In addition, we minimised the effect of other possible external variables by running interventions in a blacked out room and monitoring image brightness and audio volume levels. The test questionnaires run before and after the intervention were kept simple and easy to complete. The study was approved by the ethics committee of the School of Engineering and Computing Sciences, Durham University.

We used differentiated replications to investigate how varying key aspects of the intervention affected the audience’s responses. Details of each intervention are given in Table 5.1 and are discussed below.

We tested responses to two films, Cosmic Cookery and Cosmic Origins, in order to determine whether the measures we used were stable across similar but different films. Both films were created at Durham University using similar depth budget controls and similar content, but the music, narration and images make them distinctly different films. Details of the original experiment, in which both these films were shown on the 160” large screen projected display, are given in Section 5.2.
We also sought insight into the potential effect from response variance caused by the display technology. In particular we compared results from the large screen projected display (160”) with those from using a TV and a small screen projected display (both 50”). Again, we were interested in exploring whether audience responses changed across different viewing platforms. The differentiated replications that used small screens are detailed in Sections 5.3 and 5.4.

Finally, we investigated whether audience responses would vary at locations outside our laboratory in Durham. To do this we ran experiments at the University of York (UK) and overseas at the University of Twente (NL). The display technology used at these locations was the best performing TV sized display from the experiments run in Durham. The details of these differentiated replications are given in Section 5.5.

5.1.2 Questionnaires

The preliminary and post-intervention tests were performed using paper questionnaires that began with the same five questions:

1. Please rate your impression of the viewing experience 3D films can provide.
2. Please rate your impression of how well 3D films can convey complex information.
3. Please rate your impression of how comfortable you think viewing 3D films can be.
4. Please rate your impression of how natural the sensation produced by viewing 3D films can be.
5. Please rate your knowledge of how galaxies are made.

Questions 1 and 4 are included with reference to the study by Seuntiëns et al. (2005) and Question 3 with reference to the literature concerning visual discomfort in S3D media (Lambooij et al. 2009; Ukai and Howarth 2008; Nojiri et al. 2004). Questions 2 and 5 were added to gather evidence about whether S3D media is a good way of presenting complex, cosmological data. Another question was included in each test, in the preliminary questionnaire this was a closed multiple choice question:

- How would you rate your experience of 3D films? None/Limited/Good/Expert

Whereas in the post-intervention questionnaire it was an open question that included a request for comments:

- Please write any comments or observations you have about 3D films below.
Responses to the first 5 questions were provided by asking participants to draw an arrow on a Likert scale as shown in Figure 5.1. These scales were designed to meet the recommendations described by the ITU (ITU-R Recommendation BT.500-12 2009). The indicated values were read off the scales by human eye and recorded in data sheets as integers. The small random error incurred in doing this can be estimated as ±1.

5.1.3 Participants

The participants were recruited from the academic communities where each round of experimentation was performed. The majority of participants were undergraduate or postgraduate students, though some members of staff also took part. In total, 176 people took part in the study of which 67% were male and 33% female. The ages ranged from 18 to 57, with a median age of 23 and an inter-quartile range from 20 to 26.

As in the preliminary experiment, all participants were required to give a complete set of responses to the Stereo Titmus Test before their participation (discussed in Section 4.1.3). Participants who failed to score 100% correct in this test were informed that their results “may not contribute towards the project conclusions” and were invited to choose whether or not to continue their participation, in case their results become of use at a later time. All 56 participants in this situation chose to continue their participation. The study took approximately 30 minutes, for which participants were each paid an honorarium of £5, or €5 in the case of our overseas experiments.

We gathered data until we had at least 15 participants who had passed the screening test in each sample. This sample size of at least 15 is a recommendation from Moore (1995) based upon a series of large computational studies (Pearson and Please 1975; Posten 1979). The number of participants who could simultane-
ously take part in each viewing was dependent upon the screen size of the display technology used.

### 5.1.4 Statistical design

Paired Student’s t-tests were used to identify whether there was any significant difference between preliminary and post-viewing questionnaire scores across each sample. Student t-tests assume normally distributed samples, so the Shapiro-Wilk test for normality was used to check this. In the case of a sample failing the normality test, the Wilcoxon signed rank test was used instead of the t-test, with the median and inter-quartile range used in place of the mean and standard deviation. In the case of no response difference being identified, two one sided t-tests were used to check for equivalence against the null value of zero. All significance testing used an alpha criterion of 0.05 to indicate a “strongly significant result” and 0.10 to indicate a “weakly significant result”.

Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to assess the differences between the experiment and replications. Although ANOVA also assumes a normal distribution, it is reputedly insensitive to data normality (Glass et al. 1972; Lix et al. 1996). We therefore use ANOVA to test between all samples, even where some samples fail the Shapiro-Wilk test for normality.

### 5.1.5 Procedure

The procedure required participants to fill out four forms on a clip board. It was decided that the participants should not be allowed to refer to their preliminary responses whilst giving their post-viewing responses. This is because we were seeking a change in attitude towards S3D films, not a self-referenced consideration of the specific film they had viewed. The preliminary questionnaires were therefore collected prior to watching the film and completing the post-viewing questionnaires. The final procedure for each viewing involved the following distinct stages:

1. Welcome participants and outline the procedure to them.
2. Ask them to read and fill out the instructions and consent form.
3. Ask participants to complete the stereo Titmus test by reading and filling out a second form in conjunction with viewing the appropriate images.
4. Ask participants to fill out the preliminary questionnaire and then collect all forms in.
Figure 5.2: The results of the original experiment using the big screen projection. Depending upon the result of the Shapiro-Wilk test for normality, the black bars indicate the mean or median preliminary response, whilst the grey bars indicate the mean or median post-viewing response and the errors bars denote the standard deviation or inter-quartile range across the sample. The result of a paired Student’s t-test, or Wilcoxon signed rank test is also shown for each question. In the cases where the Shapiro-Wilk test failed and ranked statistics are used, the statistical test result is labelled with a $w$ instead of a $p$.

5. Hand out appropriate glasses and show participants a random dot stereogram to ensure that their glasses are working.

6. Switch lights off and show them the film.

7. Switch the lights on, hand out the post viewing questionnaire and ask them to fill it out.

8. Pay them for their time.

### 5.2 Experiment: big screen projection

This original experiment used the display technology that we hypothesised was most likely to give positive results — our big screen, low crosstalk, active shutter glasses display system. If an effect was found here for both *Cosmic Origins* and *Cosmic Cookery* we would then have the motivation to consider the other factors of interest.
5.2.1 Experimental setup

The setup for this experiment consisted of:

- Christie Mirage 3D 1080 HD digital light processing (DLP) projector
- Rear projection screen 3.50 m wide and 1.97 m high
- Virtalis Activeworks 3D Glasses
- JBL EON1500 stereo speaker system

Participants sat in a row centred on the centre of the screen and at a distance such that the central viewer received a 40° viewing angle as recommended by THX (2013). Five participants completed the experiment at a time. In total 19 participants took part in the Cosmic Origins viewings, of which 4 failed the screening test, and 21 participants took part in the Cosmic Cookery viewings, of which 4 failed the screening test. These participants were recruited primarily through the first year undergraduate engineering course, resulting in an age distribution of 18-32, with a median of 19 and an inter-quartile range of 18-19.

Brightness was measured using a Sekonic L-758 Cine light meter. The receptor was placed behind a “lens” of the active S3D glasses and positioned at approximately the viewing position, with the room darkened as for viewing. A stereo black image pair was shown and the luminance reading through the glasses was found to be too small to detect, meaning that it was less than 0.63 lux. The luminance of a stereo white image pair was found to be 1.3 lux through the glasses.

The maximum volume during the opening few seconds of the narration was measured so that it could be matched in the other experiments. This was done using a decibel meter on a tripod positioned at approximately the central viewer’s listening position. The maximum volume for the opening phrase of narration was set at 73.9 dB.

The content was shown at full original-edit quality: Cosmic Origins in frame packed 1920x1080 HD with a frame rate of 30 fps and Cosmic Cookery in frame packed 1024x768 with a frame rate of 25 fps.

Question 5 (knowledge) was not included in the questionnaires used in this original phase of the study, though we have no reason to believe that this would affect the results in any significant manner.

5.2.2 Results

Figure 5.2 shows summarised results for this experiment including both the Cosmic Origins and Cosmic Cookery films. For the normally distributed data, a mean pre-
liminary response is indicated by the black bar, whilst a mean post-viewing response is indicated by the grey bar, and the error bars denote the standard deviation.

Responses to each question for each film passed the Shapiro-Wilk test for normality with a significance criterion of 0.05 in all but one of the eight cases. The post-viewing responses to Question 1 (viewing experience) in the *Cosmic Cookery* data yielded a p-value of 0.0107 for the Shapiro-Wilk test for normality. This is less than our significance criterion, meaning that we need to reject the null hypothesis that the data is normally distributed. We therefore display ranked statistics (median and inter-quartile range) for this question in Figure 5.2, and used a Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test instead of a Student’s t-test to compare preliminary and post-viewing responses. The result of this test is labelled with a $w$ in Figure 5.2 and is smaller than our alpha significance criterion, allowing us to conclude that the response difference is significantly different from zero.

In all cases, except Question 3 (comfort) for *Cosmic Origins*, we concluded that the difference between preliminary and post-viewing responses is strongly significant - the Student’s paired t-test or Wilcoxon signed rank test yields a p-value less than our chosen significance criterion of 0.05. The t-test p-value for Question 3 (comfort) is 0.069, which is less than 0.1 so we still conclude that it is weakly significant.

The results from this experiment suggest that viewing both *Cosmic Origins* and *Cosmic Cookery* can have a significant effect upon a viewer attitude towards S3D films.

### 5.3 Replication 1: television display

The effect observed in the original experiment provided motivation for further study seeking significance in other displays. This differentiated replication investigated whether a similar effect is found in Television (TV) displays, which are smaller and make use of very different S3D technologies.

#### 5.3.1 Experimental setup

The following equipment was used:

- Panasonic TXP50ST50B Plasma Active shutter Glasses 3D TV.
- Glasses
- Sony BDP-5780 Blu-ray disc player
Figure 5.3: The results of the differentiated replication using the TV display. Depending upon the result of the Shapiro-Wilk test for normality, the black bars indicate the mean or median preliminary response, whilst the grey bars indicate the mean or median post-viewing response and the errors bars denote the standard deviation or inter-quartile range across the sample. The result of a paired Student’s t-test, or Wilcoxon signed rank test is also shown for each question. In the cases where the Shapiro-Wilk test failed and ranked statistics are used, the statistical test result is labelled with a $w$ instead of a $p$. The white bars indicate questions where the statistical test failed to find a significant difference between preliminary and post viewing responses (the result did not meet our alpha significance criterion of 0.1).
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The films were played using a 3D Blu-ray disc and player, in order to keep the equipment portable for later use at external sites. As a consequence the films could not be shown in original-edit quality, so we experimented with several encodings to determine the best approach. Using the Sony Vegas software package, we re-encoded the video to the Multiple View Coding format, which limited us to a frame rate of 27 fps with full 1080p HD or 60i fps with 720p HD. The conversion from 30 fps to 27 fps was not smooth and caused noticeable jerkiness when viewing. The conversion from 30 fps to 60i fps was smooth, but the loss in resolution was noticeable. We were unsure which encoding would be preferred, so we ran separate viewings for each of 3 different films: 720p HD Cosmic Origins with a Higher Frame Rate (HFR) of 60i fps, 27 fps Cosmic Origins with a Higher Resolution (HR) of 1080p HD and 50i fps Cosmic Cookery with a resolution of 1280x720 pixels. Cosmic Cookery suffered a small loss in resolution as the 1024x768 image was mapped onto a 1280x720 image. The original aspect ratio was maintained, resulting in black space down the left and the right hand sides.

As in the original experiment, participants sat in a row centred on the centre of the screen and at a distance such that the central viewer received a 40° viewing angle. This time, due to the smaller screen size, only three participants could be accommodated in each viewing. The TV was set upon a desk in front of the participants. Twenty participants took part in the Cosmic Origins HFR viewings, of which 3 failed the screening test, whilst 17 participants took part in the Cosmic Origins HR viewings, of which 2 failed the screening test. Sixteen participants took part in the Cosmic Cookery viewings of which 1 failed the screening test. These participants were primarily recruited from the Chemistry, Engineering and Mathematics postgraduate groups, resulting in an age distribution of 19-37, with a median of 24 and an inter-quartile range of 22-26. The gender balance was 53% male to 47% female.

Brightness was measured using the same technique as in Section 5.2.1. The black screen luminance was again less than 0.63 lux whilst the white screen luminance was 1.6 lux. The volume level at the viewer’s listening position was matched to the original experiment using a decibel meter.

5.3.2 Results

The results of this replication are shown in Figure 5.3. Three cases failed the Shapiro-Wilk test for normality, and a Wilcoxon signed rank test was used in place of a Student’s t-test to account for this. The preliminary responses to Question 1 (view-
ing experience) in the *Cosmic Origins* HFR data yielded a Shapiro-Wilk p-value of 0.0359, whilst the post-viewing responses to Question 5 (knowledge) in the *Cosmic Origins* HR data yielded a Shapiro-Wilk p-value of 0.0291. The *Cosmic Cookery* post-viewing responses to Question 4 (naturalness) yielded a Shapiro-Wilk p-value of 0.0129.

The three cases that failed the response difference significance tests are coloured white in Figure 5.3: Question 3 (comfort) for both *Cosmic Origins* films and Question 1 (viewing experience) for *Cosmic Cookery*. None of these cases can be considered weakly significant. It is important to note that a failed significance test does not allow us to conclude that no effect exists; instead, it tells us whether we can reject the possibility that no effect exists. However, equivalence tests do allow us to conclude that the mean response difference was equal to zero implying no effect occurred. The significance criterion was taken as 0.05 and a conservative region of equivalence of ±5 points was chosen, giving an interval width of 10 corresponding to the minor interval on the response scale in Figure 5.1. No significant result was found. These three cases are therefore null results - they neither support nor oppose the hypothesis that a measurable change in response occurred whilst watching the film. Further discussion is presented in Section 5.6.

The experiments undertaken with a TV display have yielded a number of significant results suggesting positive changes in response occurred when viewing the films. However, due to the three null results, the effects do not appear to be as strong as those from the big screen projected display. In Section 5.6 we discuss what might have caused these failed significance tests and how they sit alongside the results from the original experiment.

## 5.4 Replication 2: small screen projection

The TV display gave results with a weaker set of effects than the original experiment. We noticed that our TV display had significantly higher crosstalk than the original projection display – a result of the different imaging technology being used in the display (plasma screen vs DLP projection). This differentiated replication extends the work outlined in the previous section by matching the TV display size using the same DLP projection technology from the original experiment.

### 5.4.1 Experimental setup

This experiment used the following equipment:
Figure 5.4: The results of the differentiated replication using the small screen projection. Depending upon the result of the Shapiro-Wilk test for normality, the black bars indicate the mean or median preliminary response, whilst the grey bars indicate the mean or median post-viewing response and the errors bars denote the standard deviation or inter-quartile range across the sample. The result of a paired Student’s t-test, or Wilcoxon signed rank test is also shown for each question. In the cases where the Shapiro-Wilk test failed and ranked statistics are used, the statistical test result is labelled with a $w$ instead of a $p$.

- Optoma HD33-B DLP portable 3D projector
- Optoma ZF2100 glasses and emitter
- Polk-audio Silicon Graphics stereo loudspeaker pair
- Sony BDP-5780 Blu-ray disc player

The films were played using the 3D Blu-ray disc and player, but this time the HR version of *Cosmic Origins* was not shown because in the TV viewings. This is because it consistently yielded response differences that were less significant than the HFR version of *Cosmic Origins* and attracted negative comments from the audience in written feedback.

As in the previous replication, three participants at a time sat in a row centred on the centre of the screen and at a distance such that the central viewer received a 40° viewing angle. Twenty-two participants took part in the *Cosmic Origins* viewings, of which three failed the screening test, and 21 participants took part in the *Cosmic*
Cookery viewings of which four failed the screening test. These participants were primarily recruited through the second year undergraduate engineering course and a Durham college’s postgraduate group, resulting in an age distribution of 19-35, with a median of 21 and an inter-quartile range of 20-23. The gender balance was 61% male to 39% female.

Brightness was measured using the same technique as in Section 5.2.1. The black screen luminance was again less than 0.63 lux whilst the white screen luminance for this screen was notably brighter at 9.3 lux. The volume level at the viewer’s listening position was matched to the previous experimentation using a decibel meter.

5.4.2 Results

Figure 5.4 shows the results from the small screen projection viewings. All of the data sets taken using the Cosmic Origins film passed the Shapiro-Wilk tests for normality, whilst three questions from the Cosmic Cookery data failed the test. Both preliminary and post-viewing responses in Question 1 (viewing experience) and Question 2 (complex information) failed with respective p-values of 0.0211 and 0.00695 in Question 1 and 0.00509 and 0.00242 in Question 2. The Shapiro-Wilk test also failed in Question 4 (naturalness) with preliminary responses yielding a p-value of 0.023.

The only significance test to yield a result that was not strongly significant is Question 3 (comfort) for the Cosmic Cookery data. The Student’s t-test gives a p-value of 0.0727, which indicates a weakly significant effect. These results are therefore similar to the big screen results, despite the significant amount of compression applied to the films so that they could be played from a Blu-ray disc. The data also shows that a more significant effect occurred than when watching the films on the TV display. As a result we chose the small screen projected display to evaluate response differences outside our laboratory at Durham.

5.5 Replications 3 & 4: York and Twente

We next sought to demonstrate that our results are repeatable beyond our own laboratory and the academic community where the films were created. This was done by taking the best performing portable display - the small screen projection - first to another site in the UK, and then further afield to an international site in the Netherlands.
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Figure 5.5: The results of experiment 4 using the small screen projection at sites in York (UK) and Twente (The Netherlands). Depending upon the result of the Shapiro-Wilk test for normality, the black bars indicate the mean or median preliminary response, whilst the grey bars indicate the mean or median post-viewing response and the errors bars denote the standard deviation or inter-quartile range across the sample. The result of a paired Student’s t-test, or Wilcoxon signed rank test is also shown for each question. In the cases where the Shapiro-Wilk test failed and ranked statistics are used, the statistical test result is labelled with a $w$ instead of a $p$. The white bars indicate questions where the statistical test failed to find a significant difference between preliminary and post viewing responses (the result did not break our alpha significance criterion of 0.1).
5.5.1 Experimental setup

This differentiated replication used the equipment outlined in Section 5.4.1. The equipment was taken to rooms in York University and Twente University and set up in the same way. Using the technique outlined in Section 5.2.1, the black screen and white screen luminance at both sites were measured to be less than 0.93 lux and 9.3 lux respectively. The volume level at the viewer’s listening position was matched to the previous experimentation using a decibel meter.

At York University participants were recruited from the undergraduate and postgraduate courses run in the Department of Theatre, Film and Television and the Department of Computer Science. Some members of staff also took part. Eighteen participants undertook Cosmic Origins HFR viewings, of which 1 failed the screening test, and 24 participants took part in the Cosmic Cookery viewings of which 5 failed the screening test. Ages were distributed between 18-57, with an interquartile range of 19-27 and a median of 21. The gender balance was 71% male to 29% female.

The experimentation at Twente was run during the summer holidays, so participants could not be recruited from the undergraduate body. Instead they were sourced primarily using postgraduate and staff mailing lists. Twenty-one participants took part in the Cosmic Origins HFR viewings, of which 4 failed the screening test, and 22 participants took part in the Cosmic Cookery viewings, of which 5 failed the screening test. Ages were distributed between 22-38, with an interquartile range of 24-28 and a median of 26. The gender balance was 80% male to 20% female.

5.5.2 Results

The results for the experimentation undertaken in York are shown in the top graphs of Figure 5.5. Only the post-viewing responses to Question 1 (viewing experience) and the preliminary responses to Question 4 (naturalness) failed the Shapiro-Wilk test for normality with p-values 0.0308 and 0.0266 respectively. The response differences failed to prove statistically significant for Question 3 (comfort) in the Cosmic Origins data, and Questions 2 (complex information) and 4 (naturalness) in the Cosmic Cookery data. Equivalence tests show that these mean response differences are not equal to zero, so we conclude that they are null results (like those discussed in Section 5.3.2).

The Twente results are shown in the lower two graphs of Figure 5.5. The post-viewing responses to Question 4 (naturalness) was the only data set in the Cosmic Origins data to fail the Shapiro-Wilk test for normality with a p-value of 0.0296. The post-viewing responses to Question 1 (viewing experience) and the preliminary
Table 5.2: The p-values from all the significance tests used to determine whether we can reject the null hypothesis that there is no change between preliminary and post-viewing responses. The ID symbol is broken into three parts. The first letter indicates the site: D for Durham, Y for York and T for Twente. The second two letters indicate the display: BP for Big Projector, TV for Television and SP for Small Projector. The final set of letters indicate the film: CO for Cosmic Origins and CC for Cosmic Cookery. As multiple versions of Cosmic Origins have been used a further identifier code is used: HR corresponds to the Higher Resolution version and HFR corresponds to the Higher Frame Rate version.

5.6 Discussion

We begin by reviewing the individual cases where our significance testing was successful (Section 5.6.1), before turning to speculate on those cases where it was not (Section 5.6.2). We then use ANOVA to identify differences within the data (Section 5.6.3), which is followed by an analysis of the combined data taken from all our experimentation (Section 5.6.4). This section concludes by discussing threats to the validity of our results (Section 5.6.5).

5.6.1 Significance test successes

The p-values from all significance tests are shown in Table 5.2. They show that the results are overwhelmingly positive, with the majority (79%) of significance tests yielding a “strongly significant” result. Questions 1 (viewing experience), 2 (complex information) and 5 (knowledge) performed particularly well, with only responses to Question 5 (knowledge) in the Cosmic Cookery data failed the Shapiro-Wilk test for normality with p-values of 0.0152 and 0.0399 respectively. Questions 4 (naturalness) and 5 (knowledge) from the Cosmic Cookery data failed to pass the significance tests.
one significance failure for each.

Question 2 was the strongest performing question in this study, with a mean response difference of 15.17 and all cases proving at least weakly significant. Furthermore, there was only one experiment in which the significance test for Question 2 did not prove strongly significant. These strong results are supported by the comments of 23 participants that suggest S3D is particularly suitable for conveying complex spatial information. For instance, “Watching 3D films may improve and enhance understanding, particularly on complex topics which need 3D graphics to emphasise a point.” It seems that the binocular cue can greatly improve the processing of complex visual information.

The results from Question 5 (knowledge) also performed well, with only one significance failure and an average response difference of 15.09. A small number of comments contrast with these strong numeric results by arguing that the visuals distracted them from the film’s narration. One such comment said, “Sometimes the 3D effects can distract from the narration as I found I was too focused on the visuals.” It would be interesting to undertake further study assessing the impact of 3D visuals upon processing audio-visual information.

Twelve participants stated in their comments that the purpose of S3D in films needs further consideration. One such individual said S3D effects “have tended to be seen as a gimmick rather than a form of visual expression. If we can move away from the sensationalist “theme ride” nature of current 3D viewing [it] could be very effective.” This suggests that, for many, the S3D effect comes at a cost, which they feel should clearly be re-paid through added value in the content. Such added value may be found in complex visual information, of which the content in Cosmic Origins and Cosmic Cookery is an example.

5.6.2 Significance test failures

The seven results that failed to prove even weakly significant are shown in bold in Table 5.2. In this section we speculate on why these cases failed to show significance.

Three of the null results occurred when viewing the films on the TV display. When analysing the comments we found that 19% of participants who took part in the TV viewings actively complained about crosstalk (see Section 2.3.2). Whereas only one comment from the rest of the experimentation could potentially be connected to crosstalk: “Images are still split into two when they come further away from the screen”. Crosstalk is a negative factor associated with the S3D displays that may possibly explain these three failed significance tests (Pala et al. 2007).
Question 3 (comfort) yielded the weakest set of results (3 out of 11 cases failed to prove even weakly significant). It seems that discomfort can still be a problem even when viewing S3D films with quality-controlled depth. Analysing the comments can perhaps offer some further insight into this matter. Whilst 23 participants did complain about discomfort/ache/tiredness specifically in the eyes, almost the same number (22) complained about discomfort due to wearing glasses — a factor that cannot be influenced by high quality content. There were a number of comments concerning comfort that were very favourable, such as, “The film seen today was noticeably more comfortable to watch than normal 3D films.” A few people acknowledged improved comfort whilst questioning whether this would hold for longer time periods, such as “Obviously, I have just watched a brilliant 3D film and feel comfortable. I just wonder whether the technique of the short film can be successfully applied to other long films.” The short length of each film is a limitation of this study since visual comfort can degrade over viewing time (Lambooij et al. 2009; Nojiri et al. 2004).

All significance failures, except those in Question 3 (comfort), occur in Cosmic Cookery viewings. It is hard to see why Cosmic Cookery performs so erratically, with failures in every question except number 3 (comfort). It seems most likely these failed significance tests are the result of the small sample size limiting the statistical power. When designing this experiment we sought to achieve the commonly accepted value for statistical power of 80%. For a sample size of 15, with standard deviation and effect size set at 10 scale units, the statistical power is actually found to be 85%. However, this still suggests that we should fail to reject correctly the null hypothesis in 15% of the Student’s t-tests. In actual fact our t-tests have failed in 6 of 43 cases, which is equivalent to 14% of the tests. If we were to repeat the experiment, we would consider using samples of approximately double the size, to attain 98.5% power. Whilst the statistical power may explain our failed t-tests, it does not threaten the validity of conclusions drawn from successful tests.

5.6.3 Looking for differences with ANOVA

Although there is some perplexing variation in the results of the individual significance tests as noted above, ANOVA performed across all 11 studies for questions 1-4 yielded no significant differences between studies. Table 5.3 shows the F-values and the probabilities associated with these ANOVA. The only question with any significant difference between studies is Question 5 (knowledge). The participants for this study have been recruited from selected academic communities. One could expect
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Table 5.3: The results of ANOVA seeking any differences between the original experiment and differentiated replications for each question. Where the ANOVA failed to find any differences, details of t-tests using the combined data across all experimentation are given. These t-tests again use the null hypothesis that the mean response difference is zero. The alpha significance criterion was 0.05, so only Question 5 (knowledge) yielded a significant ANOVA result, whilst all of the combined data t-tests proved significant.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>ANOVA F-Value</th>
<th>Pr(F)</th>
<th>Combined Data (n=186)</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Dev.</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Viewing Experience</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>8.715</td>
<td>12.96</td>
<td>9.0e-17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Complex Information</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>12.82</td>
<td>14.75</td>
<td>1.8e-24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Comfort</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>7.672</td>
<td>14.99</td>
<td>5.1e-11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Naturalness</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>10.79</td>
<td>16.34</td>
<td>2.6e-16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Knowledge</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>8.2E-4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

differences to occur in the learning of content information, and thus response differences to Question 5, based upon the academic discipline (i.e. Maths students may be more interested in, and better prepared to learn about, galaxy formation than Anthropology students). As the recruiting of participants often involved targeting specific groups of academics, each sample of participants did not represent a random selection across academic disciplines. This could explain the variance observed in Question 5.

The failed ANOVA tells us that there is not enough evidence to conclude that the contributing samples are taken from different distributions. Therefore, analysis of the combined data (from all rounds of the experimentation) may be of interest. For each question that failed the ANOVA, Table 5.3 also includes the details of Student’s t-tests that have been performed using combined data. Every test passes, including the erratic Question 3 (comfort). We can also conclude from these ANOVA that the results are repeatable for different films, sites and display technologies.

5.6.4 Analysing combined data

Figure 5.6 shows the results of combining data from all rounds of experimentation. In total, 186 participants contributed to this combined data set. Student t-tests were run on each film’s combined data to establish whether there were significant differences between preliminary and post-viewing responses. All tests yielded strongly significant results.

For each of the first four questions the combined data was split by gender and the means and standard deviations of each gender’s responses to each question
calculated. Independent two sample t-tests for samples with unequal sizes and variance were then used to determine if the mean responses differed significantly with gender. No significance was found, suggesting that gender is not an influencing factor upon the observed change in attitude towards S3D films.

5.6.5 Threats to the validity of our results

The steps we have taken to minimise threats to the construct validity of our results have already been discussed in Section 5.1.1. By using short films, simple questionnaires and controlling certain aspects of the environment, we have removed a number of factors that literature suggests may threaten the existence of a causal relationship between our intervention (the S3D film viewing) and the differences in the test results (the questionnaire response differences).

Unfortunately the presence of significant threats to the internal validity of our results cannot be ruled out, because we were unable to find a suitable intervention for a control study. There is no accepted definition of a “normal” S3D film for us to test our “high-quality” S3D films against. A pre-test post-test quasi-experimental
design is often used when no control is available, as the preliminary responses act in a similar manner to a control study for the post-intervention results to be compared against. The preliminary responses rule out any bias caused by prior experience of S3D film quality. Consequently, if we can trust that participants answered our questions honestly and appropriately, and were not led to do otherwise by some aspect of the experiment’s execution other than the intervention, then we can trust the validity of our results.

This study is made up of differentiated replications of the same experiment, using different participants, films, displays and sites to gain a wider understanding of the scope of our results. Despite this, it is important for us to acknowledge that there are bounds to the scope, which pose threats to the external validity of our results. We can conclude very little concerning the bounds of the scope, so researchers should be careful about assuming that our results hold in scenarios with notably different characteristics. For instance, our participant samples were not truly random, as they were sourced from academic communities of students and researchers, so would typically be dominated by a particular academic discipline and a particular age group. Therefore, our results may not hold for audiences with a significantly different demographic, such as those made up of children or the elderly.

5.7 Conclusions

In this study we have shown S3D films with quality-controlled binocular depth to groups of participants. Before and after watching the film we asked the participants to fill out a questionnaire. Both questionnaires asked the same questions concerning their attitude towards S3D films. Responses were given on a 0-100 point scale, where a greater number indicated a more positive response. This paper reports an original experiment and four differentiated replications, across which we varied the display, film, and site used. The original experiment investigated reactions to a large screen projected display in our Durham based laboratory. This was followed by replications using a TV display and a small (TV-sized) projected display. The small projected display was then taken off-site to the University of York (UK) and the University of Twente (The Netherlands). The films that we used were created by a collaboration of physicists and computer scientists at Durham University and were entitled *Cosmic Origins* and *Cosmic Cookery*. Between 15 and 19 participants who had been successfully screened for stereo vision took part in each viewing. The difference between their preliminary and post-viewing questionnaires were tested against the null hypothesis that they would be equal to zero. Paired Student t-tests
or Wilcoxon signed rank tests were used as appropriate to determine the confidence
with which we could reject this null hypothesis, and say that a response change had
occurred across the audience. ANOVA were used to look for differences in mean
values between the original experiment and replications. The statistical results were
discussed alongside comments left by participants at the end of the post-viewing
questionnaire.

In answer to this chapter’s first research question, we have seen that high quality
S3D films using quality-controlled binocular cues can create a measurable positive
change in an audience’s attitude towards S3D films. This change was observed in
response to all of the following questions:

1. Please rate your impression of the viewing experience 3D films can provide.
2. Please rate your impression of how well 3D films can convey complex informa-
tion.
3. Please rate your impression of how comfortable you think viewing 3D films can
   be.
4. Please rate your impression of how natural the sensation produced by viewing
   3D films can be.
5. Please rate your knowledge of how galaxies are made.

Use of ANOVA failed to find any differences between the experiment and replica-
tions in response changes to each of the first four questions. It is possible, then, that
each data sample comes from the same distribution. Paired Student’s t-tests between
preliminary and post-viewing responses across the combined data gave strongly sig-
nificant results for the first four questions. This therefore indicates that the positive
changes in attitude towards S3D films that have been observed in Questions 1-4
are repeatable at national and international sites, as well as for different display
technologies and quality-controlled film content, which answers this chapter’s sec-
ond and third research questions. Significant differences in response changes were
found between the experiment and replications for Question 5 (knowledge). We have
speculated on whether this is due to participants being recruited through specific
academic disciplines.

This study motivates research concerning high quality S3D content creation by
showing that such content elicits measurable, repeatable changes in audience atti-
dude towards S3D. Furthermore, these attitude changes remain significant for dif-
ferent displays, sites and high quality content. Our research therefore concludes
that the current popular attitude towards S3D may be significantly improved by
the wider distribution of high quality content, created with algorithms such as those outlined by Jones et al. (2001) and Holliman (2004).
Minimum audible depth for 3D audio-visual displays

We continued to consider whether sound can influence viewers’ perception of quality-controlled 3D visual depth. In order to do this, we needed to build and calibrate a display system capable of conveying both auditory and visual depth cues to the viewer. There were several steps in this process, most of which were concerned with the audio component of the display system. These steps included: the selection of suitable loudspeakers; the sourcing of equipment to position the loudspeakers; the design of software to control the presentation of audio and visual stimuli; the measurement of background noise levels and luminance; the calibration of stimuli volume and luminance; and, crucially, the measurement of the MAD associated with the audio component of the system. This chapter therefore directly addresses the third subsidiary research question presented in Section 1.2: *What is the MAD in our experimental setup?*

It is clear from the previous studies outlined in Section 2.2.4, and the work undertaken by Durham University students (Turner 2010; Berry 2011; Wills 2012), that the MAD is sensitive to the sound system, environment, and participants used. It is therefore important to measure the MAD for the experimental setup that will be used in future experimentation. This chapter primarily focuses on the work undertaken to do this, though it also reports various other aspects of the calibration process. Our measurement of the MAD, which is environmentally valid for TV viewing scenarios, forms a novel contribution of this thesis. It adds a data-set to a small group of pre-existing studies that measure the MAD, but also uses a unique setup which was designed to give the result environmental validity for TV viewing scenarios. This unique setup includes the use of a semi-reverberant environment, the positioning of a TV screen to reflect sound, and the selection of listening distances
from recommended TV viewing distances. The data and experience acquired in this study were also used to propose a participant screening test for RAD perception that can be used in future experimentation. This is another a novel contribution, and one that is important because of the variability in RAD performance that we observed between participants.

The MAD is a sensory threshold, meaning the research question addressed in this chapter is a threshold measurement problem. A perfect threshold for a given sensory task would allow us to plot a step function on the graph of task performance against the dependent variable. Chance performance would be followed by a step-up to perfect performance at the threshold. In practice we see a logistic function as performance improves from chance to perfect. The point on this curve which is chosen as the threshold is largely arbitrary. The studies by Turner (2010), Berry (2011) and Wills (2012) use the point at which performance is significantly different from chance, whilst one could also argue for the point at which performance becomes significantly different from perfect. The popular approach is to aim for a point half way between chance and perfect performance (Palmer 1999).

We begin by discussing the experimental method for this study in Section 6.1. The results are outlined in Section 6.2 and followed by a discussion in Section 6.3. We draw relevant conclusions and discuss their implications for the rest of this thesis in Section 6.4.

6.1 Method

Here we outline the steps taken to design the calibrated display and the experimental method used to measure the MAD. We begin in Section 6.1.1 by outlining the preliminary work that contributed to the final experimental design, described in Section 6.1.2. We then give details of the equipment and environment used in Section 6.1.3, before discussing the design of a post-experiment questionnaire in Section 6.1.4. We finish in Section 6.1.5 by giving details of the participant samples used.

6.1.1 Preliminary trials

Substantial preliminary experimental work was undertaken before settling upon a final method. Although the results from this preliminary work proved unsatisfactory, they offered an important contribution towards the design of the final experiments. Here, details of this work are reported briefly for completeness.
As already mentioned, this study continues previous work undertaken by undergraduates at Durham University (Turner 2010; Berry 2011; Wills 2012). In these studies, the threshold was defined as the depth difference at which the mean sample performance is significantly different from chance. The trouble with this definition is that sample performance can be significantly better than chance whilst the majority of individuals are still unable to perform better than chance. The widely accepted definition of a sensory threshold is the halfway point between chance and perfect performance, assuming a logistic model for the data (Palmer 1999). This requires a change in the experimental method and data analysis.

A 2AFC paradigm was used to assess task performance. Participants were played pairs of telephone rings and asked to respond with the ring they judged to be nearest to them. The percentage of correct responses across a sample gives a measure of task performance for the given auditory depth difference between the rings. A plot of task performance against increasing depth difference should follow a logistic curve between chance (50% for 2AFC) and perfect (100%) performance (Palmer 1999). For a data set covering a range of depth differences, logistic regression can then be used to interpolate the data. The MAD is then taken as the depth difference from this model, corresponding to a task performance of 75%.

One of the two loudspeakers was mounted on a motorised platform that could be positioned by a computer at any point on a 91 cm rail. The other loudspeaker was statically mounted so that the mobile loudspeaker could just slide underneath it. In the null case, when the depth difference was zero, the loudspeakers were therefore positioned with one directly above the other. This arrangement was chosen because the minimum audible vertical angle is larger than the minimum audible horizontal angle (Perrott and Saberi 1990). A TV screen was placed behind the static speaker, just as in the cross-modal experiments reported later in this thesis. A chin rest was
used to position the head at the recommended viewing distance supplied by the TV manufacturer. The experimental set up is shown in Figure 6.1.

The depth differences ranged from 0-40 cm inclusive in 5 cm intervals. Sixteen participants completed four tests at each depth difference, making 36 tests per participant. Participants were selected from the student population at Durham University. The experiment was abandoned after 16 participants had contributed results, because the results that we had collected were not what we expected. The percentage of correct responses for each non-zero depth difference is plotted in Figure 6.2, together with the logistic curve of best fit and the 75% threshold.

A logistic function, forced to pass between chance and perfect performance, does not appear to be a good fit for these results. For small distances, the scores were notably less than chance, and in the null case responses were split 77% to 23% between the two loudspeakers (where we would expect a 50% to 50% split, indicating chance performance). Further investigation found that participants could consistently distinguish between the two loudspeakers in the null case; over 20 tests they
could consistently identify the same loudspeaker’s noise from the randomised pair of sounds. Clearly there were confounding auditory cues caused by the experimental setup, as two sounds played from the same depth should be indistinguishable.

We first considered whether the loudspeakers were sufficiently well matched. Upon analysis of the original loudspeakers’ frequency response curves for the telephone ring we found differences in excess of 10 dB in some frequency bands. After some searching for small but well matched loudspeakers, we settled upon a pair of K-array KT20s. These loudspeakers were 6.4 cm in diameter and 8.3 cm deep. They were matched by K-Array so that their frequency curves remained within 1.6 dB of each other.

Whilst using the matched pair provided a substantial improvement upon previous equipment, they did not solve the problem of audible differences between loudspeakers in the null case. By positioning a microphone at the listening position, we discovered that the pairwise matching was being broken by some aspect of the experimental set-up. In the null case, the only significant non-symmetrical aspect of the setup was the loudspeaker positioning: one above the other. The difference in distance between the loudspeaker and bench surface could cause reverberation and interference patterns capable of breaking the matching.

Placing the loudspeakers side-by-side, instead of above-below, did remove the audible frequency differences between loudspeakers in the null case, though it introduced a new problem: the inter-aural differences arising because of the azimuthal offset were just audible. This new left-right cue therefore had to be randomised to stop it leading participants’ responses. Another motorised platform was used to randomise which speaker was assigned to the near or far position.

As well as re-designing our experimental setup, we decided to revise our chosen experimental method and statistical design. The logistic regression method outlined here offers little insight into each individual’s performance and is not widely used by others for measuring sensory thresholds. The final design used a method that yielded threshold estimates for each individual.

### 6.1.2 Final design

Blindfolded participants were asked to undertake a series of 2AFC tests. In each test they were presented with an auditory stimulus played sequentially from each of two static loudspeakers, placed about the median plane at different depths. The depth difference varied between tests. For each test, participants were asked, “Which sound appears nearest to you?” They were required to chose from two possible answers:
“The first,” or, “The second.” The correct answer to this question was randomised for each test and each participant.

A two-down/one-up transformed adaptive procedure (Levitt 1971), with PEST for the step size adaption (Taylor and Creelman 1967), determined the depth differences in each test and the calculation of the MAD for each participant. All participants began with a depth difference of 40 cm. The depth difference would decrease following two correct answers, and increase following a single incorrect answer. Each depth difference change is called a “step” and multiple steps in the same direction (either increasing or decreasing) are called a “run”. When a step in one direction is followed by a step in the opposite direction, a “reversal” is said to have taken place. The size of each step is specified by the rules of PEST (Taylor and Creelman 1967):

- On every reversal of step direction, halve the step size.
- The second step in a given direction, if called for, should be the same size as the first.
- The fourth and subsequent steps in a given direction are each double the previous step.
- The third successive step in a given direction is double the second if the step immediately proceeding the most recent reversal was a result of a doubling. Otherwise, the third step is the same as the second step.

Taylor and Creelman (1967) developed these rules using a mix of intuition and computer simulation. The first two rules of PEST create something similar to a binary search (Cormen et al. 2009), since each reversal indicates that the target value may have been passed. The inconsistent nature of human perception means a reversal does not always imply that the target value has been passed, causing the search to occur in the wrong area. This is likely to be the case when multiple steps are taken in the same direction. The third rule therefore dictates that when multiple steps occur in the same direction, the step size should be increased to efficiently find the right search area. The final rule improves efficiency by breaking continuously repeating patterns that will occur if the third step is either always or never doubled.

The initial step size was set to 20 cm, whilst the final step size was set to 0.625 cm. The experimental procedure therefore ended after the step size had been halved five times. The depth difference between the loudspeakers at this point was taken as the participant’s MAD. The mean MAD across the sample of participants can then be compared with other samples and with the PDH using appropriate statistical tests.
Figure 6.3: The experimental setup, as seen from above. Motorised rails, controlled by a computer, were used to change the depths of two K-Array KT-20 loudspeakers in front of a 47 inch display. The loudspeakers were positioned 8 cm apart and 14 cm above the desk, whilst the chin rest stood 37 cm above the desk. Participants were blindfolded to avoid vision influencing their responses.

Prior to the recorded tests, participants were given nine training tests. This sequence of tests began with a 40 cm depth difference, which decreased to 0 cm and then back to 40 cm in 10 cm intervals. They were told whether their response was correct for each test, though their response was not recorded. The aim of this training period was to reduce the size of any learning effect that might occur during the recorded experiment.

### 6.1.3 Experimental setup

The experimental setup is shown in Figure 6.3. We have chosen to physically position loudspeakers at the desired depths, rather than employ a virtual 3D sound system to create auditory depth. This removes any dependency of our results upon the validity of a virtual sound system’s design. As mentioned in Section 6.1.1, two K-Array KT20 loudspeakers were chosen because of their small size (to minimise occlusion and interference) and their availability in frequency-response matched pairs. These loudspeakers were placed side-by-side, each mounted on a motorised platform that could slide along a rail as controlled by a computer. The side-by-side arrangement did introduce small audible inter-aural differences, so the near speaker was randomly selected in each test to remove the left-right cue.
The motorised rails protruded out underneath an LG BM-LDS302 47 inch 3DTV screen, so that the motors were behind the screen whilst the platforms were in front of the screen. This arrangement allowed the loudspeakers to be positioned as close as possible to the screen. The TV display is included in the setup to give environmental validity to our results. The blindfolded participant was positioned, using a chin rest, such that the two loudspeakers were symmetrically distributed around the median plane.

As the speaker is 8.3 cm deep with a cable plugged into its rear, its front face could not be positioned nearer than 10 cm in front of the screen. The distance between the listener and the far loudspeaker’s front face is called the reference distance, and is taken as 10 cm less than the viewing distance. Three different reference distances were tested, based upon distances at which the TV screen fills the 40°, 30° and 20° viewing angles. The 40° viewing angle corresponds to the smallest viewing distance and is recommended by THX (2013), whilst the 30° viewing angle is widely quoted as the Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers (SMPTE) recommendation (Rushing 2004). This corresponds to reference distances of 1.33 m, 1.81 m and 2.88 m.

The experiment was performed in a semi-reverberant laboratory with a background noise of approximately 41.5 ± 0.3 dB (the mean and standard deviation of 18 measurements separated by 10 second intervals). The loudspeakers were driven by a Cambridge Audio Topaz AM1 Amplifier. The volume was set to be a maximum of 70.0 dB at the approximate listening position with the loudspeakers positioned at the reference distance. All equipment was placed upon a desk that stretched across the gap between the participant and the TV screen. The loudspeakers were positioned so that the centre of their front faces were 8 cm apart and 14 cm above the desk, whilst the chin rest stood 37 cm above the desk. A photograph of the experimental setup is shown in Figure 6.4.

The sounds and positions of the loudspeakers were controlled by a computer program that automated the experimental method in a traceable manner, leaving the experimenter to input the participant’s responses (which stimulus appeared nearest - the “first” or the “second”) and to choose when to run each test. At the end of the experiment, the program returned a measurement of the participant’s MAD and a text file recording the participant’s responses to each test with the corresponding test details.

The depth differences that the system could present were limited to between 0 cm and 60 cm due to the length of the motorised platform rail. This posed a problem when the experimental procedure dictated that these limits be exceeded.
Our solution was to replace the desired depth with the limit and allow the rules of PEST to continue as normal. If the participant’s MAD did not fall within these limits, the above solution would result in the procedure never converging upon a final result. Instead, the depth difference would become “stuck” on the limit, only changing in size according to chance performance. As the procedure converged upon a final value for all participants, this does not threaten the validity of the experiment’s results.

We chose to use the telephone ring from the preliminary experiment as the auditory stimulus for this study, as a mobile telephone seemed to be an excellent cross-modal stimulus for the reasons outlined in Section 4.1.2. This decision also reflects our aim as display systems engineers to obtain environmental validity by avoiding abstract laboratory conditions. The stimulus lasted for 3.01 s, which consisted of 1.57 s of rapidly repeated metallic rings followed by 1.44 s of the final ring dying away to near 0 dB amplitude. In Figure 4.2 (page 60) we plot the frequency spectrum of the stimulus, which shows its complex nature.
6.1.4 Qualitative data capture

Each participant was required to fill out a post-experiment questionnaire concerning their involvement in the experiment. The purpose of this questionnaire was to seek qualitative evidence related to the quantitative data and to identify any threats to the validity of the participant’s results. Using a questionnaire ensures that each participant’s data is captured in a consistent and repeatable manner. The questionnaire recorded responses to the following questions:

1. What is your age?
2. What is your sex?
3. Did you understand the task required of you? (Yes/No)
4. Do you feel that your answers were a correct representation of what you heard? (Yes/No) If not, why?
5. Please comment briefly on how you determined which ring was nearer.
6. To your knowledge, is there any reason why you may have performed particularly well or particularly badly at the experimental task? Include any reasons you may have for thinking your hearing is different from “normal” hearing.
7. Do you have any other significant comments that may be worth recording regarding the execution of the test?

Responses to Questions 1, 2, 3 and 4 were given by ticking a box labelled “No” or “Yes”. The participant was given a box in which to enter their answer for Questions 4, 5, 6 and 7 as prose. In Question 4 they were only asked to enter prose if their answer to the first part of the question was “No”. Participants were given as much time as they required to fill out the form to their desired level of detail.

6.1.5 Participants

The participants were sourced from the postgraduate and undergraduate student groups at Durham University and did not include the author. They were recruited through various departmental and college mailing lists. Twenty participants took part for each reference distance, making 60 MAD measurements in total. This sample size was based upon a power analysis, which used results from preliminary trials to test equality and difference between sample means and the PDH. Participants were allowed to contribute even if they had prior knowledge or experience of the experiment, though they were only allowed to contribute one MAD measurement for each reference distance.
Figure 6.5: The ordered distribution of participants’ thresholds. Each experiment’s data set is labelled with the reference distance (distance between listener and far speaker). The PDH is marked as a grey line for comparison.

For the 2.88 m reference distance, 68% of the participants were male and 32% female. Their ages ranged from 21-32, with an inter-quartile range of 23.5-24.5 and a median of 24. For the 1.81 m reference distance, 65% of the participants were male and 35% female. Their ages ranged from 20-37, with an inter-quartile range of 23-25.25 and a median of 24. For the 1.33 m reference distance, 45% of the participants were male and 55% female. Their ages ranged from 21-32, with an inter-quartile range of 23.75-26 and a median of 24.5.

All participants were required to pass the BSHAA online hearing test prior to their participation in the experiment. This test requires the participant to demonstrate they can hear four tones of 500 Hz, 1000 Hz, 2000 Hz and 4000 Hz. Doing this allowed us to ensure that all participants met the required standard of hearing.

### 6.2 Results

For the 1.33 m, 1.81 m and 2.88 m reference distances, we measured MAD samples with respective medians of 20.20%, 13.46% and 12.58% of the reference distance. Figure 6.5 shows how the individual results are distributed for each reference dis-
Figure 6.6: Our results presented as box plots. The whiskers denote the total range of the sample, whilst the box shows the inter-quartile range and the central line marks the sample median. From this we observe that the PDH does approximate the smallest levels of acuity observed, but is not a fair estimate of sample performance. We also note that there is substantial variation in the MAD between participants. The dashed curve plots our model for the upper-quartiles, which is discussed in Section 6.3.2: \( M = \frac{10.7}{D} + 14.6 \), where \( M \) is the estimated upper-quartile MAD value and \( D \) is the listening/reference distance.

tance, whilst Figure 6.6 shows the ranked statistics for each reference distance. We have chosen to report ranked statistics, instead of means and standard deviations, as we are interested in how listeners’ acuity is distributed around specific threshold values. The PDH seems to approximate the smallest (most accurate) levels of acuity observed, but does not appear to be a fair estimate of sample performance. The large ranges and inter-quartile ranges indicate that there is substantial variation of the MAD between participants. The graph also suggests that an inverse relationship exists between reference distance and participant performance.

The one-sample Wilcoxon Signed Rank test can be used to test whether the sample’s median is different to a given value. For the 1.33 m, 1.81 m and 2.88 m reference distances, tests against the null hypothesis that the median equals the PDH value of 5% results in p-values of \( 9.5e-05 \), \( 1.9e-06 \) and \( 4.8e-04 \) respectively. All values are smaller than our alpha significance criterion of 0.05, so we conclude that all three sample medians are significantly different from 5%.
The questionnaire revealed that 100% of participants believed they understood the task required of them, though 8% felt that their answers did not form a correct representation of what they heard. In almost all cases this was due to them being unsure of some of their answers, which we would expect given that the depth differences could decrease to zero. Comments ranged from, “Very unsure,” to, “For some, I am quite sure, but for some tests it is hard to guess which one is near to me.” The only participant who gave a notably different reason appeared to be predicting the experimental design incorrectly, saying they were “Unsure whether the pitch and volume was kept constant.” Speculating about the cause of the audible differences does not mean they answered incorrectly.

The responses given to Question 5 were categorised according to a selection of popular responses. A single participant could give a response that fell into multiple categories. A 65% majority of the participants reported using loudness as a cue to their responses, whilst 20% reported using a visualisation technique, 17% said they used the tone or pitch of the ring and 10% said they used instinct or feeling. The visualisation techniques included, “I imagined bells on a line and tried to place each one,” and, “I imagined reaching for the phone and determined it on how far I would have to stretch.” A number of people’s responses to Question 5 (28%) had some aspect that couldn’t be classified as any of the above. This was often due to their response suggesting they didn’t really know how to answer, either specifically by saying in one case, “Don’t really know”, or in other cases by giving answers such as, “One sounded nearer than the other,” and, “I could hear a difference in the quality of the two sounds played, but struggled to connect this with a reference to the distance of the sound.” In some cases an unclassified response did suggest the participant used a cue that was too niche or vague to classify with other responses, such as, “From the sharpness of the sound.”

6.3 Discussion

In this section we discuss the significance of our results for content creators, system designers and researchers in the field. This begins with a comparison of our results against the PDH value of 5% (Section 6.3.1) and a comparison of our results against those of previous studies (Section 6.3.2). We then argue that, in light of our results, researchers should screen participants for RAD perception acuity (Section 6.3.3). Following this, we report the details of a further minor study undertaken to test the reliability of our experimental design, by investigating the consistency of results when participants repeat the experiment multiple times (Section 6.3.4). Finally, we
identify threats to the validity of our results (Section 6.3.5).

6.3.1 Comparison with the PDH

These results indicate that the PDH value of 5% is not an appropriate estimate of sample performance for our experimental setup. Ashmead et al. (1990) propose that prior studies failed to match the PDH at small reference distances because of their chosen experimental method. They argued that the methods used by previous studies caused participants to adopt a conservative response criterion, thus unfairly biasing the final results for smaller reference distances. In this study we have adopted a similar method to Ashmead et al. (1990), yet our results are consistent with the results they were criticising. This suggests that there are other factors in the experimental apparatus and environment that cause the MAD to increase with smaller reference distances.

Literature reveals a complexity to auditory depth perception that is not acknowledged in the PDH’s simplistic approach. As discussed in section 2.2.3, there are other cues to auditory depth that could have been used to inform responses in these experiments, namely the reverberation and frequency spectrum cues. Whilst the inter-aural differences may just be audible, they can still be treated as negligible cues to depth as the loudspeakers are placed very near to the median plane. Ashmead et al. (1990) confirmed that RAD perception is not entirely dependent upon pressure discrimination, although removing the pressure cue does significantly degrade performance. It seems odd, then, that despite the availability of more cues to depth than the PDH acknowledges, performance is significantly worse than the PDH. This suggests that some aspect of the acoustical environment is either confounding the ability to discriminate pressure levels, or the ability to interpret pressure differences.

The size of the MAD is important because it contributes towards determining a benchmark for the level of detail required by a spatial sound system. The level of detail will also depend upon the context within which the spatial sound system is used. Researchers, content-creators and system designers should be aware that the MAD for any individual listener is likely to be larger than the 5% value predicted by theory. However, the PDH does appear to approximate the most accurate levels of acuity in the distributions. Spatial sound systems to be used with TV displays should therefore aim to recreate depth changes of at least 5% of the intended viewing distance. For content designers, different limits are important in different design contexts. If auditory depth is used as a medium to deliver important information,
then a larger value for the MAD should be considered to ensure the majority of the audience can perceive that delivery. There are many scenarios when this might be the case, such as using auditory depth to create specific sensation or effect in film, such as multiple gun shots from someone approaching behind the camera, or footsteps approaching the camera in the dark. This might also be important when using audio depth to improve or distract performance in a 3D gaming environment, or even when using audio to improve comprehension of scientific data visualisation. On the other hand, if the purpose of auditory depth is to provide the scene with a degree of fidelity that is valuable for high performing listeners, then one should aim for the smallest MAD values of approximately 5%. Doing so will give audience members with the best acuity a level of auditory spatial detail they can appreciate.

### 6.3.2 Comparison with previous studies

Figure 6.7 shows that our medians match the general trend of results from other studies. For instance, the MAD increases for smaller reference distances when ex-
pressed as a percentage of the reference distance – an inverse relationship that is reflected in three of the five other studies. The only study that disagrees significantly with this trend is the work by Volk et al. (2012), where the difference may well be explained by the use of a very different technology to create auditory depth (a Wave Field Synthesis sound system).

Figure 6.7 also shows that there is no real consensus across studies. As mentioned above, Ashmead et al. (1990) argues that the experimental method chosen affects the results. Given that substantial variation exists between our results and those of Ashmead et al. (1990) and Volk et al. (2012), all of which used the same transformed adaptive procedure to measure the MAD, we suggest the environment, stimulus or sound system used also causes substantial variation in the MAD. This implies that researchers, content-creators and system designers should aim to measure the MAD for their own setup wherever possible. If this is not possible, then a rough estimate of the MAD may be taken from data collected using a similar experimental setup.

We have taken several steps to secure the environmental validity of our results, making them a relatively robust data set for a TV viewing scenario. When using auditory depth as medium for delivering information we recommend using the MAD value corresponding to the upper-quartile point in the distributions, rather than the median, to ensure the majority of the audience can distinguish the difference. The MAD will depend upon the intended listening/reference distance, so we recommend using the following model that has been built from our data:

\[ M = \frac{10.7}{D} + 14.6 \]  

(6.1)

Where \( M \) is the recommended MAD value expressed as a percentage of the reference distance and \( D \) is the intended listening/reference distance in m. Ashmead et al. (1990) observed that all other data sets, excluding the more recent work by Volk et al. (2012), have a reciprocal form. We know the data should tend to infinity at the origin as any percentage of 0 is infinite, so we have selected just two degrees of freedom to give the final form \( y = a/x + b \). Estimates of the constants \( a \) and \( b \) were made using an evolutionary algorithm to minimise the chi-squared statistic. The final fit, which is plotted in figure 6.6, gives a chi-squared statistic of just 0.02, indicating a good fit.

Only the study by Edwards (1955) yielded MAD values larger than ours, and it is the oldest study we are aware of that investigates RAD perception. Very little information is given concerning the environment in which the experiment was performed, leaving us to speculate on how it may have impacted their results. We are
told, however, that the participants sat with their back to the stimulus. Considering our understanding of the role that the pinna and body play in auditory localisation, it seems possible that acuity in front of the head differs from acuity behind the head. Our results are most similar to those acquired by Simpson and Stanton (1973). Their study was performed in a semi-reverberant room using loudspeakers and a complex stimulus in a similar manner to the work we are presenting. They did, however, adopt a significantly different experimental design, using the method of limits rather than a transformed adaptive procedure. The study by Strybel and Perrott (1984) yields results that are a little smaller than ours, though not that dissimilar. Their study was undertaken outdoors, and as such, one would expect significantly less reverberation than in the studies already discussed. This does mean that some background noise would be expected. The only study found to approximate the PDH was that by Ashmead et al. (1990). This study was implemented in an anechoic chamber using a single loudspeaker, which removed the problems associated with frequency response matching. One might speculate whether these studies suggest reverberation increases the size of the MAD. The mixture of different auditory reflections may degrade your ability to detect loudness differences. Further experimentation could explore the role played by reverberation, which aids absolute auditory depth perception (Bronkhorst and Houtgast 1999), in RAD perception.

6.3.3 Screening for RAD perception

Figure 6.6 shows that there is substantial variation of the MAD between participants. This means that the optimal MAD value to be used by content creators, system designers and researchers will depend upon their intended listeners. This does not render auditory depth useless for conveying information, as binocular depth perception in S3D images is popular despite also being subject to variation between viewers. However, it does imply that experimenters should screen participants for RAD perception acuity, in a similar manner to screening them for stereoscopic acuity. Doing so will help ensure their results are not unfairly biased by including participants with very poor RAD perception.

In order to formulate a repeatable screening test, one needs to understand population acuity, for which we require much larger samples than those used. The perception of sound depends upon the listening environment, which further complicates the design of a repeatable screening test. We therefore encourage researchers to screen the participants based upon the specific context and application of their experiment. Participants may be ranked according to their score in a number of
2AFC tests such as those used in our experiment. The number of tests will depend upon the design of the experiment and the time available, as they should use the auditory stimuli and depth differences of interest. The number of poorest performing participants to be selected should also depend upon the design and intended application of the experiment – but as an initial suggestion, researchers may wish to exclude the poorest performing quartile of participants.

### 6.3.4 Consistency in participant thresholds

It seemed sensible to gain some estimation of participant consistency over repeated tests, which would give an indication of the error in each individual’s result. The simple experiment outlined in this section was run as a sanity check to support the reliability of each measured data point.

Two participants repeated the 1.81 m experiment 10 times each, using the procedure in Section 6.1. Both participants had contributed to the main experiment. Each repeat included the training and screening test, though only one questionnaire was completed at the end of all 10 repeats. The repeats were split across five sessions, scheduled for the same time of day, and completed within 8 days. Each participant undertook two repeats in each session, with a short break between them. The participants were female postgraduate students aged 23 and 24.

The results are shown in table 6.1. Participant A’s mean threshold was measured to be 3.73% with a standard deviation of 1.19% and a range of 1.04%-5.18%. Participant B’s threshold was measured to be 7.18% with a standard deviation of 1.28% and a range of 5.18%-8.63%.

Subject B gave one result that was discarded due to the participant complaining of extreme tiredness. Their participation during the fourth session was halted after the first test in which their MAD was measured to be 46.87 cm (25.87% of the reference distance). The participant had already declared their tiredness during the test and so it was decided to postpone the session and disregard the uncharacteristically large result (4.96 standard deviations larger than the mean). This indicates that performance may depend upon how tired the participant is, which is a hard factor to control.

The standard deviations of both participants are strikingly similar. The values for both standard deviations are larger than the final step size of 0.625 cm in the experimental procedure. This suggests that the minimum step size is not a fair estimate of the error in the measurements.

The post-experiment questionnaires revealed that both participants used loud-
### Table 6.1: The results of ten repeated tests upon two participants. Results are given in both cm and as a percentage of the reference distance which was 1.81 m.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Number</th>
<th>Subject A MAD</th>
<th>Subject B MAD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cm</td>
<td>% ref. dist.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.87</td>
<td>1.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>6.87</td>
<td>3.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>9.36</td>
<td>5.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>8.12</td>
<td>4.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>9.37</td>
<td>5.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>6.87</td>
<td>3.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>6.87</td>
<td>3.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>5.62</td>
<td>3.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>5.62</td>
<td>3.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>6.87</td>
<td>3.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>6.75</td>
<td>3.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Dev.</td>
<td>2.16</td>
<td>1.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum</td>
<td>1.87</td>
<td>1.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum</td>
<td>9.37</td>
<td>5.18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ness to determine which cue was nearer, whilst participant B said they also used pitch. As participant B’s result was worse than participant A’s result, one might speculate on whether using pitch confounded the judgement rather than improved it. Both said that repeating the test could have improved their performance, with Participant B saying, “The differences seemed to become more pronounced as I repeated experiments.” Despite this, neither participants showed any significant learning effect in their results.

### 6.3.5 Threats to validity

Whilst implementing the experiment, we noticed that a rounding error could cause the size of the depth differences to deviate from the expected values by up to 2 mm. PEST only allows for the halving or doubling of step sizes, meaning all depth differences tested should be a multiple of the final minimum step size. A rounding error in the software caused a small error in the calculation of the new step size. Because these steps are then added and subtracted between tests, this error could add up to a couple of millimetres over the course of an experiment. The decision to halve the step size upon a reversal is a matter of efficiency and not of precision. A slight error in the halving should not damage the precision of the final result, but may increase the number of tests required to reach the final result. As such, this
error should not pose a threat to the validity of the experiment’s results.

The motorised platforms used to move the loudspeakers were not silent. This introduced a noise between each test that depended upon the speed and distance that the loudspeaker was being moved. In its natural form this could indicate the nature of the loudspeaker arrangement used in one test relative to that of the previous test. For instance when the loudspeaker arrangement didn’t change, there would be no motor noise at all. One participant did comment on this in the post-experiment questionnaire saying, “Length of motor movement is audible, suggesting similarity to previous test when short?”. However, it is important to note that “similarity to the previous test” is different to the test’s correct answer. We designed the experiment so that the motor noise could not give the participant a cue to the correct answer. The correct answer was determined by the order in which the two loudspeakers played the stimuli. This order was randomly decided by the software and remained completely independent of the loudspeaker arrangement and thus the duration of motor noise.

The side-by-side arrangement of the loudspeakers did introduce small inter-aural differences that may have been audible to some participants. Whilst such small inter-aural differences would not have affected auditory depth perception, it did mean that the correct answer to each test had to be randomised across the potentially audible left-right cue. This was done by randomly deciding whether to switch the near loudspeaker before each test. This left-right switch of loudspeakers required motor movement, meaning it was not independent of motor noise – no motor noise indicated that no switch had occurred. By splitting each speaker’s movement into two steps we were able to hide the cases where no motor noise occurred. This was done by introducing a movement in one direction followed by a movement back to the original position, when the loudspeaker arrangement did not need to change between tests. We therefore believe that our experimental design removed any threat to the internal validity of our results posed by the motor noise.

6.4 Conclusions

We have implemented a two-down one-up transformed adaptive experiment with PEST to measure the MAD difference in a TV viewing scenario. Acuity in RAD perception, which is the task of correctly distinguishing between two sound sources at different depths, can be measured using the MAD. A pair of frequency matched loudspeakers, placed about the listener’s median plane, were physically moved in depth using motorised platforms that were controlled by a computer. In order to
give our results environmental validity, the loudspeakers were positioned in front of a TV screen, in a semi-reverberant environment with some background noise. Three different listening distances were investigated, each corresponding to a recommended viewing distance for the TV screen: a 20°, 30° or 40° viewing angle. At each listening distance, we measured the MAD for twenty participants who had previously been screened using the BSHAA online hearing test.

The results of this study have implications for researchers, content designers and system designers who are interested in using auditory depth to convey information. For the three listening (or reference) distances of 1.33 m, 1.81 m and 2.88 m we found the median MAD values to be 20.2%, 13.5%, 12.6% respectively, when expressed as a percentage of the listening distance. These results are plotted in Figure 6.6, which shows that the PDH value of 5% is a reasonable approximation of the most accurate levels of acuity. For each listening distance, Wilcoxon Signed Rank tests give p-values rejecting the null hypothesis that the median is equal to 5%. From this, we conclude that the PDH is not a good predictor of sample performance. Whilst it may be considered the gold-standard for system design, content creators should use a more conservative MAD value in order to include a greater proportion of the population. We therefore recommend using the upper-quartile MAD value in order to include the majority of the audience. Using our data set, we have built a model (plotted in Figure 6.6) that estimates this upper-quartile MAD value $M$ for a given listening/reference distance $D$ in a TV viewing scenario:

$$M = \frac{10.7}{D} + 14.6$$

Substantial variation of the MAD occurred between participants. In this respect it is similar to stereoscopic depth perception acuity. We conclude that those experimenting with RAD perception should consider screening participants for RAD perception acuity by measuring their MAD values. The form of this screening procedure will depend upon the context within which auditory depth is used. Further studies could use much larger samples to understand population acuity, which would inform the design of repeatable screening tests. In the meantime we propose ranking participants according to the size of their MAD value and removing those with the largest MAD (indicating poorest acuity). The proportion of participants to be removed will depend upon the application of the research. The easiest means of ranking participants is to use the score from a number of 2AFC tests in which the participant has to select the nearest of two sound sources. These tests should use the auditory stimuli and depth differences of interest.
Further research is required to understand how different factors influence the MAD. Such research would help formulate a means of predicting the MAD for a given technology, acoustical environment and stimulus. In the meantime, we recommend researchers measure the MAD for the setup they are interested in, or alternatively design their setup to match an example from literature as closely as possible. Another avenue of further research may explore whether dividing up continuous space using discrete data sets for the minimum audible height, depth and azimuthal angle would offer a means of improving the compression of 3D sound fields. Such sound fields would thus have a resolution, not unlike visual displays, that approximates continuous space. Our immediate work has used the setup reported in this study to investigate cross-modal effects in depth perception for 3D audio-visual media. This will build upon the preliminary work outlined in Chapter 4.
Evaluating the cross-modal effect

We now return to exploring the cross-modal effect identified by the preliminary experiment. We are particularly interested in whether the cross-modal effect identified in the preliminary experiment could extend the S3D depth budget. To explore this further we need to re-evaluate the effect using a calibrated experimental setup and an improved experimental method. In this Chapter, we report an experiment that re-visits the quality-control of audio-visual depth cues, building upon the results, experiences and equipment gathered from the work outlined in Chapters 5 and 6.

Evidence of a cross-modal depth perception effect has already been reported in Chapter 4, which outlines a preliminary experiment that suggests an auditory stimulus can influence the apparent depth of a visual stimulus in an S3D display. We have already discussed in Section 1.2 the potential for this effect to extend the limited depth budget associated with 3D displays. In this chapter we seek to confirm the results from the preliminary trial, whilst also gaining a more detailed understanding of both the quantitative and qualitative nature of the effect. As such we will answer subsidiary research questions 4 and 5 as reported in Section 1.2.

Wichmann and Hill (2001) define the psychometric function as a function that “relates an observer’s performance to an independent variable, usually some physical quantity of a stimulus in a psycho-physical task.” Such a function for this cross-modal effect would be valuable when considering its practical application. Measuring this function would therefore seem a natural development of our preliminary trial.

We would expect the cross-modal effect to have both upper and lower limits with respect to audio-visual separation. For small audio-visual separations, the spatial difference may not be perceivable and so no cross-modal effect should be expected. For particularly large audio-visual separations, the perceived spatial unity of the
audio and visual component would likely be broken, causing no further cross-modal bias to be created (Hairston et al. 2003b). These limits should be reflected in the shape of the psychometric function. Obtaining an estimate of these limits would be useful when considering the application of the effect. For instance, they could be used to build a mapping between visual space and audio-visual space.

The work in this chapter therefore has four distinct aims:

- To repeat our preliminary trial using calibrated equipment and auditory depth screening.
- To form some understanding of the effect’s psychometric function (its dependency upon the audio-visual separation).
- To take from this function estimations of the lower and upper limits of the effect with respect to audio-visual separation.
- To learn more about the qualitative nature of the effect.

This chapter reports a single experiment in the following manner. Section 7.1 outlines the method used, including the experimental design, setup, participants, and the means by which qualitative data was captured. Both the quantitative and qualitative results are presented and discussed in Section 7.2 before we evaluate our work and compare the validity of our results with those of the preliminary trial in Section 7.3. We finish by summarising our work whilst drawing together conclusions and considering future avenues for research in Section 7.4.

7.1 Method

The method used in this experiment is very similar to the method outlined in Chapter 4, though there have been a few additions and improvements. We begin this section by detailing the experimental design in Section 7.1.1, followed by the equipment and setup in Section 7.1.2 and the design of the qualitative analysis in Section 7.1.3. We then outline the RAD perception screening test in Section 7.1.4 before finishing with details of the participant sample in Section 7.1.5.

7.1.1 Experimental design

The experimental design was based upon our preliminary trial in order to confirm its results. The same 2AFC test design was used, but this time the audio-visual separation was allowed to vary between tests. The test required the participant to
judge the depth of a mobile telephone (shown in Figure 4.1 on page 59) in two consecutively displayed images. Whilst the visual depth of the phone did not change, it was accompanied by an auditory stimulus that did change in depth. The auditory stimulus, which was the same telephone ring reported in Chapter 4 and used in the previous chapter, could be played from either of two loudspeakers, one positioned at the same depth as the visual stimulus and one positioned in front of the visual stimulus. For each test the participant answered the question, “Which phone appears nearest?”

Participants were positioned at the viewing distance corresponding to a 30° viewing angle, which was 1.91 m. This distance was chosen using the measurements of the MAD collected in Chapter 6. When these measurements are expressed as a percentage of the reference distance, they prove significantly worse for the nearer distance that was tested (40° viewing angle) and insignificantly better for the further distance that was tested (20° viewing angle). Four different audio-visual separations were tested: 0 cm, 25 cm, 50 cm and 75 cm (the range of achievable audio-visual separations was limited by the equipment used). The interval between these values was chosen to be 25 cm, because this was approximately the MAD we measured in Chapter 6.

Repeat tests were taken at each audio-visual separation, so that a non-binomial participant score could be calculated by taking the mean score over all the repeats. This score contributed towards a mean and standard deviation across all participants that was used for statistical analysis. The number of repeats, set to 16, was limited by the time and resources available. As in the preliminary experiment, participants began the experiment by undertaking four dummy tests, the results from which were discarded.

7.1.2 Experimental setup

The experimental setup that was used in this study is outlined in Figure 7.1. It was similar to the experimental setup reported in Chapter 6 and outlined in Figure 6.3. Due to the audio-visual nature of this trial we were unable to blindfold our participants, so a thin black cloth was used to conceal the speaker arrangement. By reversing the rails that supported the motorised platforms, we were able to make use of a greater length than in the study for Chapter 6. This enabled us to create the desired maximum audio-visual separation of 75 cm.

An LG BM-LDS302 47 inch 3DTV screen was used to display the visual stimulus, whilst two K-Array KT20 loudspeakers, driven by a Cambridge Audio Topaz
AM1 amplifier, were used to play the auditory stimulus. These loudspeakers have been identified by the manufacturer as having well matched frequency response curves. The experiment was performed in the same semi-reverberant laboratory with a background noise level of approximately $41.5 \pm 0.3$ dB. The volume of the auditory stimulus was set to be a maximum of 70.0 dB at the approximate listening position, when the loudspeakers were positioned at the position furthest from the participant. All equipment was placed upon a desk that extended from the screen to the participant. The centre of each loudspeaker’s front face stood 14 cm above the desk, whilst the chin rest stood 37 cm above the desk.

The motorised rails, loudspeakers and display were all controlled by a computer program written in the Java programming language, using the Java open graphics library (JOGL) to render the graphics. The visual stimulus was the same mobile phone used in the preliminary experiment and shown in Figure 4.1 (page 59). The program was controlled by the experimenter who initialised and entered each participant’s verbal response for each test. For each participant, the program generated a text file which stored their results and test details.

### 7.1.3 Qualitative analysis

It was decided to run the qualitative data capture in the form of a semi-structured interview, as it is difficult to get consistently detailed responses on such a complex
topic from a questionnaire. In a semi-structured interview there is a list of questions and themes to be discussed, but the order of the questions is flexible and further probes may be asked as appropriate, depending upon the conversation (Oates 2006). The aim of this interview was to establish the participant’s conscious thought patterns whilst taking part in the experiment. We were particularly interested in how the participant believed they combined audio and video to give a final response. Prior to the experiment, the following six questions were prepared:

1. Did you clearly understand the task required of you? (Yes/No answer required)
2. How sure are you that your answers formed a correct interpretation of what you perceived?
3. How did you decide which phone was nearer?
4. How would you describe the nature of the depth changes you perceived when determining which phone was nearer? Consider such factors as clarity, approximate size and variation across tests...
5. Did the sound of a telephone ringing consciously contribute to your decision in any way?
6. Do you have any other significant comments regarding the execution of the test?

Questions 1 and 2 checked that the participants were comfortable with the experiment and felt able to give appropriate responses to the experimental task. Question 3 sought to understand how audio and visual information were combined to make a final response. Question 4 built a qualitative picture of the audio-visual perceptions that participants used to complete the experimental task. Question 5 directly asked how their perception of the sound contributed to the decision making process. This was left until the end of the interview, due to concerns that it might increase the chance of hypothesis guessing, and thus bias their other answers.

7.1.4 Screening participants for RAD perception acuity

The results in Chapter 6 clearly indicate that participant acuity in RAD perception can vary significantly. The literature reviewed in Section 3.2.3 tells us that cross-modal depth perception depends upon auditory depth perception, so it was deemed necessary to design a means of screening participants for RAD perception acuity. This screening test was run at the end of the experiment after the post-experiment interview, in order to minimise hypothesis guessing. To our knowledge, this is the
first time that anyone has screened participants for auditory depth perception acuity. We include in this chapter an analysis of the test’s impact upon our results.

The initial screening test required the participant to answer correctly four sound-only tests for the MAD, which in the previous chapter was measured to be 25 cm. That is, they heard one far and one near sound, randomly ordered, before being asked which sound appeared nearest to them. The participant was blindfolded whilst undertaking this test, in order to stop any cross-modal effects impacting their answers. Out of the five participants who undertook this screening test, only one participant successfully passed. One other participant responded correctly to two tests and the other three participants responded correctly to just one of the tests.

The MAD is taken as the depth difference for which participants correctly respond to approximately 75% of the tests. Further to this, our MAD value of 25 cm corresponds to the depth at which we might expect half of our participants to meet this criteria. We therefore decided it was appropriate to relax our screening criteria, as we wanted a larger proportion of subjects to pass the screening test. It seemed sensible to re-design the screening test so that we collected more information about the participant’s acuity for different depth differences. The screening criteria could then be decided at the end of the experiment, based upon participant performance.

The new screening test required participants to respond to four sound only tests for each of the audio-visual separations used except zero: 25 cm, 50 cm and 75 cm. The screening test took approximately four minutes to complete. As in the vision screening tests, such as the Snellen eye test or the Titmus stereo test, participants were allowed to experience the stimuli as many times as they wished before giving an answer.

### 7.1.5 Participants

The participants were undergraduate students of Durham University, recruited largely from the engineering course. Prior to participating in the experiment, all participants were required to pass the Snellen eye test for 20/20 vision, the Stereo Titmus Test and the BSHAA online hearing test.

The first participant’s results had to be discarded due to an equipment failure partway through their experiment. Results of the next five participants were collected successfully, but due to a redesign of the post-experiment auditory depth perception screening test (explained in Section 7.1.4), they too were discarded from the analysis below.
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Figure 7.2: The relationship between participants’ performance in the experiment and their score in the screening test, for each of the three non-zero depth differences. Audio-visual depth perception should depend upon audio depth perception, so we would expect a positive correlation between screening test and experimental task performance. The data is heavily discretised in both dimensions, resulting in a large number of overlapping data points. To overcome this, we have clustered overlapping data points together – all data points that touch are part of the same cluster.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Depth /cm</th>
<th>Gradient</th>
<th>Std.Err.</th>
<th>p-Value</th>
<th>Pearson’s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.03298</td>
<td>0.02325</td>
<td>0.1663</td>
<td>0.2507</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.05083</td>
<td>0.02477</td>
<td>0.04896</td>
<td>0.3509</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>0.06643</td>
<td>0.04080</td>
<td>0.1140</td>
<td>0.2849</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.1: The gradients for the linear regression in Figure 7.2 with their standard errors and p-values for finite sample F-tests against the null hypothesis that the gradient equals zero. The Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient is also shown.

Some 38 participants passed the pre-experiment screening tests and were thus paid for their participation. After discarding the results of six participants as stated above, the median age of the remaining 32 participants was 19, with an inter-quartile range of 19-20 and a total range of 18-35. Twenty-seven of the 32 participants were male.

7.2 Results and analysis

We begin by evaluating the RAD perception screening test in Section 7.2.1, specifically with a view to establishing whether the screening tests results offer any means of predicting performance in the cross-modal task. We then report the task performance results in Section 7.2.2 from which we plot the psychometric function. In Section 7.2.3 we fit a logistic model to the data and use it to predict the effect’s
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7.2.1 Evaluating the RAD perception screening test

The RAD perception screening test was used to remove all the participants whose score was in the bottom quartile for any of the three depth differences tested. For the depth differences of 25 cm, 50 cm and 75 cm, the participant was therefore required to score a minimum of 1, 2 and 4 out of 4 respectively to pass the screening test. This resulted in a final sample size of 23 participants.

Figure 7.2 shows the relationship between scores in the screening test and performance in the experiment. If the screening test has served its purpose, we would expect better performance in the screening test to correspond with better performance in the experiment. Linear regression can be used to determine whether this is the case. Each graph in Figure 7.2 includes a least squares linear fit to the data, all limits with respect to audio-visual separation. Finally, in Section 7.2.4 we report qualitative responses gathered in the post-experiment interview.

Figure 7.3: Evidence of the cross-modal ventriloquist effect is observed when comparing the audio-only data from the post-experiment screening test with the audio-visual data from the experiment. The audio-only data from the screening test is coloured grey, whilst the audio-visual data from the experiment is coloured black. Each pair of points is labelled with a p-value for a two sample t-test against the null hypothesis that the difference between their means is zero. For the 75 cm depth difference a two sample t-test reveals that there is a significant difference between the audio only case and the audio-visual case. This suggests that vision was impacting the participants’ responses.
of which have a positive gradient. This suggests that our screening test is having an impact, but we do not know whether these positive gradients are statistically significant. Finite sample F-tests against the null hypothesis that the gradient equals zero were used to determine this. The gradients, standard errors and p-values for these tests are shown in Table 7.1, along with the value of the Pearson’s product-moment correlation coefficient.

From the Figure 7.2 and Table 7.1 we conclude that screening the participants for the 50 cm audio depth difference had a significant impact upon the experimental results. We are unable to make statistically significant conclusions concerning the impact of our screening test for the 25 cm and 75 cm depth differences. For the 75 cm depth difference, the screening test results are not evenly distributed across the possible scores; only the lower quartile of participants gave an incorrect response. A participant sample with greater variation in screening test performance at this depth may have resulted in the screening test having a significant impact on experimental results at this depth too. Given that the 50 cm audio depth difference yielded a statistically significant positive result, and given that the other two cases yielded positive results, we conclude that the screening test was a valuable addition to our experimental method.

In Figure 7.3 we plot performance in the post experiment screening test against performance in the experiment, allowing us to compare audio-only data with audio-visual data. There is a statistically significant difference in the data for the 75 cm depth difference, where participants perform better in the audio-only case. One can interpret this as: the addition of a constant visual depth reduced the participants’ ability to distinguish between the two different audio depths. Or in other words, the participants were experiencing the traditional ventriloquist’s effect. We are interested in the inversion of the ventriloquist effect, which as discussed in Section 3.2.3, could occur simultaneously; both audio and visual components could be biased towards each other, with neither appearing at their original location.

### 7.2.2 Task performance

The distributions were made up of 23 participants’ data. Only the data for the 75 cm audio-visual depth separation passed the Shapiro-Wilk test for normality with an alpha significance criterion of 0.05, meaning we may wish to consider the distribution as non-normal. For a sample size of 23, the Shapiro-Wilk test for normality proves very sensitive to non-normality. The skewness and kurtosis values for the distributions remained within the range of -1.2 to 0.2, which we judge to
Figure 7.4: Participant performance for each audio-visual separation with 95% confidence intervals. For each mean we also show the p-value for a single sample t-test against the null hypothesis that the mean is equal to 50%. A logistic curve constrained to intercept the y-axis at 50% has been fitted to the data. Further unconstrained logistic curves have been fitted to the 95% confidence interval values. The effect’s limits are taken as the range for which we have 95% confidence that performance lies between the limits of 50% and 74%.

be acceptably close to zero in order to use a parametric analysis upon the data – particularly as parametric tests are reputedly insensitive to non-normality (Glass et al. 1972; Lix et al. 1996).

For each audio-visual depth separation 0 cm, 25 cm, 50 cm and 75 cm, we found respectively that a mean of 50%, 52%, 67% and 74% of participants’ responses said that the phone accompanied by the nearer telephone ring appeared nearer. For each audio-visual separation, t-tests were used to determine whether we can reject the null hypothesis that the mean score equals 50%. The p-values from these tests are also shown in Figure 7.4. The tests yielded strongly significant results (more than 95% confidence) for 50 cm and 75 cm audio-visual separations, but failed to achieve significance for the 0 cm and 25 cm separations.

A p-value of 1.0 was obtained for the 0 cm audio-visual separation, which is good as we would expect chance performance in this case; and indeed, any deviation from chance would indicate a fault in our experimental setup. The t-test for the audio-visual separation of 25 cm also failed to show significance for both the cross-modal
experiment data and the audio-only screening test data. This suggests that a more conservative MAD value should have been adopted for this experiment; perhaps because 25 cm represents the depth difference for which half of our participants could correctly distinguish between the two sources half of the time.

A one-way repeated measures ANOVA was used to determine whether there are differences between each audio-visual depth separation’s data. The test proves statistically significant with greater than 99% confidence. Further analysis using two sample t-tests reveal that the 50 cm and 75 cm data distributions are significantly different from the 0 cm and 25 cm data. This is further evidence that a cross-modal effect is occurring in the task, as it shows that task response depends upon the audio-visual depth separation used.

7.2.3 Estimating the limits of the cross-modal effect

The performance of the screened participants for each audio-visual separation is shown in Figure 7.4. A logistic function, constrained to intercept the y-axis at 50%, was used to model the data and estimate an upper-performance limit of 74%. Further logistic curves have been used to interpolate the 95% confidence region around our model. The effect range was then estimated as the range of audio-visual separations for which the 95% confidence region remained entirely within the performance limits. This was calculated to be between 33.27 cm and 50.71 cm.

The decision to fit a logistic curve to the data was based upon three things: our expectation of the data’s shape, the actual shape of the data and literature concerning sensory thresholds. As discussed at the beginning of this chapter, we would expect there to be an upper limit to the cross-modal effect, as there will be a limit to apparent spatial unity of the audio and visual component. The data appears to reflect this expectation, with performance levelling off at a performance limit of approximately 74%. As the visual component does not change between tests, it seems sensible to assume that the cross-modal psychometric function will inherit its form from the sound-only scenario. When vision is removed, the participant’s task becomes a signal detection problem - can they correctly detect the auditory depth difference between sounds? The literature tells us that the psychometric functions for such tasks are invariably smooth s-shaped curves, such as the logistic curve (Palmer 1999).
7.2.4 Qualitative analysis

The data gathered from the post-experiment interview can be analysed using a process known as *coding*, whereby quantitative data is extracted from qualitative data (Seaman 1999). This extracted data can then be used with the quantitative experimental results in some appropriate statistical analysis. One implementation of coding requires the grouping of participants according to certain themes in the interview, in order to look for statistically significant differences between the grouped results. The themes chosen for this experiment are:

1. The participant’s confidence in their responses.
2. How the participant felt they combined audio and vision when making their responses.
3. The nature of the depth difference that informed the participant’s response.

In order to investigate the first theme we used the qualitative data to split participants into three groups. Participants were grouped according to whether they felt confident in their responses, uncertain, or in-between these two extremes. This was largely based upon their answer to Question 2 in the interview. Fourteen participants were found to be confident, whilst eleven were unsure of their answers and the remaining twelve fell in-between the two groups. A one-way ANOVA for each audio-visual separation did not reveal any significant differences between groups, though those who were uncertain did score less on average than those who were confident. Furthermore, no significant relationship was found between confidence in responses and our second theme for study: how the participant felt they combined audio and vision to make responses.

Using their answers to Question 3 and 5 in the interview, participants were again split into three groups depending upon whether they primarily used audio, vision or both senses to make their responses. The number of participants in each group were found to be 14, 10 and 13 respectively, or 10, 6, and 7 after applying the RAD perception screening test. This grouping was not applied when estimating the psychometric function because we are unsure how reliable the self-assessment methodology adopted here is. For instance, half of the participants who felt they primarily used sound still reported perceiving a visual depth difference in Question 4 of the interview.

Figure 7.5 shows the results of those who passed the RAD perception screening test and who didn’t primarily use audio to give their responses. Thirteen participants satisfied this criteria and passed the screening test. Their results are still
Figure 7.5: The effect of screening out participants who reported using primarily sound to make their responses. The dotted black line indicates the results for the 23 screened participants that passed the screening test and contributed to the analysis in Section 7.2.3. Using each participant’s responses in the post-experiment interview, we were able to identify those participants who had primarily used audio information to give their responses. Having removed these participants from our screened sample, the solid black line indicates the results of the remaining 13 participants. The error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals and are accompanied by p-values for t-tests against the null hypothesis that the mean equals 50%.

significantly different from chance for the 50 cm and 75 cm audio-visual separations. By removing participants who consciously answered primarily using audio information, often quoting a lack of visual information as the reason, we can gain confidence that these results are indicative of a cross-modal, perceptual effect rather than a biased response. It is important to note, when considering the effect’s potential commercial use, that the number of participants removed is substantial – almost 40%.

Finally, we grouped participants by whether they believed the size of the depth change that informed their responses in each test varied across the whole experiment. This information was gathered in Question 4 of the interview. The number of participants who believed the depth difference varied was 25, whilst just 5 participants believed the depth difference was held at a constant value across the whole experiment. The remaining seven participants could not clearly be placed into either group. Applying our auditory depth perception screening criteria reduces these
numbers to 15, 4 and 4 respectively. No significant differences in participant performance were found between those who believed the depth changes varied and those who believed they didn’t. The significant majority of participants felt the perceived depth difference that informed their responses varied in size during the experiment. This supports the logistic nature of the psychometric function, suggesting the effect is not simply “turned on”, as if modelled by a step function.

As part of Question 4, participants were probed to give an estimate in units of length of the maximum depth change they perceived during the experiment. It should be noted that not all participants felt comfortable doing this, and for those who did give an estimate, the level of accuracy attached to that measurement varied substantially. Despite this, it is still of speculative interest that 27 of the 37 participants did report perceiving a visual depth difference for which they could estimate the size. All but three of the remaining ten participants were found to have primarily used sound in giving their responses. These estimates range from 0.1 cm to 20 cm, with a median of 1 cm and an inter-quartile range of 0.5 cm to 3.5 cm. This suggests that auditory bias of visual depth in S3D images may be of a size that is genuinely useful in application, particularly in desktop and mobile S3D displays which have very small depth budget. However, we need to acknowledge the limitations of the methodology adopted here, and suggest further research would be needed to provide better evidence.

7.3 Evaluation and comparison with the preliminary trial

The audio-visual separation in our preliminary trial was 20% of the reference distance (from the viewer to the far speaker), for which we found that 65% of participants’ responses matched the audio component; that is, that 65% of the responses said the phone accompanied by the closer auditory stimulus appeared nearer. The model of the effect presented in this chapter predicts that for an audio-visual separation of 20% of the reference distance, only 57% of participants’ responses would match the audio component. Although our interpolation of the 95% confidence interval still predicts this figure to be significantly different from chance, there is a notable discrepancy between the values of 65% and 57% that calls for an evaluation of the two experimental methods.

Since the preliminary trial, there has been significant investment in developing a calibrated audio-visual display system. The sensitivity of the MAD to environ-
mental factors and the equipment used became apparent during the preliminary sound trials outlined in Section 6.1.1. The K-Array KT20 loudspeakers used in this chapter’s experiment were selected for their small size and well matched frequency response curves. After we noticed the frequency matching was broken by the above-below configuration of the loudspeakers, further consideration was given to their positioning. The Logitech loudspeakers that were used in an above-below configuration for our preliminary trial were large and no thought had been given to the pairwise matching of their sounds. Other display system improvements include the precise positioning of loudspeakers using computer-controlled motorised platforms and a significant reduction of aliasing in the visual stimulus.

Further to using calibrated equipment, this study implements a RAD perception screening test to lend credibility to its results. Prior to the analysis in Chapter 6, we had little understanding of the variability in RAD perception acuity across participants for our experimental setup. The chapter reveals that the MAD depends significantly upon the acoustic environment and varies substantially between participants. In this experiment we have removed the results from those participants who appeared to struggle with the task of distinguishing between two different auditory depths.

We might have expected these improvements to yield a stronger result, but there are several possible reasons why this was not found to be the case. For instance, the uncalibrated sound system could have been biasing responses in favour of a correct answer. If there is an audible frequency response mismatch between the two loudspeakers that participants interpret as a cue to auditory depth, it will bias their RAD perception acuity and thus also their cross-modal results. The near/far ordering of the loudspeakers determines whether this appears to strengthen or weaken participants’ RAD perception acuity. We saw this happening in the preliminary audio trials reported in Section 6.1.1.

In both this experiment and the preliminary trial, qualitative data was used to gain confidence that the result is not a biased null effect. By this we mean that they are indicative of the cross-modal effect we are looking for, and not a null-result in which responses have been biased by sound for some other higher-level reason. Using a semi-structured interview instead of a questionnaire has given us a more detailed picture of how each participant combined audition and vision to make a final response. This enables us to select and screen out participants whose results are a biased null-effect with greater accuracy. Having said this, there is some discussion in the psychology literature concerning the validity of self-reports (Brener et al. 2003). A further problem with our qualitative data capture is that we can’t relate
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self-reported experiences to particular audio-visual separations. For instance, some of the participants who reported that they primarily used audio information to make their responses also said that they very occasionally did see visual depth changes. We are unable to assess whether these rare occasions were random, or whether they coincided with particular audio-visual separations. It is for these reasons that we have chosen not to use qualitative data in estimating the effect’s psychometric function.

Careful thought was given to the wording of the question put to participants in each test. The aim was for the question to be as neutral as possible, in order to avoid directly biasing the participant’s perception. “Which phone appears nearest?” is a very different question to that adopted in the preliminary trial: “Which image shows the phone to be nearest?” The latter may result in the participant purposefully blocking out the audio and focusing purely upon the image, reducing the strength of the cross-modal effect. On the other hand, if the effect can still be observed when participants are encouraged to ignore the audio, we can be more confident that a cross-modal perceptual effect is occurring. The danger of being neutral with questions is that you may appear vague; and so participants may not approach the the task in a consistent manner. For instance, the qualitative data revealed that some participants consciously resorted to audio information when they were unsure of a visual difference, whilst others consciously ignored audio, as they had assumed it was there simply to distract from the task at hand.

7.4 Conclusions

This study has extended the preliminary work reviewed in Chapter 4, using our results and equipment from Chapter 6. The MLE and Bayesian models of the ventriloquist effect suggests that whilst vision does bias our spatial perception of audio, the same is also true vice-versa. The amount of audio and visual bias depends upon various factors relating to the stimuli and environment within which they are perceived. In Chapter 4 we presented evidence that audio depth can bias perceived visual depth in S3D images. In this chapter we have sought to confirm this result, whilst gaining a greater insight into the effect’s psychometric function and qualitative nature.

The experiment outlined in this chapter is an amalgamation of the experiments in Chapters 4 and 6. Participants were required to sit through a series of tests in which they consecutively viewed two pictures of a mobile telephone, each accompanied by a ringing sound. The audio depth changed in each pair, whilst the visual depth
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remained constant. Moreover, the audio could either be played from the same depth as the visual stimulus, or from a given distance in front of the visual stimulus, which we refer to as the audio-visual separation. The two possible orderings of the audio depth (near then far, and far then near) give rise to two types of test which were randomly executed with equal frequency. The participants were then asked the question “Which of the two phones appears nearest?” If the significant majority of participants’ responses agree with the audio component of the stimulus, then it was concluded that the audio component was influencing their perception of the stimulus’ depth.

We investigated the effect of four different audio-visual separations upon the perception of the phone’s depth: 0 cm, 25 cm, 50 cm and 75 cm. Each participant responded to 16 tests for each audio-visual separation. A mean and 95% confidence interval were calculated for each audio-visual separation using the fraction of responses that were consistent with the audio depth change. The psychometric function, which plots the dependency of task performance upon audio-visual separation, was estimated by fitting a logistic curve to these four measurements. This function is shown in Figure 7.4.

The psychometric function was used to determine the limits of the cross-modal effect – a primary conclusion of this experiment. The logistic model has asymptotic limits in task performance at 50% (chance performance) and 74%. By fitting further unconstrained logistic curves to the upper and lower limits of the 95% confidence intervals, we were able to interpolate a region of 95% confidence above and below the psychometric function. We consider the effect to be limited by the range of audio-visual separations for which our interpolated region of 95% confidence remains entirely within the performance limits of 50% - 74%. This corresponds to effect limits of 33.27 cm and 50.71 cm.

As far as the authors are aware, this is the first time participants have been screened for RAD perception acuity. This was deemed necessary because of the significant variation between participants that was found in our work outlined in Chapter 6. The screening test required participants to be blindfolded whilst responding to four tests for each of the non-zero audio-visual separations: 25 cm, 50 cm and 75 cm. The test took just a few minutes to execute and appeared to succeed in attaining a crude estimation of their acuity in RAD perception. Furthermore, we found evidence that participants’ screening test scores were related to their scores in the experimental task.

The qualitative data was used to gain a deeper understanding of effect. Participants were divided into those who used vision primarily to give their responses, those
who used sound primarily and those who said they used both. When the participants who used sound primarily were removed from our group of screened participants, results for the 50 cm and 75 cm audio-visual separation remained significantly different from chance. This result gives us greater confidence that a cross-modal perceptual effect was occurring, instead of a null result being biased by sound. Participants were also grouped according to whether they felt the depth difference informing their responses varied. We found that the vast majority of participants (83%) did feel that the depth difference varied, suggesting that this effect is not simply “turned on” as if modelled by a step function. We also probed participants to estimate, in units of length, the maximum size of visual depth difference that informed their responses. Out of the 37 participants who contributed to the qualitative analysis, 10 felt unable to do this. The median estimate of the maximum visual depth difference they perceived was 1 cm, with an interquartile range of 0.5 cm to 3.5 cm.

Whilst we recognise the limitations of the methodology used here, this analysis does provide evidence that the auditory bias of visual depth in S3D images that we are exploring may be of a useful size.

This study opens up a number of avenues for further research. There is a wealth of psycho-physical experimentation to be undertaken concerning the auditory bias of visual depth in S3D images. Such experimentation should seek to gain further confidence that a cross-modal effect is being observed instead of a biased null effect. It should also seek to quantify the amount of bias that occurs and reconcile this with existing models of the ventriloquist effect, such as the MLE model and the Bayesian model discussed in Section 3.2.3. There are a variety of factors that may influence the effect that remain unexplored, including the nature of the auditory and visual stimulus, the viewing environment, the display technology and audio-visual scene complexity.
Measuring the size of the cross-modal bias

The cross-modal effect observed in the preliminary study outlined in Chapter 4 has been confirmed in Chapter 7 using calibrated equipment from Chapter 6 and an extended experimental design. The results from these experiments show that the majority of participants perceive a ringing mobile phone (a cross-modal stimulus) to be nearer if the ring (the auditory component of the stimulus) is played from a nearer depth. These experiments have measured the impact of the cross-modal effect upon a forced choice depth comparison task, without actually measuring the size of the cross-modal bias induced by the effect. The size of the cross-modal bias is a crucial factor when considering the effect’s value in application scenarios. In this final experimental chapter, we investigate the potential value of this effect in application scenarios through measuring the perceived cross-modal bias.

We use the term “cross-modal bias” to refer to the difference in perceived depth (measured in units of distance) of a visual stimulus, induced by a spatially disparate but seemingly congruent auditory stimulus. Various studies addressing the ventriloquist effect have proposed models for predicting this value (discussed in Section 3.2.3). The majority of these studies consider the bias of the stimulus’ auditory component towards its visual component. In this thesis we consider the value of reversing the ventriloquist effect – biasing the position of the visual component towards the auditory component – for use in application scenarios such as S3D cinema, gaming, simulation and data visualisation.

This chapter is structured in the usual manner and begins by outlining the experimental method used in Section 8.1. In Section 8.2 we present the results of the experiment which are discussed in Section 8.3. We summarise our work and draw out its salient conclusions in Section 8.4.
8.1 Method

As in Chapter 6, this section begins by briefly discussing the preliminary trials in Section 8.1.1 that contributed towards formulating the final experimental design, presented in Section 8.1.2. In Section 8.1.3 we specify the experimental setup used, followed by detailing the participant samples in Section 8.1.4. We finish presenting our method in Section 8.1.5 by outlining how we captured qualitative data to support our analysis of the quantitative data.

8.1.1 Preliminary trials

One of the initial aims for this final experiment was to demonstrate a quantitative effect in a potential use-case scenario. We sought to design a game-like task centred around a cross-modal depth judgement, and show that a participant’s performance could be significantly altered by changing the auditory depth. A game that modelled an arcade claw/crane machine fulfilled these requirements neatly. The task required the participant to position a claw directly above a cross-modal stimulus, so that when the claw dropped it could clamp onto the stimulus and lift it up. The task was simplified by limiting the claw’s degrees of freedom, so that the claw could only be moved in or out of the screen. This meant that the only judgement used in the task was a relative depth judgement between the stimulus and the claw. We hoped that by changing the auditory depth associated with the cross-modal stimulus we could alter a participant’s choice of claw depth and thus also damage their task performance (if we define success to be the correct selection of the cross-modal stimulus’ visual depth).

The relative depth judgement in this task is different in nature to the task used in Chapters 4 and 7. Previously, we asked participants to compare the depth of two cross-modal stimuli shown consecutively, whereas in this task we asked them to compare the depth of a visual stimulus (the claw) with a cross-modal stimulus (the phone) shown concurrently. We therefore adjusted the task slightly. The participant was asked to pick up two phones, shown consecutively at notionally different depths. The initial depth of the claw was random, but was not reset after picking up the first phone, so that the difference in selected claw depths for each phone should be a measure of the perceived visual depth difference between the phones. In practice, just as in the previous cross-modal experiments, there was no visual depth difference between the two phones – just an auditory depth difference in the ring. The difference in the selected claw depths should therefore be a measure of
the cross-modal bias perceived by the participant.

The mobile phone and phone ring from the previous cross-modal studies were used again in this experiment. The experimental setup was designed to match the setup of the previous experiment as outlined in Section 7.1.2 and Figure 7.1 (page 119). The same four audio-visual separations from the previous experiment were used: 0cm, 25cm, 50cm and 75cm. For each audio visual separation the participant was asked to complete the task three times.

Before recruiting the participants to run the full experiment, we decided to “dry-run” the design on a small group of participants who had no prior knowledge of the research. Three female participants, sourced from the first-year undergraduate students at Durham University, contributed to this dry-run. Two of the participants were aged 18 and the other aged 19. They were all screened for stereo vision (the Titmus test), 20/20 vision (the Snellen eye test) and hearing (the BSHAA online hearing test) prior to their participation in the dry-run.

The means of the nine measurements collected for each audio-visual separation are shown in Figure 8.1 with the corresponding 95% confidence intervals and p-values for a one-sample t-test against the null hypothesis that the mean bias equals zero. The results give no indication of a cross-modal effect occurring. Whilst we acknowledge that the lack of evidence for an effect could be due to the small sample size, it still prompted us to question our design resulting in a number of further issues coming to light.

Participants generally ignored the fact that the claw depth didn’t change between the first and second part of each test. When viewing the second phone, they would usually move the claw to an extremity and then re-select the depth as if it were a separate task. This suggests that they were not considering the relative depths of the cross-modal stimuli when completing the task; they were making absolute depth judgements instead. Therefore, the results of the previous studies don’t suggest that we should expect to see an effect in the results collected using this experimental design. Because of this, we chose to alter the experimental task before collecting more data.

8.1.2 Final design

The task used in the final experimental design ensured that the depth judgement was a sequential comparison of two cross-modal stimuli, as used in Chapters 4 and 7. In each test the participant could switch between two different images of the same mobile phone used in our previous cross-modal studies and shown in Figure
4.1. They did this as many times as they wished, using the space bar. Each image of the phone was accompanied by the same telephone ring sound used in our previous cross-modal studies. One of the images was labelled “reference” in the top left-hand corner, whilst the other was labelled “selector” in the top right-hand corner. In each test the participant was asked to position the selector phone at the same depth as the reference phone.

The height and lateral position were fixed and the same for both phones, so that the only degree of freedom controlled by the participant was the depth of the phone. The phones were horizontally aligned in the centre of the screen at approximately eye height. The depth of the selector phone’s visual and auditory components could then be altered by 2 mm (in the software’s visual co-ordinate system) with each press of the up and down arrow keys, such that the audio-visual depth separation satisfied one of four different audio-visual conditions. The auditory component could
be positioned at distances of 25cm, 50cm or 75cm in front of the the visual component (as in our previous experiment), by using the motorised rails to move the appropriate loudspeaker. The fourth audio-visual condition satisfied the “null case” by keeping the auditory component fixed at the same depth as the reference stimulus (independent of the selector phone’s visual depth). Our experiments use physical loudspeakers which cannot pass through the 3DTV screen so we were unable to explore an audio-visual separation of 0cm. The test ended when the participant pressed [c] to confirm their selected depth for the selector phone.

The conceptual idea behind this design is that the disparate auditory component will pull the perception of the selector phone’s cross-modal depth forward, thus resulting the visual component of the selector phone being positioned behind the visual component of the reference phone. The depth difference between the two phones at the end of the test is taken as a measurement of the cross-modal bias. The four different audio-visual conditions were replicated three times for each participant, making a total of twelve tests for which the data was recorded. The order of these tests was randomised for each participant. A further four training tests, one for each audio-visual condition, were randomly ordered for each participant and undertaken at the beginning of the experiment. The purpose of these training tests, was to ensure the participant was comfortable with the test procedure and to reduce any impact of a learning effect. The results of these training tests were therefore discarded.

The stereo depths of the phones were controlled using the algorithms outlined by Jones et al. (2001). In this experiment it is important to approximately match values of depth in display space, or in our experiment visual space, to those in physical space, or in our experiment auditory space. Due to physiological differences between human visual systems, we cannot assume that all participants will perceive the same amount of visual depth when subject to the same amount of binocular disparity. We chose to perform a simple calibration task prior to each participant undertaking the experiment, in order to map between auditory space and the participant’s visual space. We assumed that the mapping could be treated as linear:

\[ D_{\text{visual}} = k.D_{\text{audio}} \]

Where \( D \) indicates a depth and \( k \) denotes the linear mapping constant. We measured \( k \) by asking the participants to position the mobile telephone directly above a marker placed 10cm (in audio space) in front of the screen. They did this three times and the mean selected depth was divided by the audio space depth of 10 cm to calculate \( k \). This mapping was then used, along with the depth control algorithms, to calculate
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Figure 8.2: The experimental setup was the same as outlined in Figure 7.1, except that
the participant was given access to a keyboard to control the software. The keyboard was
lit by a small torch when the lights were turned off.

the binocular disparity required to make the phone appear at the right depth in
front of the screen.

8.1.3 Experimental setup

We used the same experimental setup in this study as in our previous experiment.
A diagram detailing this setup can be found in Figure 7.1 (page 119). The only
notable difference was that the participant had access to a keyboard to control the
software. A photograph of the arrangement is shown in Figure 8.2, though the
room was dark whilst the participant undertook the calibration and experimental
tasks. As in the previous experiment, a thin black cloth was used to conceal the
loudspeaker arrangement from the view.

An LG BM-LDS302 47 inch 3DTV screen was used to display the visual stim-
ulus, whilst two K-Array KT20 loudspeakers, driven by a Cambridge Audio Topaz
AM1 amplifier, were used to play the auditory stimulus. The loudspeakers had been
identified by the manufacturer as having well matched frequency response curves.
The experiment was performed in the same semi-reverberant laboratory with a back-
ground noise of approximately 41.5 ± 0.3 dB. The volume of the auditory stimulus
was set to be a maximum of 70.0 dB at the approximate listening position, with
the loudspeakers positioned on the rail at the furthest possible point from the par-
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Participant. All equipment was placed upon a desk that extended from the screen to the participant. The centre of each loudspeaker’s front face stood 14 cm above the desk, whilst the chin rest stood 37 cm above the desk.

The display’s crosstalk at the center of the screen was measured using a Sekonic L-758 Cine light meter fixed to a tripod in the approximate position of the viewers’ eyes. Application of the method outlined by Liou et al. (2009) concludes that the display’s crosstalk is no more than $0.95\% \pm 0.01\%$ in the left eye and $0.50\% \pm 0.01\%$ in the right eye. We say these are upper bounds because our equipment was not sensitive enough to measure the non-zero black-black level, meaning it was below $0.25\,cd/m^2$. According to Liou et. al this black-black level should be subtracted off the black-white leakage measurements to obtain a more accurate measurement of the display’s crosstalk. The lower bound for the crosstalk could therefore be calculated as $0.46\% \pm 0.01\%$ in the left eye and $0.09\% \pm 0.01\%$ in the right eye.

The motorised rails, loudspeakers and display were all controlled by a computer program written in the Java programming language, using the JOGL to render the graphics. The visual stimulus was rendered using the wavefront file and texture map from Chapter 4. The program procedure was controlled by the participant who acknowledged they were ready to begin each test by pressing space bar. For each participant, the program generated a text file which stored their results and test details.

8.1.4 Participants

The participants were sourced from the undergraduate student group at Durham University and did not include the authors. Thirty-five participants took part in the study, each contributing three measurements for each audio-visual separation, making 105 measurements for each audio-visual separation in total. The participants’ ages ranged from 18-24 with an interquartile range of 18-21 and a median of 19. The sample was made up of 60% male and 40% female participants. All participants were screened for stereo acuity, 20/20 vision and hearing using the Titmus stereo test, a Snellen eye chart and the BSHAA online hearing test. The auditory depth perception screening test that we designed and outlined in Section 6.3.3 was used after the main body of the experiment in order to avoid it causing the participant to hypothesis guess.
8.1.5 Qualitative data capture

Each participant was required to fill out a post-experiment questionnaire. The purpose of this questionnaire was to find qualitative evidence supporting the quantitative data and identify threats to the validity of the participant’s results. Using a questionnaire ensures that each participant’s data is captured in a consistent and repeatable manner. The questionnaire recorded responses to the following questions:

1. Did you understand the task required of you? (Yes/No)
2. Do you feel that your answers were a correct representation of what you perceived? (Yes/No) Please add any comments that explain your answer.
3. Please give any thought you have on how you aligned the two phones
4. Do you have any other significant comments that may be worth recording, regarding the execution of the test?

The participant was given a box in which to enter their answer for questions 2, 3 and 4 as prose. Participants were given as much time as they required to fill out the form to their desired level of detail.

8.2 Results

As in the previous chapter, we asked participants to take the screening test for RAD perception that we designed using our work in Chapter 6. We provide analysis of the screening test’s value to this study that is analogous with the analysis provided in Section 7.2.1. Figure 8.3 shows the relationship between scores in the screening test (number of correct responses out of four) and performance in the experiment. As we discuss in Section 3.2.3, audio-visual bias depends upon how clearly the brain can distinguish the audio and visual cues. Therefore, we might expect that better performance in the screening test would indicate larger bias in the experiment. Each graph in Figure 8.3 includes a least squares linear fit to the data. Only the linear fit corresponding to the 25 cm depth difference matches expectation by yielding a positive gradient. This appears to contradict our expectations. Finite sample f-tests against the null hypothesis that the gradient equals zero were used to determine whether the gradients were significantly positive or negative. The gradients, standard errors and p-values for these tests are shown in table 8.1, along with the value of the Pearson’s product-moment correlation coefficient. None of the cases prove statistically significant. We therefore chose not to use the screening test data in the analysis of our results.
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Figure 8.3: The relationship between the participants’ performance in the experiment and their scores in the screening test, for each of the three non-zero depth differences. As the screening test data is heavily discretised, we decided to “jitter” the data points in the x-dimension so as to make the data distribution visibly clearer. In other words, for display purposes only, a small amount of random noise has been added to the x-values so as to minimise the number of overlapping data points.

Table 8.1: The gradients for the linear regression in Figure 8.3 with their standard errors and p-values for finite sample f-tests against the null hypothesis that the gradient equals zero. The Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient is also shown.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Depth /cm</th>
<th>Gradient</th>
<th>Std.Err.</th>
<th>p-Value</th>
<th>Pearson’s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>6.202</td>
<td>4.704</td>
<td>0.1964</td>
<td>0.2237</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>-11.41</td>
<td>8.89</td>
<td>0.2083</td>
<td>-0.2181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>-2.2</td>
<td>16.82</td>
<td>0.8967</td>
<td>-0.02276</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We have already explained in Section 8.1.2 why display space and audio space may not be related by a one-to-one mapping. Prior to reporting the results here, we have converted all the data, which was measured by the computer in display-space units of depth, back to audio-space units of depth. This was done by dividing each participant’s data by their mapping constant calculated during the calibration phase of the experimental procedure.

Before starting to analyse the results, we also discarded one participant’s data. This was due to their responses in the questionnaire; specifically their response that said they did not feel their answers formed a correct interpretation of what they perceived. This participant’s comments are discussed further in Section 8.3.

Shapiro-Wilk tests fail to conclude that any of our data distributions are normally distributed. This conclusion is supported by plots of the frequency histograms and calculations of the values for kurtosis and skewness. Our data is leptokurtic with a
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Figure 8.4: The median cross-modal bias for each audio-visual separation, with the corresponding 95% confidence intervals calculated using Wilcoxon signed rank tests. The p-values indicate probability that we can reject the null hypothesis that the median is equal to zero.

positive skew. The skewness and kurtosis values which ideally should lie between -1 and 1, ranged between 2.36 and 4.07 for skewness, and 8.97 and 19.21 for kurtosis. In such situations it may be possible to transform the data and attain better values for the skewness and kurtosis. We found that a reciprocal transformation yielded the best possible results and almost eradicated any skew, however the data remained quite leptokurtic unless we discarded 18 data points as outliers. As we discuss in Section 8.3, we would not necessarily expect our results to be normally distributed. We have therefore decided to apply a non-parametric analysis to our data.

Figure 8.4 plots the median bias measured for each audio-visual condition in the direction of the auditory component’s depth. Median bias sizes in audio-space for the null case and the 25 cm, 50 cm and 75 cm audio-visual separations were measured to be -1.95mm, 1.73mm, 2.96mm and 6.21mm respectively. Each value is accompanied by a 95% confidence interval calculated using the non-parametric Wilcoxon Signed Rank test. P-values for these tests against the null hypothesis
that the median bias is equal to zero are also shown on the graph. These tests prove significant for both the 50cm and 75cm audio-visual separations.

The Friedman test is the non-parametric equivalent of a repeated measures ANOVA. It is implemented for replicated blocked data in the R-Project package muStat (Wittkowski and Song 2012). Grouping the data by audio-visual condition and blocking the data by participant yields a strongly significant p-value of 0.0103. We therefore conclude that there are significant Bias differences between each audio-visual condition.

Two sample Wilcoxon signed rank tests allow us to identify where these significant differences occur. The difference between the null case and the 50cm audio-visual separation proves strongly significant with a p-value of 0.0480. The difference between the null case and the 75cm audio-visual separation also proves strongly significant with a p-value of 0.00185. The difference between 25cm audio-visual separation and the 75cm audio-visual separation proves weakly significant with a p-value of 0.0840. All the other differences prove insignificant.

8.3 Discussion

The failure of the screening test to predict anything about the participants’ performance in the experiment came as a surprise to us, particularly when it proved valuable in our previous experiment. It is important to note that the 2AFC paradigm, used in the previous cross-modal experiments and the screening test, collects binomial data - a response could be either correct or incorrect - whereas in this experiment we collected continuous data. The task is fundamentally different, which may offer some indication of why the screening test failed to be valuable in this experiment.

There are various reasons that might explain why our data is non-normally distributed. Firstly, without applying an effective screening test for audio acuity in the task, we cannot assume that audio performance is normally distributed. We would expect this to effect the distribution of cross-modal performance. Furthermore, we do not know that the human method of combining of audio and visual depth cues is normally distributed across participants.

The data collected in the post-experiment questionnaire did reveal that the majority of participants self reported as using visual cues to complete the task. Specifically, visual size was the most popular cue with 54% of the participants giving comments in the questionnaire suggesting its use. Such comments varied from “Used mainly the idea of size in order to gauge consequent distance,” to, “Sometimes I tried to match the size of the icons on the mobile phone to help match their depth.”
One participant commented saying, “Some of the harder/closer ones I compared by distance from bottom of the screen.” Thirty-seven percent of participants classified as using size cues to complete the task, made such references to using the “height” of the phone to judge depth. The distance between the bottom edge of the phone and the bottom of the screen decreases as the phone moves towards the participant and increases in size. Another 7% of participants who used size to complete the task did so by focusing on the position of particular points and edges in the image. One participant said “I used points of reference as well as comparing sizes of parts of the phones to determine when they were an equal distance away.” Whilst another participant said, “By looking at the placement of the top and bottom lines of the phone”. None of the participants made direct reference to the binocular depth cue, although a couple of participants did make comments about a generic depth cue that likely referred to it, such as “Often [judged] by size, but was able to consider “depth” most of the time,” and “Judging the sizes of the phone, the difference from base to floor, and by how “close” they appeared.”

Only one participant responded to question 2 with a “No” (Do you feel that your answers were a correct representation of what you perceived?). They explained their answer by saying “Wasn’t sure on the 2nd task whether I was moving the mobile phone to look the same on the screen as the reference or whether it was getting the phone to sound the same, because the reference phone always sounded quieter.” From this we concluded that the participant may not have been responding to the task consistently. This participant’s responses were removed from the data before presenting the results in Section 8.2.

The post experiment questionnaires reveal that 14% of participants consciously used sound in matching the depths of the two phones. Participants commented that, “I was trying to match the depth visually as well as how far away they both sounded but sometimes I thought the pitch was different for the phones,” and, “The ringing sound impacted how close I thought each one was, and that was mainly how I aligned them.” When these participants are excluded from the data, we still get a weakly significant result from the Friedman test with a p-value of 0.0874. Further analysis with Wilcoxon signed rank tests reveal that just the difference between the null case and the 75 cm audio-visual separation proves significant with a p-value of 0.0150. Figure 8.5 shows the replotted medians for the data, excluding those participants reported using sound to complete the experimental task. The newly calculated medians for the null case, 25cm, 50cm and 75cm audio-visual separations were found to be -1.95mm, 0.96mm, 1.81mm and 4.67mm respectively.

The effect sizes observed in this study are satisfyingly similar to the self reports
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Figure 8.5: The median biases for the participants who didn’t report using sound in the questionnaire. The corresponding 95% confidence intervals, calculated using Wilcoxon signed rank tests, are shown with p-values specifying the probability with which we can reject the null hypothesis that the median is equal to zero.

The bias sizes we have measured appear rather small, so it is important to analyze their contextual significance. It is first important to note that the result for the 25cm, 50cm and 75 cm audio-visual separations correspond to being wrong by 2, 3 and 6 down-arrow key presses respectively. Figure 8.6 shows a simple S3D viewing arrangement of a single point in front of the screen with a disparity of $g$ between left and right eye images. The viewer has an eye separation of $e$ and is positioned at a viewing distance of $z$ from the screen. If we assume that the perceived depth $d$ occurs at the intersection of left and right eye rays, we can use the definition of the...
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Figure 8.6: A simple S3D viewing arrangement of a point in front of the screen with corresponding screen disparity $g$. The viewer, with an eye separation $e$, views the screen from a distance $z$ and should perceive depth of approximately $d$. Using simple geometry we can derive equation 8.1 that predicts the perceived depth from a given disparity.

\[
\sin \frac{\beta}{2} = \frac{g/2}{d} = \frac{e/2}{z-d}
\]

Rearranging this gives us an equation that allows us to theoretically predict perceived depth from the screen disparity in our experimental setup:

\[
d = \frac{z}{\frac{e}{g} + 1}
\]

For our calculations we use 0.06 m as a nominal approximation of the eye-separation (Dodgson 2004) and the viewing distance of 1.91 m that we used in our experiments.

A pixel in our screen is 0.000542 m wide. Using the above equation we can calculate the perceived depth corresponding to a single pixel’s disparity in our TV viewing scenario to be 0.0171 m, or 1.71 cm. This is larger than the 0.621 cm effect size we have measured for an audio-visual separation of 75 cm. So the audio-visual effect bias is smaller than a visual depth difference corresponding to a single pixel of disparity in a 3DTV viewing scenario. In fact, using the above equation we can calculate that 0.621 cm of perceived depth corresponds to just 0.0196 cm of disparity, or 36% of a single pixel’s disparity. This disparity would subtend an angle of 21 arcseconds. Howard (1919) found that some participants could distinguish disparity differences as small as 1.8 arcseconds, a value that is supported by several other studies (Langlands 1926; Yeh and Silverstein 1990; Julesz et al. 2006). Hence, we
expect that many of our participants would be able to perceive the small effect size, particularly as they had all been screened for stereo acuity using the Titmus stereo test (meaning they could perceive at least 40 arcseconds of disparity). These results support those from Chapters 4 and 7, which show that the audio-visual effect creates a depth difference that influences participants’ relative depth judgments.

The small bias size does limit the practical application of this effect, but there may be scenarios when this effect would be useful. Particularly in situations where the full ranges of other depth cues have been exhausted and a little more is needed to distinguish between two points. Furthermore, due to limited time and resources we have been unable to draw conclusions concerning the external validity of the effect, so we know relatively little about the possible use-case scenarios. For instance, the effect may, under certain conditions, create a measurable subjective impact in a similar manner to our results in Chapter 5. It’s also important to explore the impact of this effect in different experimental environments, such as desktop viewing, tablet viewing and cinema viewing. In light of the small bias size, we might expect this effect to have greater value in smaller screen arrangements. As mentioned in Section 4.1.2, the stimulus was chosen carefully as one which we might expect to yield an audio-visual effect. However, we don’t know whether other stimuli would respond better or not. We also don’t know whether motion would be more susceptible to the effect than static images. There is much further work to be completed.

The construct validity of this study is threatened by the lack of control for fidelity in RAD perception. We know from our previous work in Chapters 4 and 7 that there is considerable variation between participants in RAD perception acuity. Our results in this chapter include the results of participants who may have very poor ability to match the depths of the reference and selector stimuli in an auditory-only case. We would expect these participants to experience a smaller bias, or even no bias. Therefore, our results could be an under-estimate of the bias size experienced by those we would expect to perceive the effect.

Designing a S3D image that is perceived by participants to have depth cues that match its real world counterpart is as yet non-trivial. This poses a threat to the construct validity of our results, as the majority of literature addressing the ventriloquist effect uses real world data, in which one can know exactly where the visual stimulus is positioned. Various studies have found that perceived depth does not accurately match up with the widely accepted geometric models for depth perception in S3D images (e.g. Renner et al. 2015; Tai et al. 2013). In this study, we use a calibration task to improve the mapping of perceived depth in the display to perceived depth in the real world. Whilst this is a helpful “first order” improvement,
in practice we cannot be sure that the resulting camera projection used to create the visual stimuli was related to the real world by a true one-to-one mapping.

### 8.4 Conclusions

This chapter reports an experiment seeking to measure the size of the audio-visual bias whose impact we have observed in Chapters 4 and 7. The experimental task required participants to match the depth of a cross-modal stimulus with spatially disparate audio and visual components, called the “selector”, to a static replica of the same stimulus but with spatially congruent audio and visual components, called the “reference”. The stimulus was the same ringing mobile telephone used in our previous experiments. The reference and selector phone were viewed sequentially with a 0.5 second gap between each viewing, and for each matching task the participant could switch as many times as they liked between the two phones using the space key. The participant controlled the depth of the selector phone using the up and down arrows. Three different audio-visual separations were investigated: 25cm, 50cm and 75cm. As the participant altered the selector phone’s depth, the audio and visual components moved such that the audio-visual separation remained fixed throughout the matching task. We also investigated the null case in which the audio depth was fixed at the depth of the reference phone and did not vary as the participant varied the selector phone’s depth.

We expected that the nearer audio stimulus would “pull” the perception of the phone’s visual depth forwards, so that when matching the two stimuli, the participant would believe that they were matched whilst the selector phone’s visual component was still positioned behind the reference phone’s visual component. The depth difference between the two phones is therefore a measurement of the audio-visual bias (albeit a noisy one). Thirty-five participants, screened for vision, stereo vision and hearing, contributed three measurements for each audio-visual condition.

The results for each audio-visual condition are plotted in Figure 8.4. The data was found to be non-normal, so a non-parametric analysis was applied to the data. A Friedman test looking for differences between the audio-visual conditions, gives a strongly significant result. Further analysis with two-sample Wilcoxon signed rank tests reveal that significant differences exist between the null case and the 50cm and 75cm audio-visual separations, and that a weakly significant differences exists between the 25 cm and 75 cm audio-visual separations. Median biases of -1.95mm, 1.73mm, 2.96mm and 6.21mm were measured for the null case and the 25cm, 50cm and 75cm audio visual separations respectively. One sample Wilcoxon signed rank
tests allow us to conclude that the 50cm and 75cm audio-visual separations gave results that were significantly different from a bias of 0 cm.

Six millimeters of depth is smaller than the depth corresponding to one pixel’s disparity in our TV viewing scenario. The effect is therefore very small. However, it is significantly larger than the most accurate levels of stereo acuity reported in literature (Howard 1919) and corresponds to six down-arrow key presses in our software. This may explain the strong results in Chapter 7 and allows us to conclude that that there could be uses for this small effect. Further work should seek to explore possible use-cases as well as offer a better understanding of the scope of this effect. In particular they should establish whether other experimental conditions might lead to a larger bias sizes relative to the display’s depth budget.
Conclusions

This chapter draws together all the work presented in this thesis, and seeks to answer the over-arching research question raised in Chapter 1: Is it important to quality-control audio-visual depth by considering audio-visual interactions in depth perception when designing content for integrated S3D display and spatial sound systems? Our work began with a preliminary experiment exploring the hypothesis that audio depth could affect participants’ judgements of visual depth in a S3D image. Building upon the positive results of this experiment, we assembled a number of key research questions that would lead us towards answering our over-arching research question. Each research question was directly addressed by at least one chapter in this thesis. In total, four distinct experimental studies have been undertaken, each making novel contributions to the field.

This chapter begins in Section 9.1 by summarising the work undertaken and the conclusions made that enable us to answer the research questions raised in Chapter 1. We then offer an answer, in Section 9.2 to the over-arching research question. We draw attention to the novel contributions of our work in Section 9.3 before finally discussing the questions posed by our work that further research could address.

9.1 Research questions

Here, we provide a summary of the work undertaken in order to answer each research question raised in Chapter 1.

1. What is there to be learnt from the literature?

In Chapter 2 we review the literature detailing the cues to visual and auditory depth perception as well as the engineering of S3D displays and spatial sound systems.
Two dimensional displays present depth in a scene using a variety of pictorial cues, such as perspective, size and occlusion. Despite offering binocular disparity as an additional visual depth cue, depth perception in S3D displays cannot be considered a “natural” viewing experience, due to factors such as the vergence-accommodation conflict. Depth perception in a S3D image is therefore degraded, when compared with depth perception in a natural environment, although markedly enhanced when compared with depth perception in a conventional 2D image. This results in S3D displays having a limited range of depth which is comfortable to view, called the “depth budget” or “zone of comfort”. This range is very limited for small screens with small viewing distances.

The primary cues to auditory depth perception are loudness, reverberation, frequency spectrum and inter-aural differences. Spatial sound systems utilise these cues (and others) to present a source’s position in 3D space. Developments in the engineering of spatial sound systems have turned attention to S3D media as a showcase for the technology.

Chapter 3 reports on studies concerning the interaction between audio and visual perception. There are many examples of visual and auditory perception influencing each other. One of the most famous examples of an audio-visual interaction, or cross-modal effect, is the ventriloquist effect. Models of the ventriloquist effect suggests that, whilst most commonly vision affects auditory spatial perception, audition can conversely affect visual spatial perception under certain conditions. Indeed, this has been empirically confirmed in some studies. The conditions under which this occurs include degraded visual stimuli, bi-stable visual stimuli, or an impaired human visual system.

Our preliminary experiment, described in Chapter 4, suggests that auditory depth cues can influence perception of depth in S3D displays. The experiment showed that a 2AFC relative depth judgement between two cross-modal stimuli could be influenced significantly by varying the depth of the auditory component, if the visual components are positioned at the same depth. So in answer to our first research question, the literature presents ideas motivation for our work, is well-aligned with the results of our preliminary experiment, and suggests where we should look for a stronger cross-modal effect.
2. Does viewing S3D content with quality-controlled binocular cues create measurable positive changes in the audience’s subjective attitudes towards S3D media?

Our first experimental study, reported in Chapter 5, sought subjective evidence of an enhanced viewing experience offered by high-quality S3D media, in which the binocular cue was quality-controlled using the algorithms outlined by Jones et al. (2001). Subjective evidence was collected in the form of responses to 5 questions. Each response was given on a five point Likert scale, shown in Figure 5.1, that was subdivided into 100 values and printed such that it satisfied the specifications outlined in ITU-R Recommendation BT.500-12 (2009). With regard to viewing S3D media, our five questions investigated the concepts of: viewing experience, suitability for displaying complex information, viewing comfort, naturalness and knowledge retention. We implemented a one group pre-test post-test quasi-experimental design, in which these questions were asked before and after an intervention – in our case the viewing of a short, high-quality S3D film. Any significant change in responses to the questions are considered to arise as the consequence of the intervention. Our first experiment was undertaken using the technology we most expected to yield significant positive effects: our low cross-talk, large screen, active shutter-glasses display. We then performed a series of replications in which we varied the viewing technology, content and location of the experiment.

We concluded that our high quality S3D films, Cosmic Origins and Cosmic Cookery, create measurable, repeatable changes in audience attitude towards the medium. These changes remain significant when varying the content, display technology and site location used in the experiment. Both large and small screens were tested, as well as national (UK) and international sites. The current popular attitude towards S3D content may be improved by the wider distribution of high-quality content, created using quality-controlled depth cues. Our positive answer to this research question supports the importance of quality-controlled depth cues and the benefit of restricting binocular cues to a depth budget, thereby providing motivation for our further research questions.

3. What is the MAD in our experimental setup?

In Chapter 6 we measure the MAD between our two loudspeakers using a two-down one-up transformed adaptive experiment with parameter estimation by sequential testing. This sensory threshold informs the design of our later cross-modal ex-
periments and forms an important value that spatial sound content designers and systems engineers should consider in their work. In the experiment, participants answered a series of 2AFC tests in which they were required to choose which of two sounds appeared nearer to them. The depth difference between the speakers in each test depended on whether the participant answered the previous tests correctly or not. The experimental design specifies rules that result in the depth differences converging on a measure of the participant’s MAD.

From the results we concluded that there is significant variation of the MAD between participants, suggesting that, where appropriate, researchers may wish to screen participants for RAD perception prior to including their result in analysis. We propose a model for this screening test, implementing and evaluating this in Sections 7.1.4, 7.2.1 and 8.2. The PDH, which theoretically predicts the MAD to be 5% of the reference distance, was found to approximate the performance of the participants with the best acuity. The worst performing participants were found to have acuity values ranging from 20% to 35% of the reference distance. Our results match the reciprocal trend between the MAD and the reference distance that was found to exist in previous studies. This was then used to build a model for the upper-quartiles of our data sets ($M$) from the reference distance ($D$):

$$M = \frac{10.7}{D} + 14.6$$

For content designers, different limits are important in different design contexts. If auditory depth is used as a medium to deliver important information, a larger value for the MAD should be considered to ensure the majority of the audience can perceive that delivery. In such a case, we suggest using the upper-quartile value as estimated using our model above. There are many scenarios when using auditory depth to create specific sensation or effect in film might require this, such as gun shots approaching behind the camera, or footsteps approaching the camera in the dark. This might also be important when using audio depth to improve or distract performance in a S3D gaming environment, or even when using audio to improve comprehension of scientific data visualisation. On the other hand, if the purpose of auditory depth is to provide the scene with a degree of fidelity that is valuable for listeners with the best levels of acuity, then one should aim for the smallest MAD values of approximately 5%. Doing so will provide audience members who have the best acuity with a level of auditory spatial detail they can appreciate.

The data and analysis presented in Chapter 6 therefore provides an answer to this particular research question. For a reference distance of 1.81 m, the median
MAD in our TV viewing scenario is approximately 25 cm.

4. Does auditory depth influence our perception of relative depth in S3D images?

There were a number of weaknesses in the execution of the preliminary experiment that meant we could only use its results as a motivation for answering our overarching research question, rather than as part of the answer. We therefore designed a new experiment, based upon the design of the preliminary experiment, that would give a more robust answer to this particular research question. This experiment is reported in Chapter 7, and answers both this research question and the succeeding research question: How does the cross-modal effect vary with auditory depth?

Participants were asked to make a relative depth judgement between two cross-modal stimuli whose visual depths were the same but whose auditory depths varied. The stimuli, representing a mobile phone, were presented consecutively, and the participant was asked: “Which phone appears nearest?” The possible responses were “the first” or “the second”. This study differed from the preliminary experiment in that it used a calibrated experimental setup and a more rigorous experimental design. The new experimental design involved screening participants for acuity in RAD perception, and used an improved method for collecting qualitative information from a participant. In order to simultaneously answer the succeeding research question, multiple audio-visual separations were investigated for a viewing distance of 1.91m corresponding to a 30° viewing angle. This is widely quoted as the SMPTE recommended viewing distance (Rushing 2004).

The results showed a significant effect for auditory depth differences of 50 cm and 75 cm. That is, in a significant majority of cases, participants believed that the nearer stimulus was the stimulus accompanied by the nearer sound. Such an effect was still observed after removing all the participants who reported that they used sound to determine their response. In the preliminary study the audio-visual separation was set at 20% of the reference distance, for which 65% of responses said that the visual stimulus accompanied by the nearer auditory stimulus appeared nearer. By interpolation, we can use the results from this new study to conclude that the corresponding result for an audio-visual separation of 20% of the reference distance used would be 57% of responses. We wouldn’t necessarily expect such a similar result, given that the experimental setup has been altered substantially to give us greater confidence in our result e.g. we have used a different reference/viewing distance. As in the preliminary experiment, a significant cross-modal effect has been
observed in our results with a slightly smaller effect size. So in answer to our research question, auditory depth therefore can influence our perception of relative depth in S3D images.

5. **How does the cross-modal effect vary with auditory depth?**

The experiment reported in Chapter 7, which answered the previous research question, was also designed to investigate how the cross-modal effect varies with auditory depth (or audio-visual depth separation). As mentioned in the previous section, four different audio-visual separations, separated by the median MAD as measured in the previous experiment, were incorporated into the experimental design: 0 cm, 25 cm, 50 cm and 75 cm.

For the 0cm, 25cm, 50cm and 75cm audio-visual separation we found that 50%, 52%, 66% and 73% of participants believed that stimulus with the nearer auditory component was the nearer stimulus. In the null case, where the audio-visual separation was 0 cm, there was no nearer auditory component, so we expected and measured a 50% chance divide in responses. For the 50 cm and 75 cm audio-visual separations, the response divide was significantly different from chance. The effect’s dependancy on the audio-visual separation can be modelled neatly using a logistic curve, from which we can draw estimates for the effect’s limits. The effect appears to only vary significantly for audio-visual separations between 33.27 cm and 51.71 cm.

6. **How large is the cross-modal bias?**

When answering the previous research question, we measured the impact of a cross-modal bias upon performance in a relative depth judgement task. We did not measure the size of the cross-modal bias, which is important when considering potential applications of the effect. In Chapter 8 we measure the size of the bias using a variation of the experimental task used in Chapters 4 and 7. In the new task, participants could switch as many times as they liked between two stimuli - one labelled the “selector” and the other labelled “the reference”. The audio and visual depths of the reference stimulus were matched and fixed at 10 cm in front of the screen. The audio and visual depths of the selector stimulus were separated by a fixed value, and could be controlled in a synchronous manner by the participant (such that the audio-visual depth separation remained constant). The participant was asked to match the perceived depth of the selector stimulus (with disparate auditory and visual components) to the fixed depth of the reference stimulus. The
difference between the participant’s selected depth and the reference stimulus’ depth was taken as a measure of the cross-modal bias created by the audio-visual depth separation in the selector stimulus.

Four different audio-visual separation conditions were explored. The audio and visual depths of the selector stimulus could be separated by one of three fixed distances: 25 cm, 50 cm and 75 cm, or in the null case, the audio depth was tied to the same depth as the reference phone. Significant differences in the bias size were found to exist between the null case and the 50 cm and 75 cm audio visual separations. Another significant difference was found to exist between the 25 cm and 75 cm audio visual separation. The maximum bias size observed was 6.21 mm, for an audio visual separation of 75 cm from a viewing distance of 1.91 m. This value is small, but bigger than the minimum visible stereo depth difference, which we consider to be the reason we observed the impact of the effect in Chapters 4 and 7. We have shown that when the full range of binocular depth is used, sound has the potential to offer a small but noticeable amount of further perceived depth.

9.2 The over-arching research question

The over-arching research question that directed the work in this thesis is presented in section 1.2 as: Is it important to quality-control audio-visual depth by considering audio-visual interactions in depth perception when designing content for integrated S3D display and spatial sound systems? We have identified three different parts to this research question. Firstly, the importance of quality-controlling audio-visual depth; secondly, the consideration of audio-visual interactions; and finally, the integration of S3D displays and spatial sound systems.

The approach we have taken to answer this research question begins with an experimental study that shows the importance of quality-controlling the binocular depth cue alone, by restricting it to a particular depth budget. This study serves as a motivation for our later work, which explores the possibility of extending the depth budget using audio depth. The experiments we then report each address a part of the over-arching research question, in reverse order. We build a calibrated audio and visual display system and use it to observe the impact of an audio-visual interaction upon a relative depth perception task, before finally measuring the size of the audio-visual bias in order to discuss the effect’s potential application and significance.

The first part of the research question – addressing the importance of quality-controlling audio visual depth – is addressed by both our first and last experiments.
We began by collecting subjective evidence suggesting it is valuable to quality-control the binocular cue. By extension we might expect that it is important to quality-control other depth cues. Furthermore, we have also shown that there is qualitative value in restricting binocular depth to a given depth budget for a display, which our further work then seeks to extend using auditory depth. This experiment therefore suggests, in multiple ways, that it could be important to quality-control audio-visual depth. This is confirmed in the final experiment, where we show a cross-modal effect that could extend the binocular depth budget in certain application scenarios. However, the small size of the effect seems likely to restrict the number of possible application scenarios.

The final two experiments we report directly address the second part of our over-arching research question – the consideration of audio-visual interactions. We have shown that audio depth can influence viewers’ performance in a relative depth perception task. Audio depth differences, larger than approximately 33 cm (for a viewing distance of 1.91m), can cause a significant majority of viewers to believe they saw a depth difference between stimuli. For an audio depth difference of 75 cm, this visual depth bias is approximately 6 mm, which is larger than the minimum visible binocular depth difference that has been measured. The popularity of the algorithms used to design Cosmic Origins and Cosmic Cookery (Jones et al. 2001; Holliman 2004; Holliman et al. 2006; Holliman 2010), suggests it is important to quality-control visual depth in S3D displays. Furthermore, we have shown that audio depth can influence visual depth perception in S3D displays. We therefore conclude that there could be scenarios where it is important to quality-control audio-visual depth in S3D media.

All this experimentation was undertaken using a calibrated experimental setup for which the value of the MAD was known. In preparing this experimental setup, we addressed the third part of the over-arching research question – the integration of spatial sound and S3D display systems. We used an LG BM-LDS302 47 inch 3DTV display and two frequency matched K-Array KT20 loudspeakers, positioned using motorised rails. This is a very simple spatial sound system that served the purpose of delivering reliable localisation cues to the participant for all the degrees of spatial freedom our experiments required. The MAD for our experimental set up was found to be approximately 25 cm, when the participant was positioned at a listening distance (between participant and back speaker) of 1.81 m.

We have shown that audio depth can influence perception of depth in an S3D image. But this is different to assessing the importance of considering audio-visual interactions when designing content and engineering systems. Determining the im-
portance should be driven by conceiving, implementing and evaluating possible application scenarios for the effect, in an analogous manner to the work we present in Chapter 5 concerning the evaluation of quality-controlling the binocular effect. Such work could be seen as a focus of further work, as discussed in Section 9.4. In this thesis we have presented evidence that suggests the subjective evaluation of an application scenario could prove positive. Though the number of potential applications of the effect reported in this thesis may be limited by its size, the literature suggests that under certain conditions the audio-visual bias could be larger (such as degraded and bistable visual stimuli as explained in Section 3.2.3 and discussed in Section 3.3). To conclude, the work presented in this thesis gives us greater confidence in answering the over-arching research question with a clear and resounding, “Perhaps.”

9.3 Novel contributions

There are novel contributions made by the work presented in this thesis.

- A review of literature related to audio-visual depth perception.
- An evaluation of subjective impressions of high-quality S3D media with quality-controlled binocular cues.
- An environmentally valid measurement of the MAD for a TV viewing scenario.
- A consideration of the implications of the MAD for content designers and systems engineers.
- A proposal and evaluation of a RAD perception screening test.
- An observation of audio depth influencing depth perception in S3D images.
- A plot of the psychometric function showing how the impact of this audio-visual interaction depends upon the auditory depth.
- A measurement of cross-modal bias created by the audio-visual interaction.

9.4 Further work

There are a number of further research questions that have arisen from our work, which we did not have the time or resources to address in this thesis. HCI is a very applied field of science, so it is right for related research to be directed by a focus upon the application of the research in relevant industries. For this reason, the most
obvious matters that still need to be addressed are those that stand in the way of applying this research to the industries of display system engineering and content design. We therefore propose three main points of focus for future work. Firstly, this further work could build upon the points made in our literature review to look for conditions under which audio can have a greater influence upon visual depth. Secondly, it could seek to implement possible application scenarios and investigate the impact of commercially available spatial sound systems upon audio-visual depth interactions. Finally, it could seek to evaluate such implementations of application scenarios in a manner similar to our evaluation of media that implements quality-controlled binocular depth cues.

Our literature review concluded that the majority of strong audio-visual interactions occur when the visual stimuli are either degraded, or bi-stable. It was a conscious decision for our work to focus on unadulterated S3D visual stimuli in the hope that the effect observed might have a wider scope. Depth perception in S3D displays is a degradation of natural depth perception, despite it being an improvement upon depth perception in traditional 2D displays. Now that we have shown a small effect does exist for unadulterated S3D stimuli, researchers may wish to look at other conditions for which the effect is larger. Specific suggestions that can be drawn from our literature review include: stimuli appearing in the periphery of the viewer’s vision; stimuli where the binocular depth has been compressed significantly, in a manner that is inconsistent with the pictorial cues; S3D images that have been degraded significantly by crosstalk (Tsirlin et al. 2011); blurred or noisy stimuli; and conventional 2D images instead of S3D images.

The typical cycle of HCI research begins with studies of human behaviour and thinking, which feed into the design of new computing algorithms, design principles and guidance concerning the production of a quality user experience. Implementations of these outcomes are then evaluated in further human studies, and so the cycle often begins again. In this thesis we have progressed as far as performing a set of human trials and deriving some design recommendations. Further work could seek to implement possible application scenarios for the effect using commercially available technology. There could be a number of interesting research questions posed by this, including the impact of different commercially available spatial sound systems upon the effect, and the value of the effect for displays with very small depth budgets (e.g. tablet computers).

The final step in the HCI cycle, before the effect could be applied in industry, would be to evaluate the implementation of an application scenario. If appropriate, this could take a subjective approach, much like our work presented in Chapter
5. If the selected application scenario seeks to alter the user’s task performance in something, then a quantitative evaluation may be required. Having identified and measured a perceivable cross-modal effect in depth perception, implemented an application scenario and demonstrated its value through a qualitative or quantitative evaluation, we could then be sure that it is important to quality-control audio-visual depth by considering audio-visual interactions when integrating S3D displays and spatial sound systems.
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